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Glossary
Access: The opportunity to reach a given destination within a certain timeframe or without
significant physical, social, or economic barriers.
Accessible Vehicle: A public transportation vehicle that does not restrict access, is usable, and
provides allocated space and/or priority seating for individuals who use mobility devices.
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA): The Americans with Disabilities Act, passed in July
1991, gave direction to local transit agencies to ensure full access to transportation for persons
with disabilities.
Boardings: The total number of passengers getting on a transit vehicle during a specified
period of time. See also Ridership and Passenger Trip.
Capital Cost: The cost of equipment and facilities required to support transportation systems,
including vehicles, radios, shelters, software, etc.
Central Transfer Point: A central meeting place where routes or zonal demand response buses
intersect so that passengers may transfer. Routes are often timed to facilitate transferring and
depart once passengers have had time to transfer. When all routes arrive and depart at the
same time, the system is called a pulse system. The central transfer point simplifies transfers
when there are many routes (particularly radial routes), several different modes, and/or
paratransit zones. A downtown retail area is often an appropriate site for a central transfer point,
as it is likely to be a popular destination, a place of traffic congestion and limited parking, and a
place where riders are likely to feel safe waiting for the next bus. Strategic placement of the
transfer point can attract riders to the system and may provide an opportunity for joint marketing
promotions with local merchants.
Circulator: A bus that makes frequent trips around a small geographic area with numerous
stops around the route. It is typically operated in a downtown area or area attracting tourists,
where parking is limited, roads are congested, and trip generators are spread around the area.
It may be operated all-day or only at times of peak demand, such as rush hour or lunchtime.
Commuter Bus Service: Transportation designed for daily, round-trip service, which
accommodates a typical 8-hour, daytime work shift (e.g., an outbound trip arriving at an
employment center by 8 AM, with the return trip departing after 5 PM).
Coordination: Coordination means pooling the transportation resources and activities of
several agencies. The owners of transportation assets talk to each other to find ways to
mutually benefit their agencies and their customers. Coordination models can range in scope
from sharing information, to sharing equipment and facilities, to integrated scheduling and
dispatching of services, to the provision of services by only one transportation provider (with
other former providers now purchasing services). Coordination may involve human service
agencies working with each other or with public transit operations.
Cost per Boarding: The total operating expenditures of a route or service divided by the
number of total boardings.
Cost per Revenue Mile or Hour: The total operating expenditures of a route or service divided
by the number of revenue miles or revenue hours.
Demand Response Service: Service to individuals that is activated based on passenger
requests. Usually passengers call the scheduler or dispatcher and request rides for dates and
times. A trip is scheduled for that passenger, which may be canceled by the passenger. Usually
involves curb-to-curb or door-to-door service. Trips may be scheduled on an advanced
reservation basis or in “real-time.” Usually smaller vehicles are used to provide demand
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response service. This type of service usually provides the highest level of service to the
passenger but is the most expensive for the transit system to operate in terms of cost per trip. In
rural areas with relatively high populations of elderly persons and persons with disabilities,
demand response service is sometimes the most appropriate type of service. Sub-options within
this service type are discussed in order of least structured to most structured, in terms of routing
and scheduling.
•

Pure Demand Response Service: Drivers pick up and drop off passengers at any point
in the service area, based on instructions from the dispatcher. In pure demand response
systems, the dispatcher combines immediate requests, reservations, and subscription
service for the most efficient use of each driver’s time.

•

Zonal Demand Response Service: The service area is divided into zones. Buses pick
up and drop off passengers only within the assigned zone. When the drop off is in
another zone, the dispatcher chooses a meeting point at the zone boundary for
passenger transfer or a central transfer is used. This system ensures that a vehicle will
always be within each zone when rides are requested.

•

Flexibly Routed and Scheduled Services: Flexibly routed and scheduled services
have some characteristics of both fixed route and demand response services. In areas
where demand for travel follows certain patterns routinely, but the demand for these
patterns is not high enough to warrant a fixed route, service options such as checkpoint
service, point deviation, route deviation, service routes, or subscription service might be
the answer. These are all examples of flexible routing and schedules, and each may
help the transit system make its demand response services more efficient while still
maintaining much of the flexibility of demand responsiveness.

•

Microtransit: A form of demand response service, open to the general public, that
requires some type of "reservation," typically made via an app-based system. Typically,
microtransit uses software algorithms to completely automate the scheduling of the trip,
the fare collection (if any), and the route the driver will utilize (communicating with the
driver via some type of mobile data terminals).

Deviated Fixed Route Service: Transit buses travel along a predetermined alignment or path
with scheduled time points at each terminal point and in some instances at key intermediate
locations. Route deviation service is different than conventional fixed route bus service in that
the vehicle may leave the route upon requests of passengers to be picked up or returned to
destinations near the route. Following an off-route deviation, the vehicle typically returns to the
point at which it left the route. Passengers may call in advance for route deviation or may
access the system at predetermined route stops. The limited geographic area within which the
vehicle may travel off the route is known as the route deviation corridor.
Dial-A-Ride Service: A name that is commonly used for demand response service. It is helpful
in marketing the service to the community, as the meaning of “dial-a-ride” may be more selfexplanatory than “demand response” to someone unfamiliar with transportation terms.
Environmental Justice: Executive Order 12898, issued in 1994, requires agencies receiving
federal funds to determine whether their programs, policies, and activities will have
disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects on minority or lowincome populations.
Express Bus Service: Express bus service characteristics include direct service from a limited
number of origins to a limited number of destinations with no intermediate stops. Typically,
express bus service is fixed route/fixed schedule and is used for longer distance commuter trips.
The term may also refer to a bus that makes a limited number of stops, while a local bus makes
many stops along the same route but as a result takes much longer.
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Farebox Recovery Ratio: The percentage of operating costs covered by revenue from fares
and contract revenue (total fare revenue and total contract revenue divided by the total
operating cost).
Fares: Revenue from cash, tickets, and pass receipts given by passengers as payment for
public transit rides.
Federal Transit Administration (FTA): An operating administration within the United States
Department of Transportation that administers federal programs and provides financial
assistance to public transit.
Feeder Service: Local transportation service that provides passengers with connections to a
longer-distance transportation service. Like connector service, feeder service is service in which
a transfer to or from another transit system, such as an intercity bus route, is the focal point or
primary destination.
Fixed Route: Transportation service operated over a set route or network of routes on a regular
time schedule.
Headway: The length of time between vehicles moving in the same direction on a route.
Headways are called short if the time between vehicles is short and long if the time between
them is long. When headways are short, the service is said to be operating at a high frequency;
if headways are long, service is operating at a low frequency.
Intercity Bus Service: Regularly scheduled bus service for the public that operates with limited
stops over fixed routes connecting two or more urban areas not near, that has the capacity for
transporting baggage carried by passengers, and that makes meaningful connections with
scheduled intercity bus service to more distant points, if such service is available. Intercity bus
service may include local and regional feeder services, if those services are designed expressly
to connect to the broader intercity bus network.
Interlined Routes: When fixed routes are routed through a transfer center or some other
terminal location and become another route, with passengers typically allowed to ride through
from one route to another without an additional fare and/or transfer fee. The “interline” is
typically identified on public materials.
Operating Expenditures: The recurring costs of providing transit service (wages, salaries, fuel,
oil, taxes, maintenance, insurance, marketing, etc.).
Operating Revenue: The total revenue earned by a transit agency through its transit
operations. It includes passenger fares, advertising, and other revenues.
Paratransit Service: "Paratransit" means the transportation of passengers by motor vehicle or
other means of conveyance by persons operating on a regular and continuing basis and the
transportation or delivery of packages in conjunction with an operation having the transportation
of passengers as its primary and predominant purpose and activity but excluding regular route
transit. "Paratransit" includes transportation by carpool and commuter van, point deviation and
route deviation services, shared-ride taxi service, dial-a-ride service, and other similar services.
Boardings per Mile or Hour: Productivity measure that takes the total boardings and divides
by the miles and/or hours operated. The hours and/or miles may be presented as either total
vehicle miles or hours or as revenue miles or hours.
Passenger Trip (Unlinked): Typically, one passenger trip is recorded any time a passenger
boards a transportation vehicle or other conveyance used to provide transportation. “Unlinked”
means that one trip is recorded each time a passenger boards a vehicle, no matter how many
vehicles that passenger uses to travel from their origin to their destination.
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Performance Indicator: An indicator is a metric that provides meaningful information about the
condition or performance of the transportation system but is neither managed nor used to
evaluate the effectiveness of policies, strategies, or investments.
Performance Measure: A performance measure is a metric that measures progress toward a
goal, outcome, or objective. This definition covers metrics used to make decisions or evaluate
the effectiveness or adequacy of a policy, strategy, or investment.
Performance Target: A target is a specific performance level representing the achievement of a
goal, outcome, or objective.
Point Deviation Service: A type of flexible route transit service in which fixed scheduled stops
(points) are established but the vehicle may follow any route needed to pick up individuals along
the way if the vehicle can make it to the fixed points on schedule. This type of service usually
provides access to a broader geographic area than does fixed route service but is not as flexible
in scheduling options as demand response service. It is appropriate when riders change from
day to day, but the same few destinations are consistently in demand. Also sometimes called
checkpoint service.
Public Transportation: Transportation service that is available to any person upon payment of
the fare either directly, subsidized by public policy, or through some contractual arrangement,
and that cannot be reserved for the private or exclusive use of one individual or group. “Public”
in this sense refers to the access to the service, not to the ownership of the system that
provides the service.
Revenue Hours: The number of transit vehicle hours when passengers are being transported.
Calculated by taking the total time when a vehicle is available to the public with the expectation
of carrying passengers. Excludes deadhead hours, when buses are positioning but not carrying
passengers, but includes recovery/layover time.
Revenue Miles: The number of transit vehicle miles when passengers are being transported.
Calculated by taking the total mileage operated when a vehicle is available to the public with the
expectation of carrying passengers. Excludes deadhead mileage, when buses are moving but
not carrying passengers.
Ridership: The total of all unlinked passenger trips, including transfers. One trip that includes a
transfer would be counted as two unlinked passenger trips.
Ridesharing: A form of transportation, other than public transit, in which more than one person
shares the use of a vehicle, such as a van or car, to make a trip. Variations include carpooling or
vanpooling.
Section 5304 (State Transportation and Planning Program): The section of the Federal
Transit Act of 1991, as amended, that provides financial assistance to the states for purposes of
planning, technical studies and assistance, demonstrations, management training, and
cooperative research activities.
Section 5307 (Urbanized Area Formula Program): The section of the Federal Transit Act of
1991, as amended, that authorizes grants to public transit systems in urban areas with
populations of more than 50,000 for both capital and operating projects. Based on population
and density figures, these funds are distributed directly to the transit agency from the FTA.
Section 5310 (Enhanced Mobility for Seniors and Persons with Disability): The section of
the Federal Transit Act of 1991, as amended, that provides grant funds for the purchase of
accessible vehicles and related support equipment for private non-profit organizations to serve
elderly and/or people with disabilities, public bodies that coordinate services for elderly and
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people with disabilities, or any public body that certifies to the state that non-profits in the area
are not readily available to carry out the services.
Section 5311 (Non-urbanized Area Formula Program): The section of the Federal Transit Act
of 1991, as amended, that authorizes grants to public transit systems in non-urbanized areas
(fewer than 50,000 population). The funds initially go to the governor of each state.
Section 5339 (Bus and Bus Facilities): The section of the Federal Transit Act of 1991, as
amended, that makes federal resources available to states and designated recipients to replace,
rehabilitate, and purchase buses and related equipment and to construct bus-related facilities,
including technological changes or innovations to modify low or no emission vehicles or
facilities. Funding is provided through formula allocations and competitive grants. A sub-program
provides competitive grants for bus and bus facility projects that support low and zero-emission
vehicles.
Service Area: The geographic area that coincides with a transit system’s legal operating limits
(city limits, county boundary, etc.).
Service Gaps: When certain geographic segments cannot be covered by transportation
services. This term can also refer to instances where service delivery is not available to a
certain group of riders, or at a specific time.
Service Span: The duration of time that service is made available or operated during the
service day (e.g., 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. on weekdays).
Spare Ratio: The percentage/number of vehicles that an operator purchases in excess of the
number of vehicles required to provide the maximum level of service. The spares are required
so that some vehicles may cycle through a preventive maintenance regimen while the full level
of planned service can still be provided.
Standard: A recommendation that leads or directs a course of action to achieve a certain goal.
A standard is the expected outcome for the measure that will allow a service to be evaluated.
There are two sets of transit standards.
•

Service design and operating standards: Guidelines for the design of new and
improved services and the operation of the transit system.

•

Service performance standards: The evaluation of the performance of the existing
transit system and of alternative service improvements using performance measures.

State Contract Assistance: The program through which the RTAs receive state operating
funding for transit at the discretion of the Massachusetts Legislature via the state budget
process annually. The total amount of state contract assistance funding provided in the state
budget is allocated to the RTAs via a formula developed with RTA input.
Through Routes: When fixed routes are routed through a transfer center or some other
terminal location and become another route, but – unlike interlining – passengers are not
typically allowed to ride through from one route to another, as a “through-route” is typically only
visible/presented on the operating schedule for bus operators and is not identified on public
materials.
Title VI: Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 requires that “No person in the United States
shall, on the grounds of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from participation in, be
denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving
federal financial assistance.”
Transportation Network Companies: Private sector companies that provide software routing,
scheduling, and payment services to independent contractor drivers for a fee; these drivers then
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utilize their own vehicles to provide a (typically) curb-to-curb transportation service, sometimes
to sole riders and sometimes to pooled groups.
Total Operating Cost: The total of all operating costs incurred during the transit system
calendar year, excluding expenses associated with capital grants.
Transfer: Passengers arrive on one bus and leave on another (totally separate) bus to continue
their trip. The boarding of the second vehicle is counted as an unlinked passenger trip.
Transit Dependent: A description for a population or person who does not have immediate
access to a private vehicle, or because of age or health reasons cannot drive and must rely on
others for transportation.
Transit Subsidy: The operating costs not covered by revenue from fares or contracts.
Trip Denial: Occurs when a trip is requested by a passenger, but the transportation provider
cannot provide the service. Trip denial may happen because capacity is not available at the
requested time. For ADA paratransit, a capacity denial is specifically defined as occurring if a
trip cannot be accommodated within the negotiated pick-up window. Even if a trip is provided, if
it is scheduled outside the +60/-60-minute window, it is considered a denial. If the passenger
refused to accept a trip offered within the +60/-60-minute pick-up window, it is considered a
refusal, not a capacity denial.
Volunteers: Persons who offer services to others but do not accept monetary or material
compensation for the services that they provide. In some volunteer programs, the volunteers are
reimbursed for their out-of-pocket expenses; for example, volunteers who drive their own cars
may receive reimbursement based on miles driven for the expenses that they are assumed to
have incurred, such as gasoline, repair, and insurance expenses.
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Executive Summary

1.1

Introduction

This 5-year Comprehensive Regional Transit Plan (CRTP) Update builds on the work of the
Franklin Regional Transit Authority (FRTA) 2015 Regional Transit Plan (RTP). This update was
recommended by the Task Force on Regional Transit Authority Performance and Funding in its
final report issued in April 2019. 1 The report included 24 recommendations in five categories:
•

Investment and Performance

•

Accountability

•

Service Decisions

•

Quality of Service

•

Environmental Sustainability

The CRTP update recommendation (No. 7) was included in the service decisions grouping.
Specifically, recommendation 7 advised that “RTAs will continue to succeed by understanding
their markets and by aiming to have their service networks meet the current and future mobility
needs of their region as well as support connectivity to other regions where possible. This effort
will be guided by (1) the completion or updating of Comprehensive Regional Transit Plans
(CRTPs) every five years…”
Following publication of the Task Force Report, a commitment to complete the CRTP update
was included in FRTA’s 2-Year Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the Massachusetts
Department of Transportation (MassDOT) executed on August 14, 2019.
The primary goals of this CRTP update are to (1) provide an agency and service overview
including fare structure; (2) identify essential markets, gaps in service, and ridership growth
opportunities given demographic, socioeconomic, and employment data and the impacts of the
novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic; (3) evaluate the results of performance indicators and
assess performance monitoring systems; and (4) provide recommendations for a strategic 5year vision that will prioritize the development and implementation of a decision-making
framework driven by data analysis and focused on performance.
“The Safety of our Employees, Drivers, and
Riders is Paramount”

The FRTA CRTP update started in
December 2019 but took a profound and
unexpected turn midway through the
project. Following the kick-off meeting in
January 2020, the process proceeded
with data collection, goal development,
and planning for community and rider
engagement. However, by the middle of
March 2020, when the engagement
activities were scheduled to commence,
the world experienced a historic pause
due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

1
Task Force on Regional Transit Authority Performance and Funding, A Vision for the Future of Massachusetts’ Regional Transit
Authorities, April 2019, https://malegislature.gov/Reports/7917/SD2385_RTAtaskforceReport.pdf.
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FRTA SERVICES
AT-A-GLANCE

Eight Fixed Routes

Franklin Regional Transit Authority

1.2 Overview of FRTA Services
FRTA serves residents in 41 communities throughout
Franklin, Hampden, Hampshire, and Worcester Counties,
which are located in the northwestern portion of
Massachusetts. While not the largest transit authority in
the state, FRTA covers the greatest area at 1,121 square
miles, and its service area is located in the most
geographically rural area. FRTA is 1 of the 15 Regional
Transit Authorities (RTAs) that, along with the
Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA),
operate public transportation in the Commonwealth.
Regional connections are provided between FRTA,
Montachusett Regional Transit Authority (MART), Pioneer
Valley Transit Authority (PVTA), and Amtrak.

FRTA operates fixed route, complementary ADA
(Americans with Disabilities Act), non-ADA demand
response, and microtransit service. FRTA’s eight fixed
routes provide weekday service only. Non-ADA demand
response is available in most of FRTA’s 41 member
communities and divided into 10 demand response zones.
Additionally, FRTA operates one microtransit service for
10 communities, which are separated into two “Access”
Access
zones. 2 FRTA has implemented a variety of service
Microtransit
improvements over the last 5 years that support efforts to
improve the customer experience and inform service improvements by better tracking system
performance. Improvements include redesigning the system, expanding service hours on fixed
routes, adding designated stops, launching the Go-Card and fixed route monthly passes, and
piloting microtransit service across 10 communities.
Ten Demand
Response Zones

1.3

Planning Process

The impacts and limitations imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic require flexibility in the
approach for developing this 5-year plan. While some elements of the original process
developed pre-pandemic remain viable, many have been adapted to respond to the new
realities of COVID-19. From public outreach to fare policy analysis to the structure of the
recommendations, this planning process incorporates considerations relating to uncertainty
around how the future might unfold.

1.3.1

Review of Transit Services and Market Conditions

A review of service from the last 5 years and market demand analysis were conducted to
identify gaps and needs in FRTA’s service area. The analysis overall indicated that demand
response service is the most financially efficient, overall service performing on par with national
peers, and service is provided to areas where demographic data indicate demand is highest.
However, safety measures like remote learning, online shopping, and teleworking, along with
furloughed workers, lay-offs, and some lingering reluctance to travel in public, greatly disrupted
FRTA’s existing ridership patterns, making it difficult to infer future transit demand from past
performance. This planning process brought to light the importance of harnessing new
As of fall 2020 the zones have been updated and two new zones added. The zones are now as follows:
Zone 1: Greenfield, Montague, Deerfield, Whately, Gill, Leyden and Erving
Zone 2: Orange, New Salem, Warwick, Wendell, and Erving
Zone 3: Downtown Shelburne Falls (Arms Library) and Charlemont Park and Ride
Zone 4: Athol Hospital, Athol YMCA and Athol Market Basket Plaza
2
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technology to conduct ongoing analysis of real-time data rather than focusing primarily on
historical trends.

1.3.2

Scenario Planning

The project team used scenario planning exercises to imagine what the next 5 years might hold
in terms of ridership and market demand. Two months after the state of emergency was issued,
FRTA leadership participated in a brainstorming session centered around establishing key
uncertainties in the face of the COVID-19 pandemic. Subsequent to that workshop, a highridership scenario (a return to 86 percent of pre-pandemic ridership), medium-ridership scenario
(60 to 85 percent of pre-pandemic ridership), and low-ridership scenario (60 percent of prepandemic ridership) were developed to inform the development of needs and recommendations.
These scenarios formed the framework of the recommendations in this plan.

1.3.3

Public Outreach

Due to social distancing guidelines and other safety protocols resulting from the COVID-19
pandemic, no in-person outreach could be conducted. The bulk of the outreach for this CRTP
was undertaken through an online stakeholder outreach survey conducted in early summer
2020. In addition, FRTA conducted a stakeholder survey and an operator driver survey.
Two hundred and fifty-seven
responses were collected through
the three online surveys. The
findings are not a statistically valid
sample of FRTA’s riders or the
region’s residents, and should only
be used a guide in the context of
other public outreach and data
analysis (Figure 1). Nonetheless,
key takeaways were consistent
with other planning efforts,
specifically:

Figure 1. FRTA Public Outreach Summary

•

Survey respondents, riders
and non-riders alike, believe
that FRTA brings value to
the region.

•

There is a need for weekend service.

•

There is a need for increased coordination between FRTA and neighboring RTAs.

1.4

Needs and Recommendations

FRTA’s needs and recommendations were classified into nine categories (Figure 2). FRTA
identified 68 needs and 68 recommendations to include in this plan that the Authority will pursue
in the next 5 years. At a high level, recommendations are designed to improve FRTA service
and system efficiency by creating a data-driven process, address gaps in technology to help
FRTA employees operate more effectively and meet the needs of existing and future transit
users. Recommendations consider the strengths and challenges that result from FRTA’s large
and distinctly rural service area. The full list of needs can be found in Chapter 7 and
recommendations in Chapter 8.
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Figure 2. Classification Categories

Existing Routes

Fixed Route

Demand Response

• 3 Needs
• 3 Recommendations

• 5 Needs
• 7 Recommendations

• 18 Needs
• 16 Recommendations

New Service

Technology

Capital

• 2 Needs
• 2 Recommendations

• 12 Needs
• 12 Recommendations

• 9 Needs
• 9 Recommendations

Fare

Policy

Other

• 6 Needs
• 6 Recommendations

• 6 Needs
• 6 Recommendations

• 7 Needs
• 7 Recommendations
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Background and 2020 Context

The 15 RTAs 3 provide vital mobility options and lifeline services to the millions of people across
the Commonwealth outside of the Greater Boston region. The 2020 CRTP update process for
the RTAs, funded by MassDOT, came out of Commonwealth-wide initiatives in 2018 and 2019,
which prompted this plan update, most of which were last developed in 2015. The CRTP
updates are both a result of and a contributor to the ongoing discussions on regional
transportation. Recent and ongoing initiatives include the following:
•

Governor’s Commission on the Future of Transportation 4

•

A Vision for the Future of Massachusetts’ Regional Transit Authorities 5 (RTA Task Force)

•

Transportation & Climate Initiative 6

The RTA Task Force Final Report Recommendation No. 7 7 was a primary driver for the
development of this CRTP update. The CRTP update is carried out as a commitment to FRTA’s
2-year Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with MassDOT signed in August 2019. In
addition to the CRTP, the MOU contained commitments on performance metrics and targets,
maintaining an up-to-date asset inventory, submitting a fare policy by December 2020,
submitting a balanced budget annually, and reporting timelines. The FRTA MOU is discussed in
more detail in Chapter 6.
The FRTA CRTP update process started in December 2019 but took a profound and
unexpected turn mid-way through the project. Following the kick-off meeting in January 2020,
the process proceeded with data collection, goal development, and planning for community and
rider engagement. However, by the middle of March 2020, when the engagement activities were
scheduled to commence, the world experienced a historic pause due to the COVID-19
pandemic.
In response to the pandemic, on March 10, 2020, Governor Baker declared a state of
emergency and subsequently issued a stay-at-home order on March 23. The stay-at-home
order, originally intended for 2 weeks, ended up lasting until May 18, 2020. As of the finalization
of this plan in early 2021, the pandemic continues to disrupt services and negatively impact
transit ridership. Given the unprecedented nature of this disruption and unknown long-term
economic, social, and public health implications, the next few years will likely see continued
widespread societal change. Therefore, transit agencies especially will need to continue to build
a data-driven and performance-focused decision-making framework to respond to these
uncertain demographic and industry trends.
This chapter provides background and current context around the CRTP process for all RTAs.
FRTA-specific contextual information is included in Section 2.2 and Section 2.3.

2.1

Background

Commonwealth-wide initiatives, organized generally around the themes of climate change, new
technology, and providing affordable and convenient transportation options for all people, set
the stage for the CRTP process. The RTAs play an important role in moving people across the
diverse regions of the Commonwealth to work, to school, to shop, and to essential services.
3
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, “General Laws Chapter 161B: Transportation Facilities, Highway Systems, and Urban
Development Plans,” https://malegislature.gov/Laws/GeneralLaws/PartI/TitleXXII/Chapter161B.
4
Commission on the Future of Transportation, Choices for Stewardship: Recommendations to Meet the Transportation Future,
2018, https://www.mass.gov/orgs/commission-on-the-future-of-transportation.
5
Task Force on Regional Transit Authority Performance and Funding, A Vision for the Future of Massachusetts’ Regional Transit
Authorities, April 2019, https://malegislature.gov/Reports/7917/SD2385_RTAtaskforceReport.pdf.
6
Transportation and Climate Initiative, accessed 2020, https://www.transportationandclimate.org/.
7
Task Force on Regional Transit Authority Performance and Funding, A Vision for the Future of Massachusetts’ Regional Transit
Authorities, April 2019, https://malegislature.gov/Reports/7917/SD2385_RTAtaskforceReport.pdf.
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Because of this role, the RTAs are pivotal in improving the public’s mobility options as explored
through the Commonwealth-wide initiatives described in this section.

2.1.1

Governor’s Commission on the Future of Transportation

Established by Executive Order in January 2018, the Governor’s Commission on the Future of
Transportation (the Commission) was convened to explore the following topics across the
Commonwealth and their impact on transportation between 2020 and 2040:
•

Climate and Resiliency

•

Transportation Electrification

•

Autonomous and Connected Vehicles

•

Transit and Mobility Services

•

Land Use and Demographics

The Commission completed its work and released findings in December 2018 in a report
entitled Choices for Stewardship: Recommendations to Meet the Transportation Future. 8
Findings from the report included:
•

The Commonwealth is expected to grow by 600,000 residents by 2040, and job growth
is also expected to continue.

•

Commonwealth residents are on average older than in many other US states, and older
adults are expected to comprise a larger portion of the population in the future.

•

As with the national trend, transit ridership has been declining in recent years.

•

Use of transportation network companies (TNCs) such as Uber and Lyft has increased
dramatically in recent years.

•

Connected and autonomous vehicles are expected to radically change transportation
and mobility in the future.

•

The impacts of climate change are happening sooner and more intensely than originally
projected with significant implications by 2040.

•

Transportation in the Commonwealth accounts for 40 percent of all greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions.

•

Electric vehicles could be part of the solution to reducing transportation emissions, but
would require significant infrastructure to implement.

The Commission used a scenario planning approach to itemize recommendations to prepare
the Commonwealth’s transportation system for the future. While many trends were evaluated for
use in the scenario planning exercise, technology adoption as well as jobs and housing
distribution were chosen as the two major trends that will most likely shape peoples’ mobility
options and needs. Based on the scenario planning trend analysis, the Commission then
identified key challenges facing the Commonwealth’s transportation system and developed
recommendations across five categories to prioritize improvements over the next 20 years:
•

Modernize existing state and municipal transit and transportation assets to more
effectively and sustainably move more people throughout a growing Commonwealth.

8
Commission on the Future of Transportation, Choices for Stewardship: Recommendations to Meet the Transportation Future,
2018, https://www.mass.gov/orgs/commission-on-the-future-of-transportation.
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•

Create a 21st Century “mobility infrastructure” that will prepare the Commonwealth and
its municipalities to capitalize on emerging changes in transportation technology and
travel behavior.

•

Substantially reduce GHG emissions from the transportation sector in order to meet the
Commonwealth’s Global Warming Solutions Act (GWSA) commitments, while also
accelerating efforts to make transportation infrastructure resilient to a changing climate.

•

Coordinate and modernize land use, economic development, housing, and
transportation policies and investment in order to support resilient and dynamic regions
and communities throughout the Commonwealth.

•

Make changes to current transportation governance and financial structures in order to
better position Massachusetts for the transportation system it needs in the coming years
and decades.

Within these five categories are a total of 18 recommendations on how to best prepare the
Commonwealth’s transportation network for challenges and opportunities through 2040. The
recommendations will guide Commonwealth-wide systems, specific solutions, and
transportation investments, and will have a profound impact on the RTAs over the next 20 years.

2.1.2

A Vision for the Future of Massachusetts’ Regional Transit Authorities

Resulting from the Governor’s Commission on the Future of Transportation initiative and
directed by Outside Section 72 of the Fiscal Year (FY) 2019 Massachusetts State Budget, 9 a
Task Force on Regional Transit Authority Performance and Funding was established in the fall
of 2018. The Task Force issued a final report entitled A Vision for the Future of Massachusetts’
Regional Transit Authorities: Report of the Task Force on Regional Transit Authority
Performance and Funding in April 2019. 10
The report built on the first recommendation from the Commission, “Prioritize investment in
public transit as the foundation of a robust, reliable, clean, and efficient transportation system.” It
set forth a path to stabilize, modernize, and improve the RTAs through five categories of action:
Investment and Performance, Accountability, Service Decisions, Quality of Service, and
Environmental Sustainability.
From those five categories, several goals related to the CRTP emerged:
•

Sign a mutually negotiated MOU with MassDOT on a plan for performance monitoring
and development of performance targets.

•

Complete the CRTP and update every 5 years.

•

Address a demonstrated community need for evening and 7-day service.

•

Identify appropriate transit services and potential partnerships based on level of
demand.

•

Develop pilot programs for innovative delivery models.

•

Increase regional collaboration, including cross-RTA services.

•

Collaborate with municipalities to provide safe walking and bicycle access to transit and
comfortable, safe bus stops.

•

Conduct a fare equity analysis every 3 years.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts, “Budget Summary FY2019,” https://budget.digital.mass.gov/bb/gaa/fy2019/os_19/houtexp.htm.
Task Force on Regional Transit Authority Performance and Funding, A Vision for the Future of Massachusetts’ Regional Transit
Authorities, April 2019, https://malegislature.gov/Reports/7917/SD2385_RTAtaskforceReport.pdf.
9

10
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•

Collaborate with the MBTA Fare Transformation process and adopt the proposed
system.

•

Participate in the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act process.

•

Maximize multimodal connectivity.

•

Maintain an easily accessible website and robust social media presence.

•

Collaborate with MassDOT and MBTA to integrate information services.

•

Employ intentional outreach strategies.

•

Purchase all zero-emission public buses by 2035.

Many of these goals are addressed and/or discussed as part of this CRTP.

2.1.3

Transportation & Climate Initiative

Massachusetts is a participating state in the Transportation & Climate Initiative of the Northeast
and Mid-Atlantic States:
The Transportation and Climate Initiative (TCI) is a regional collaboration of Northeast
and Mid-Atlantic states and the District of Columbia that seeks to improve transportation,
develop the clean energy economy and reduce carbon emissions from the transportation
sector. The participating states are Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland,
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
Vermont, and Virginia, as well as the District of Columbia.
The initiative builds on the region's strong leadership and commitment to energy
efficiency and clean energy issues, and its programs to reduce carbon emissions in the
power sector, which have resulted in the region becoming one of the most energy
efficient areas in the nation. At the same time, the effort underscores the sense of
urgency shared by all 12 jurisdictions, and their collective aspirations to become the
leading region for sustainability and clean energy deployment in the country.
While the COVID-19 pandemic temporarily reduced congestion and associated pollution in the
short-term, it has likely altered commuting patterns and housing choice in the long-term, which
has environmental and sustainability implications. As such, the need to reduce carbon
emissions from the transportation sector is just as important as it was before the COVID-19
pandemic. Additionally, the COVID-19 pandemic highlighted racial disparities in exposure to air
pollution and disproportionate impacts of threats to public health. To that end, the TCI
jurisdictions are collaborating to develop a low-carbon transportation program that advances
equity.
The TCI jurisdictions are collaborating to develop a regional agreement to cap pollution from
transportation fuels and invest in solutions that result in reduced emissions, cleaner
transportation, healthier communities, and more resilient infrastructure. Massachusetts TCI
participation will likely impact the RTAs in several ways, including vehicles, infrastructure,
technology, and funding.
In December 2020, Massachusetts joined with Connecticut, Rhode Island, and the District of
Columbia to be the first jurisdictions to launch a multi-state program to reduce pollution and
invest $300 million per year in cleaner transportation choices and healthier communities. 11

11
Transportation and Climate Initiative, “Massachusetts, Connecticut, Rhode Island, D.C. are First to Launch Groundbreaking
Program to Cut Transportation Pollution, Invest in Communities,” December 2020, https://www.transportationandclimate.org/finalmou-122020.
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2020 Context

The year 2020 unfolded in a radically different manner than was anticipated. Because of the
COVID-19 pandemic and the as-yet-unknown ways that the pandemic and its aftermath will
permanently alter how, when, and where people travel, the CRTP update process had to be
flexible and RTAs will need to be nimble, data-driven, and performance-focused in responding to
an uncertain future. To that end, it will be critical for FRTA to continue building a data-driven and
performance-focused decision-making and management framework to lean into and respond to
the rapid changes that are expected to continue to impact the future of the transit industry. This
data-driven and performance-focused approach will position FRTA for continued success.

2.2.1

COVID-19 Pandemic

Impacts to the transit industry from the COVID-19 pandemic in March 2020 included the
following:
•

Reduction of service due to diminished driver availability, social distancing requirements
and associated capacity constraints on transit vehicles, and reduced demand

•

Loss of ridership due to business closures/disruptions, remote working and learning,
increased popularity of online shopping and telemedicine due to safety concerns, and
stay-at-home orders and advisories that have depressed demand for discretionary,
student, and work trips

•

Temporary suspension of fare collection or fare collection enforcement along with reardoor boarding

•

Implementation of employee protection measures, such as plexiglass shields and
distribution of personal protective equipment (PPE)

•

New rigorous public space cleaning protocols and the removal of seats and tables from
transit facilities to discourage congregation

As a result of these impacts, ridership on systems across the country initially declined by up to
80 percent and has been rebounding slowly (Figure 3).
Figure 3. Change in Transit Demand (April 15, 2020–October 12, 2020)

Source: Transit App
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As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, FRTA had an 85 percent drop in ridership. Compared to
the same time period in FY 2019, FRTA experienced a 28 percent reduction in ridership in
FY 2020. FRTA also limited public access to the John W. Olver (JWO) Transit Center and
modified its fixed route schedules in June 2020. Additionally, passengers and employees were
requested to wear a medical or cloth mask while onboard FRTA vehicles. FRTA restricted the
number of riders on a bus and implemented a policy preventing passengers from reboarding the
same bus/vehicle for a return trip. In the fall of 2020, FRTA had continued to operate modified
levels of service on its fixed routes and continued face covering, social distancing, and
disinfecting policies.

2.2.2

Federal Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act

FRTA has been able to continue to mitigate the financial impacts of the pandemic through
funding from the federal Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act. The
CARES Act has provided operating and capital funds for public transportation to mitigate lost
revenue due to severe ridership decline, the suspension of fare collection, the implementation of
cleaning and protection protocols, etc. The funding has been provided through the Federal
Transit Administration (FTA) Section 5337 (capital – state of good repair), Section 5307
(urbanized area), and Section 5311 (rural areas) programs. For the RTAs, a total of
$213.4 million was apportioned through the CARES Act with $3,795,380 provided to FRTA.

2.3

Plan Considerations

Given all the previous work that led to the development of the CRTPs and the unprecedented,
transformational conditions during which the CRTPs were developed, the CRTP process
necessarily evolved throughout 2020. Considerations included the following:
•

The 5-year period prior to the 2020 pandemic year, FY 2015 to FY 2019, was considered
for recent historical trend analysis to understand how the systems were operating prior
to the pandemic and to provide a baseline for understanding the market for transit
service in each community.

•

Rider, community, public, and stakeholder outreach was primarily conducted online.
FRTA and the study team provided a phone-based option to participate in the outreach
process for people without access to the internet or smartphones. As with all transit
planning processes, outreach is one component of many that go into the identification of
needs, solutions, and recommendations.

For FRTA, the following are additional considerations for understanding the context of the
CRTP:
•

For the past several years, FRTA has been considering transitioning to a fare-free
system. FRTA is continuing to explore this fare option in the light of the COVID-19
pandemic.

•

Even before the pandemic, FRTA has adjusted service in response to changing
ridership.

•

Due to its vast and rural service area, FRTA has a heightened concern for the mobility of
seniors and persons with disabilities. FRTA has prioritized relationships with area
Councils on Aging (COA) and sharing information to ensure that those who cannot use
fixed route service can continue to gain access to essential services.

•

FRTA began a microtransit program in 2019, which has allowed them to make drastic
changes in the fixed route service during the pandemic as certain fixed routes are
temporarily halted and service replaced with broader microtransit.
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Transit Demand and Economic Uncertainties

Notwithstanding COVID-19 pandemic-related disruptions, for many years, transit ridership has
been stagnant or declining nationally (Figure 4). 12 This trend has accelerated in the past few
years, with most systems – and bus transit in particular – experiencing steady declines in
ridership, despite a historically good economy. The American Public Transportation Association
(APTA) attributes the decline to four broad categories: erosion of time competitiveness, reduced
affinity, erosion of cost competitiveness, and external factors. 13 The erosion of time
competitiveness is related to increasing traffic congestion and competing uses of street and
curb space. Reduction in affinity refers to more competition for customer loyalty, and the erosion
of cost competitiveness has to do with increasing costs without corresponding increase in
demand for the service. And, finally, external factors are both the most challenging to define and
to mitigate and include such things as policy changes that could improve transit usage but are
too far-reaching for a transit agency alone to tackle.
Figure 4. National Change in Annual Ridership by Year for Bus, Rail, and All Modes
(1985–2020)

Source: TCRP Research Report 209, Analysis of Recent Public Transit Ridership Trends
It is uncertain whether the pre-pandemic downward trends in transit ridership in recent years
combined with the pandemic’s negative impact on transit ridership will become a longer term
pattern that will continue to depress transit usage. Pandemic trends potentially most impactful to
FRTA in the long term include the increase in remote work and distance learning. Those trends

12
National Academy of Science, Transportation Research Board, Transportation Cooperative Research Program, “TCRP Research
Report 209: Analysis of Recent Public Transit Ridership Trends,” http://www.trb.org/TCRP/Blurbs/179912.aspx.
13
American Public Transportation Association (APTA), “Understanding Recent Ridership Changes,” https://www.apta.com/researchtechnical-resources/research-reports/understanding-recent-ridership-changes/.
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could significantly impact the workforce and student ridership markets for commuter services as
well as local routes that serve colleges and universities.
For all transit systems, including FRTA, public concern about the health impacts of shared-ride
services will remain a challenge. While public transit has instituted facial covering requirements,
cleaning protocols, social distancing, and other mitigation measures, systems will also have to
continue to reassure riders about the public health and safety of their services.
To monitor and lean into these trends and position the Authority for success, it will be critical for
FRTA to use data tools to routinely analyze key system performance metrics and make service
and financial decisions with the context of a performance-focused framework.
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3.

Agency Overview

3.1

Transit Agency Background

Franklin Regional Transit Authority

RTAs were created by the Massachusetts General Laws Chapter 161B in 1978. FRTA serves
residents in 41 communities throughout Franklin, Hampden, Hampshire, and Worcester
Counties (Figure 5), which are located in the north-central portion of Massachusetts. FRTA has
the largest service area among all RTAs, covering 1,121 square miles, almost all of which (97.6
percent) is considered rural.
To meet the needs of its passengers, FRTA operates fixed route, ADA complementary service,
non-ADA demand response, and microtransit. 14 Per statute, FRTA as an RTA, is required to
contract with private operators to operate transit services. FRTA contracts with Franklin Transit
Management, Inc. (FTM) for all eight of its fixed routes, ADA complementary service, three of its
non-ADA demand response service areas, and microtransit service FRTA Access. The current
contract 15 goes from July 1, 2018, to June 30, 2028, at which time FRTA must then go through
the procurement process for a new contract. FRTA also contracts with six COAs, one
community development corporation, and a local transportation operator (Hulmes) to serve the
remaining eight non-ADA demand response service areas. Each of these contracts is renewed
every year. 16. Renewal allows FRTA to provide a refresher to the operator on contractual
requirements and the tweaking of language if needed.
Non-ADA demand response services are available in most FRTA communities. Passengers who
wish to utilize demand response service must meet at least one of the following criteria: (1) age
60 years or older, (2) eligible LifePath, Inc. consumers, (3) nursing home resident, and/or
(4) veteran with a disability rating of 70 percent or greater. Non-ADA demand response services
are primarily classified by the towns they serve. FTM operates FRTA Access Zones 1 and 2 17 in
Greenfield, Montague, Gill and Leyden, Orange, New Salem, Warwick and Wendell, and
Deerfield and Whately. FRTA is piloting the FRTA Access microtransit through 2021. FRTA uses
volunteer drivers for the Westhampton demand response transportation service. All drivers for
this program are volunteers using their own personal vehicles but receive a paid stipend to
cover vehicle costs. FRTA also uses volunteer drivers to operate the Med-Ride Program, which
provides out-of-county medical trips for ambulatory persons aged 60 years or over who reside in
Franklin County, and Petersham, and Phillipston in Worcester County.
FRTA service operates on weekdays (non-holidays) from approximately 4:30 AM to 7:30 PM.
There is no weekend service. As of FY 2019, FRTA has a fleet of 37 vehicles – specifically
8 buses, 8 minibuses, and 21 vans – that provide service for all 41 member communities.
Systemwide, FRTA served 142,247 passengers and operated 35,840 revenue hours and
593,333 revenue miles in FY 2019 (Table 1).

14
FRTA is one of the state-contracted transportation brokerage providers for human services transportation (HST). HST is not
evaluated as part of this study.
15
The contract is with First Transit for management services. FTM is a wholly owned subsidy of First Transit and represented by the
United Electrical Union. FTM is protected under public transit employee protections in Section 13(c) of the Federal Transit Act,
which gives them the right to operate the service in that area as they were the private operator prior to the creation of FRTA in 1978.
FRTA is responsible for contracting out management for FTM.
16
FRTA is not required to go through a competitive procurement for these operators because of the contract value.
17
As of fall 2020 the zones have been updated and two new zones added. The zones are now as follows:
Zone 1: Greenfield, Montague, Deerfield, Whately, Gill, Leyden and Erving
Zone 2: Orange, New Salem, Warwick, Wendell, and Erving
Zone 3: Downtown Shelburne Falls (Arms Library) and Charlemont Park and Ride
Zone 4: Athol Hospital, Athol YMCA and Athol Market Basket Plaza
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Figure 5. Location Map
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Table 1. Service Statistics (FY 2019)
Fixed Route
Ridership

%

Demand
Response*

%

Total

%

132,146 84%

25,450 16%

157,596 100%

Revenue Hours

19,949 55%

16,010 45%

35,959 100%

Revenue Miles

396,885 67%

196,438 33%

593,323 100%

Source: FRTA Ridership Data from 2019 Rural Reporter NTD reporting form
*Includes Med-Ride and ADA and non-ADA demand response services (all operators). It does
not include microtransit as the service did not begin until FY 2020.
FRTA is a political subdivision of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and is funded by federal,
state, and local governments as well as farebox, advertising, and other revenues (Figure 6).
Towns that are served by FRTA pay an assessed amount based on the amount of service
operated in each town. 18 FTA provides Section 5311 grant money to MassDOT to support rural
agencies in the state. As a subrecipient of MassDOT, FRTA receives Section 5311 FTA funds to
support transit operations. FRTA is one of only three RTAs in the Commonwealth who do not
receive FTA Urbanized area formula funding directly, and therefore, FRTA must share the state’s
allocation of FTA Section 5311 funds. The FY 2019 operating budget was $3,034,434. The
largest percentage of funding (38 percent in FY 2019) 19 comes from the federal government;
this remained stable between FY 2015 and FY 2019. Capital expenditures vary each year but
are typically in the range of $600,000 to $1.2 million for transit vehicles and infrastructure.
Figure 6. FRTA Operating Funding Sources (FY 2019)

5% 2%
6%

Federal

38%

16%

State
Local
Farebox
Other

33%

Partnerships/contracts

Source: FRTA 2019 Rural Reporter NTD reporting form

18
The assessment is updated annually based on a combination of revenue hours and miles in each town. It includes fixed route,
ADA, and non-ADA demand response and the Med-Ride program.
19
This is in line with rural transit systems nationwide where 36% of operating funding is from the federal government.
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FRTA is responsible to develop, finance, and contract for the operation of transportation facilities
and services within the service area. The day-to-day affairs of FRTA are managed by an
Administrator appointed by an Advisory Board whose members represent the 41 communities
that comprise the transit authority service area (Figure 7). The Advisory Board consists of the
chief elected official of each city or town, or their designee, 20 and a rider representative. The
FRTA Administrator is the only position appointed by the Advisory Board. In addition to the
administrator, FRTA has eight support staff. FRTA also participates in the Franklin County
Regional Coordinating Council (RCC), which is comprised of transportation service providers
and other stakeholders who work together to identify unmet needs, establish area transportation
priorities, and build transportation coalitions for the regions they serve. The RCC meets as part
of the FRTA Advisory Board.

3.2

Mission Statement

FRTA has established a rural transit system that will improve the quality of life, environmental
sustainability, and economic health of the region and its residents through cost-effective,
accessible, safe, dependable, and courteous transportation services. FRTA is committed to
finding ways to assist those living in the 41 member communities throughout Franklin,
Hampden, Hampshire, and Worcester Counties so that they will have access to transit needed
to nurture independence in all stages of life and allow less dependency on owning a vehicle. By
educating consumers on the benefits of public transit, FRTA hopes to reduce the carbon
footprint in their service area and surrounding communities.

Voting is based on Massachusetts General Laws 161B Section 5 that states each city and town shall have one vote on the
advisory board plus additional votes and fractions thereof determined by multiplying one and one half times the number of cities and
towns in the authority by a fraction of which the numerator shall be the total amount of all assessments made by the state treasurer
to such city or town under this chapter and the denominator shall be the total amount of all such assessment made by the state
treasurer to such cities and towns. The rider representative has one vote.
20
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Figure 7. Organizational Chart

Source: FRTA Administration, 2020
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Goals and Objectives

FRTA has identified the following 8 goals and 18 supporting objectives to support the completion
of the CRTP update.
Goal 1. Provide High-Quality, Customer-Oriented Service
Objectives:
•

Work with the community to understand the transit needs of the region.

•

Determine regional travel patterns.

Goal 2. Improve Coordination with the Surrounding Regional Transit Authorities
Objectives:
•

Coordinate schedules and transfers with PVTA and MART.

•

Investigate the feasibility of connecting to the Berkshires.

•

Increase connectivity.

Goal 3. Provide Effective, Efficient, and Safe Service
Objectives:
•

Determine the appropriate balance between fixed route and microtransit.

•

Conduct an in-depth analysis of current routes/services for efficiency, need, and cost
effectiveness to adjust service as needed.

Goal 4. Build Upon Existing Services to Expand Transit Options in the Region
Objectives:
•

Evaluate the need for night and weekend service.

•

Improve fixed route frequencies.

•

Provide a service that is appealing for all and builds upon the base to attract not only
those who are dependent on it but commuters and eco-consious individuals.

Goal 5. Support Environmental Sustainability for the Region
Objectives:
•

Provide a fleet that continually improves vehicle mileage and reduces carbon dioxide
emissions.

•

Investigate alternative fuel bus technologies.

Goal 6. Operate Equipment and Facilities in a State of Good Repair
Objectives:
•

Construct a new operations and maintenance facility.
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Replace vehicles according to their useful life benchmark (ULB) and the Transit Asset
Management (TAM) Plan with financially and environmentally sustainable choices.

Goal 7. Pursue Additional Funding Sources
Objectives:
•

Secure a long-term local dedicated funding source such as a regional ballot initiative or
other measures to increase funding at the local level for transit.

•

Advocate for state contract assistance to include an automatic inflator to prevent level
funding.

•

Identify and pursue new funding partnerships.

Goal 8. Pursue Innovative Ways to Expand Transit Beyond Traditional Models
Objectives:
•

Develop service model for rural communities without fixed route service.

•

Pursue innovative service delivery models and develop pilot programs.
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Transit Service Overview (FY 2015–FY 2019)

FRTA serves 41 communities throughout Franklin, Hampden, Hampshire and Worcester
Counties. FRTA operates fixed routes using a hub and spoke system with the JWO Transit
Center serving as the hub for all but one route. The fixed routes serve the following member
municipalities: Buckland, Charlemont, Deerfield, Erving, Gill, Greenfield, Hatfield, Orange,
Shelburne, Wendell, and Whately plus three non-member municipalities: 21 Athol, Northampton,
and Sunderland. FRTA also provides complementary ADA paratransit service, non-ADA demand
response service in 35 municipalities (Petersham, Phillipston, and Shutesbury are Med-Ride
only), two pilot FRTA Access microtransit programs, and a Med-Ride program (in 25
communities) with volunteer drivers (Figure 8).

4.1

Description of Existing Services

FRTA operates eight fixed routes with weekday service only. The schedules are designed to
facilitate transfers at the JWO Transit Center with most routes arriving 10 to 15 minutes before
the scheduled departure to allow time for this to occur. ADA paratransit service is provided for
those who are unable to independently ride FRTA’s accessible fixed route system and whose
origin and destination are within ¾ mile of an existing FRTA bus route. 22 Trips must be
scheduled in conjunction with the fixed route system schedule. All fixed route and ADA services
are operated by FTM.
Non-ADA demand response services are available in most FRTA communities. Passengers who
wish to utilize demand response service must meet at least one of the following criteria:
(1) persons 60 years or older, (2) eligible LifePath, Inc. consumers, 23 (3) nursing home resident,
and/or (4) veteran with a disability rating of 70 percent or greater. Demand response services
are primarily classified by the towns they serve. FTM operates FRTA Access Zones 1 and 2 24
microtransit, Greenfield, Montague, Gill and Leyden, Orange, New Salem, Warwick and
Wendell, and Deerfield and Whately. FRTA is piloting the FRTA Access microtransit through
2021. FRTA uses volunteer drivers for the Westhampton demand response transportation
service. All drivers for this program are volunteers, vetted by FRTA, who use their own personal
vehicles, but are reimbursed with a stipend of $0.55 per mile to cover associated vehicle costs.
FRTA also uses volunteer drivers to operate the Med-Ride Program, which provides out-ofcounty medical trips for ambulatory persons 60 years or over who reside in Franklin County, and
Petersham and Phillipston in Worcester County.

4.1.1

FRTA Route Descriptions

Table 2 lists the name of the route or service that FRTA provides, its service type, a brief
description of the stops that the route serves, and who operates the service. Many of the fixed
routes are primarily concentrated in Greenfield, starting and ending at the JWO Transit Center.
Demand response is inclusive of ADA and non-ADA service as well as FRTA Access
microtransit.

Non-member municipalities cannot be assessed local assessments, but service is necessary to connect to neighboring transit
authorities and major destinations for FRTA residents. Hannaford Supermarket Plaza in Athol is a transfer point for FRTA Route 32,
allowing passengers to transfer to the MART service area. The Hannaford stop is the only FRTA stop in the Athol municipality.
Route 31 and Route 23 provide connecting service to PVTA member towns in Hampshire County.
22
Routes 23 and 41 are commuter routes that operate during the peak only and are exempt from requiring complementary ADA
paratransit service.
23
LifePath, Inc. is an Area Agency on Aging and a private, nonprofit corporation that serves Franklin County elders and persons
with disabilities helping them maintain independence and quality of life in their own homes and communities.
24
As of fall 2020 the zones have been updated and two new zones added. See Section 3.1 for more information.
21
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Figure 8. FRTA Transit Services
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Table 2. Service Overview
Service

Service Type Description

Route 20-Greenlink
Connector

Fixed Route

Morning clockwise circulator around FTM
Greenfield via Greenfield Community
College (GCC), Elm Street, and
Federal Street. Select service to the
Corporate Center

Route 21-Greenfield
Community

Fixed Route

Counterclockwise circulator around
Greenfield via GCC, Elm Street, and
Federal Street. Select service to the
Corporate Center

FTM

Route 22-BlueLink
Connector

Fixed Route

Circulator around Turners Falls with
service to Industrial Boulevard

FTM

Route 23-Sunderland/
Greenfield

Fixed Route

Greenfield to Sunderland via Turners FTM
Falls, Millers Falls, and Montague
Center

Route 24-Crosstown
Connector

Fixed Route

Turners Falls to GCC via JWO
Transit Center

FTM

Route 31-Northampton/
Greenfield

Fixed Route

Greenfield to Northampton via
Deerfield with select service to
Pelican Products

FTM

Route 32-Orange/
Greenfield

Fixed Route

Greenfield to Orange via Turners
Falls

FTM

Route 41-Charlemont/
Greenfield

Fixed Route

Greenfield to Charlemont via
Shelburne Falls and GCC

FTM

FRTA Access Zone 1

Demand
Response
(microtransit)

Microtransit pilot program in
Greenfield, Montague, Deerfield,
Whately, Gill, and Leyden

FTM

FRTA Access Zone 2

Demand
Response
(microtransit)

Microtransit pilot program in Orange, FTM
New Salem, Warwick, and Wendell

Med-Ride

Demand
Response

Demand response transportation for Volunteer
seniors living in FRTA communities in Drivers
Franklin County needing to travel to
medical appointments outside of
Franklin County

ADA Paratransit

Demand
Response

Complementary ADA service within
3/4 mile of any fixed route

Greenfield, Montague,
Gill, Leyden, Deerfield,
and Whately

Demand
Response

Demand response transportation for FTM
seniors in Greenfield, Montague, Gill,
Leyden, Deerfield, and Whately
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Service

Service Type Description

Operator

Orange, New Salem,
Warwick, and Wendell

Demand
Response

Demand response transportation for
seniors in Orange, New Salem,
Warwick, and Wendell

FTM

Blandford, Chester,
Huntington,
Montgomery, and
Russell (Blandford DR)

Demand
Response

Demand response transportation for
seniors in Blandford, Chester,
Huntington, Montgomery, and
Russell

Town of
Huntington

Erving (Erving DR)

Demand
Response

Demand response transportation for
seniors in Erving

Erving COA

Goshen, Chesterfield,
Demand
Cummington, Plainfield, Response
and Worthington
(Goshen DR)

Demand response transportation for
seniors in Goshen, Chesterfield,
Cummington, Plainfield, and
Worthington

Hilltown
Community
Development
Corporation

Southampton
(Southampton DR)

Demand
Response

Demand response transportation for
seniors in Southampton

Southampton
COA

Southwick (Southwick
DR)

Demand
Response

Demand response transportation for
seniors in Southwick

Hulmes
Transportation

Westhampton
(Westhampton DR)

Demand
Response

Demand response transportation for
seniors in Westhampton

Volunteer
Drivers
(Westhampton
COA)

Ashfield, Buckland,
Demand
Charlemont, Colrain,
Response
Conway, Hawley, Heath,
Rowe, and Shelburne
(Charlemont DR)

Demand response transportation for Shelburne
seniors in Ashfield, Buckland,
Senior Center
Charlemont, Colrain, Conway,
Consortium
Hawley, Heath, Rowe, and Shelburne

Bernardston and
Northfield (Northfield
DR)

Demand response transportation for Bernardston
seniors in Bernardston and Northfield and Northfield
COAs

Demand
Response

Source: FRTA Schedules; Demand Response Brochures
Demand response service is available to passengers who are age 60 or older or have a
significant mobility or functional impairment that is certified by FRTA. Demand response
services are primarily classified by the town they serve; the shorthand used in the analysis is
indicated in parenthesis after the name in Table 2. FTM operates FRTA Access Zones 1 and 2
microtransit, Greenfield, Montague, Gill and Leyden, Orange, New Salem, Warwick and
Wendell, and Deerfield and Whately. Since FTM is the operator for these demand response
services, data are gathered and reported by FTM to FRTA collectively; therefore, further
analyses are representative of these consolidated demand response services as “FTM” rather
than individual demand response services.
According to FRTA published schedules, 2 out of the 10 demand response zones (Blandford
and Southwick) allow passengers to travel outside of the zone. Demand response passengers
can travel outside of their zone to the cities of Westfield or Springfield to access shopping or
appointments at least one day a week (Figure 9). Demand response passengers in the other
eight zones can only travel within the FRTA defined zone according to schedules.
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Figure 9. Demand Response Connections
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Service Hours

FRTA’s fixed route and demand response services operate Monday through Friday with the
earliest service, Route 20, starting at 4:35 AM, and the latest service ending at 7:30 PM on
Routes 21 and 23. FRTA does not currently provide weekend service. Most routes provide allday service, while other routes operate in the morning and afternoon peak only, which is noted
in Table 3. Service pulses out of the JWO Transit Center on the hour.
In some communities such as Greenfield, demand response service is provided on all
weekdays, while in other communities such as Huntington, only certain trip types are offered on
certain days of the week. For example, medical trips are provided on Mondays and
Wednesdays, and shopping trips are provided on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Table 3. Span of Service Hours
Route

Weekday Service Hours

Fixed Route
Route 20-Greenlink Connector

4:35 AM – 9:55 PM

Route 21-Greenfield Community

8:00 AM – 7:30 PM

Route 22-BlueLink Connector

6:30 AM – 9:00 AM
1:15 PM – 3:45 PM

Route 23-Sunderland/Greenfield

6:45 AM – 7:30 PM

Route 24-Crosstown Connector

7:15 AM – 7: 20 PM

Route 31-Northampton/Greenfield

5:00 AM – 6:40 PM

Route 32-Orange/Greenfield

5:00 AM – 6:45 PM

Route 41-Charlemont/Greenfield

7:00 AM – 12:30 PM
2:45 PM – 6:25 PM

Demand Response
ADA Paratransit

Operates during fixed route service times

FRTA Access Zones 1 and 2

6:30 AM – 7:00 PM

Greenfield, Montague, Gill, Leyden, 6:30 AM – 7:00 PM
Deerfield, and Whately
Orange, New Salem, Warwick, and
Wendell

6:30 AM – 7:00 PM

Blandford, Chester, Huntington,
Montgomery, and Russell

9:00 AM – 5:00 PM (Monday) [Medical]
9:00 AM – 11:00 AM (Tuesday) [Huntington Health
Center]
1:00 PM – 3:00 PM (Tuesday) [Shopping]
9:00 AM – 10:30 AM (Wednesday) [Medical and other
Appointments]
9:00 AM – 12:00 PM (Thursday) [Shopping in Westfield]
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Route

Weekday Service Hours

Erving

9:00 AM – 3:00 PM

Goshen, Chesterfield, Cummington, 8:30 AM – 4:30 PM
Plainfield, and Worthington
Southampton

7:00 AM – 5:00 PM

Southwick, Springfield, and
Westfield

8:30 AM – 4:00 PM (Monday-Thursday) [Appointments in
Springfield]
8:30 AM – 2:00 PM (Tuesday) [Shopping in Westfield]
8:30 AM – 4:00 PM (Wednesday) [Shopping in Westfield]
8:30 AM – 2:00 PM (Friday) [Shopping in Southwick]

Westhampton

Service times are provided on an as-needed basis for
medical rides and shopping trips

Ashfield, Buckland, Charlemont,
Colrain, Conway, Hawley, Heath,
Rowe, and Shelburne

8:00 AM – 4:00 PM (Monday-Thursday)

Bernardston and Northfield

9:00 AM – 3:00 PM (Medical)

8:00 AM – 12:00 PM (Friday)

Service hours for senior center meals vary based on
location. Varied service hours for grocery and shopping
trips
Source: FRTA Fixed Route and Demand Response Schedules

4.1.3

Service Frequency

Table 4 summarizes the frequency of service by route. Frequencies vary between 30 and
120 minutes on FRTA fixed routes. Half of the routes have 120-minute frequencies, two have
60-minute frequencies, one is 30 minutes, and one route operates during the peak only.
Demand response service including ADA paratransit and FRTA Access is not outlined in the
table as these services are reservation based and run during the weekday service hours
window as outlined in Table 3.
Table 4. Fixed Route Frequency of Service
Route

Weekday

20-Greenlink Connector

Varying but averages 30 minutes

21-Greenfield Community

60 minutes

22-BlueLink Connector

2:00 AM peak and 2:00 PM peak trips

23-Sunderland/Greenfield

120 minutes

24-Crosstown Connector

Varying but averages 60 minutes

31-Northampton/Greenfield

120 minutes

32-Orange/Greenfield

120 minutes

41-Charlemont/Greenfield

2:00 AM peak and 2:00 PM peak trips

Source: FRTA Fixed Route Planner
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Franklin Regional Transit Authority

Funding Sources

FRTA receives its operating funding from a range of sources -- specifically, government funding
from state and federal sources, local sources such as the cities and towns that FRTA serves,
farebox, partnership/contracts, and other source revenue such as advertising and rental income
(Table 5). Between FY 2015 and FY 2019, FRTA’s operating funding was primarily provided
from federal and state sources; together these sources make up between 70 and 74 percent of
FRTA’s total operating funding (Figure 10). FRTA is not a direct recipient of federal funding, 25 all
federal funding is provided through the state. Additionally, FRTA has seen a decline in farebox
revenue since 2017. Farebox funding is approximately 5 to 10 percent of all operating funding
and averages $218,000 a year. From year to year, revenue collected from FRTA partnerships
and contracts has remained consistent as the smallest revenue generator.
Table 5. Operating Funding Sources (FY 2015–FY 2019)
Funding Source

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

Federal

$1,104,020 $1,051,694

FY 2018

FY 2019

$1,213,006

$1,291,625

$1,155,739

State

$964,019

$993,791

$1,144,273

$997,649

$1,013,472

Local

$423,656

$434,247

$445,100

$456,227

$474,207

Farebox

$200,258

$298,647

$258,665

$144,574

$192,649

$0

$0

$0

$116,572

$60,316

$130,244

$128,819

$133,672

$131,829

$138,051

$2,822,197 $2,907,198

$3,194,716

$3,138,476

$3,034,434

Partnerships/contracts
Other
TOTAL

Source: FRTA Financial Statements, FY 2015–FY 2019
Figure 10. Operating Funding Sources by Percent (FY 2015–FY 2019)
Federal

FY2015

State

Local

Farebox

Partnerships/contracts

34%

39%

FY2016
FY2017

32%

41%

FY2019

33%

38%
0%

10%

20%

15%

36%

38%

FY2018

15%

34%

36%

30%

40%

50%

Other

70%

10%

5%
4%

14%

8%

4%

15%

5% 4%

4%

6% 2%

5%

16%
60%

7%

80%

90%

100%

Percent of Funding

Source: FRTA Financial Statements, FY 2015–FY 2019
25
FRTA is not within a census designated urban area and as such cannot be a direct recipient of federal funding. All federal funding
for rural agencies like FRTA is given to the state DOT who then distributes it to eligible sub-recipients.
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FRTA has operating contracts with two grocers (Big Y Foods, Inc. and Stop & Shop) and an
area agency on aging, LifePath, which supports elders and persons with disabilities (Table 6).
Big Y Foods, Inc. pays between $25 and $50 per bus trip, depending on where the trip
originates. The LifePath contract is also on a per passenger trip basis, and is currently $16.38
per trip for demand response, regardless of the trip origin and $0.40 per mile for Med-Ride trips.
The Stop & Shop contract is for Greenfield residents only and pays $50 per bus trip.
Table 6. Operating Contract Revenue (2019)
Organization Contracted With

Annual Contract Revenue

Big Y Foods, Inc.

$10,675

LifePath (nonprofit)

$47,240

Stop & Shop

$2,550

TOTAL

$60,465

Source: FRTA Financial Data, 2019
From FY 2015 to FY 2019 FRTA received approximately $3.3 million from the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts and $1.3 million from the federal government for capital (Figure 11). FRTA
receives funding through MassDOT and the Regional Transit Authority Capital Assistance
Program, which funds capital expenditures 100 percent. FRTA also has the option to apply for
grant-related funds. However, as these are discretionary awards, they are not considered
calculated opportunities to achieve agency goals and not a programmable funding stream.
Figure 11. Capital Revenue Sources (FY 2015–FY 2019)
State
$1,400,000

Federal
$432,696

$115,957

Capital Revneue ($)

$1,200,000
$1,000,000
$800,000

$264,293

$14,880

$501,875

$600,000

$1,112,991
$825,429

$400,000
$200,000

$742,442

$422,038
$224,315

$0

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

Source: FRTA Rural Reporter Template (FY 2015–FY 2019)
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Franklin Regional Transit Authority

Service Changes

Since the Authority’s last RTP in 2015, FRTA has made multiple changes to their service,
including adding and eliminating shuttle services, reconfiguring fixed routes, and changing
operators for demand response between FY 2015 and FY 2020. A timeline of service changes is
outlined in Table 7 (including proposed changes in FY 2021). FRTA monitors the performance of
their routes, and as a result of poor performance, several routes and services have been
discontinued, reconfigured, converted to an alternative service model, or operator changed.
Conversely, FRTA has added additional service on well-performing routes. In addition to those
outlined in Table 7, FRTA has also considered other changes but after further evaluation has not
implemented them as they did not meet the performance specifications outlined in the 2015
RTP for implementing new routes.
Table 7. FRTA Service Changes
Fiscal Year FRTA Service Additions

FRTA Service Reduction or Elimination

2015

• None

• Middlefield Volunteer Transportation
Program ended

2016

• None

• GCC Shuttle Service eliminated
• Orange COA transportation service
ended

2017

• Hours on Route 21 expanded to
9:00 PM (two runs)
• Route 65 Parking Shuttle replaces
Corporate Shuttle

• Transportation service ended by the
Orange COA assumed by FTM
• Corporate Shuttle eliminated
• Route 65 Downtown Parking Shuttle
eliminated
• Goshen COA transportation service
ended

2018

• Flag stop system ended and
replaced with designated stops
• Go-Card and fixed route monthly
passes launched
• Major fixed route reconfiguration
• New Freedoms Grant received,
and new West County Shuttle
launched

• Transportation services ended by the
Goshen COA assumed by Hilltown
Community Development Corporation
• West County Shuttle ended
• Service to Orange area demand
response (Orange, New Salem,
Warwick, and Wendell) reduced from
Monday through Friday to Monday
through Thursday

2019

• Sheriff’s Office Shuttle started
(replaced West County Shuttle)
• Two runs added on Route 23

• Two later evening runs eliminated on
Route 21
• Sheriff’s Office Shuttle ended

2020

• Smartphone app and FRTA Access • Service levels adjusted due to COVIDmicrotransit pilot program launched
19 pandemic
and then FRTA Access service
expanded in March 2020

2021

• FRTA Access planned after
midnight
• Fixed route service planned until
9:00 PM

• None

Source: FRTA List of Service Changes
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Franklin Regional Transit Authority

Ridership and Service Operations

This section provides an overview of ridership trends, a comprehensive review of performance
can be found in Appendix A. From FY 2015 to FY 2019, FRTA had an annual system ridership
average of 169,000 riders, peaking at 180,403 riders in FY 2015 (Figure 12). From this peak
ridership in 2015, during the following fiscal years the number of riders began to decline. In FY
2018 ridership began to increase again likely as a result of FRTA’s system reconfiguration.
Demand response has also had a decline in riders from 31,280 at the peak to its lowest number
of riders - 24,466 in 2018. Ridership for demand response was declining due to natural attrition.
However, demand response ridership increased in 2019 because of a contract FRTA
established with the Sheriff’s Office. Each year, FRTA’s ridership consists primarily of riders
using fixed route service (84 percent) compared to demand response (16 percent) as shown in
Figure 13.
Figure 12. Annual System Ridership Trends (FY 2015–FY 2019)
Fixed Route
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180,000
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Demand Response
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160,000
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Source: FRTA BlackCat Data FY 2015-2019
Figure 13. Ridership Breakdown by Service Type (FY 2019)
Demand Response
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Source: FRTA BlackCat FY 2019
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To understand monthly ridership patterns, FY 2017 to 2019 ridership for fixed route and demand
response services were graphed in Figure 14. Ridership fluctuated between approximately
10,000 and 16,500 trips per month in FY 2019. From FY 2017 to FY 2019, the month of
September had the highest ridership, at the peak serving approximately 22,000 passengers,
because of the Garlic and Arts Festival held each September in Greenfield. The months with the
lowest ridership were recorded in January, June, and December and varied based on the fiscal
year.
Figure 14. Monthly Ridership Trends (FY 2017–FY 2019)
2017

2018

2019

25,000

Ridership

20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
0

Month of the Year

Source: FRTA Fixed Route Ridership; Demand Response Budget Reports; BlackCat
As demonstrated in Figure 15, Route 31 serving Greenfield and Northampton has the greatest
annual ridership followed by Route 32 serving Greenfield and Orange. Ridership on these two
routes exceeds 25,000 trips per year. Of the fixed routes, Route 22 has the smallest ridership at
784 riders, which is less than 1 percent of the total system ridership, roughly 3.1 passengers per
day and less than 1 passenger per trip. Route 22, known as the BlueLink Connector, serves
Montague. There are only four daily trips on this route compared to seven daily trips on both
Route 31 and Route 32. In FY 2019, Route 31 had the highest average weekday ridership at
113 passengers, followed by Route 32 at 110 passengers (Figure 16). On an average weekday
Route 22 had three passengers.
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Figure 15. Fixed Route Ridership (FY 2019)
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Figure 16. Fixed Route Average Weekday Ridership (FY 2019)
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Demand response services operated by FTM and serving the most populous area in the FRTA
region has the greatest annual ridership at 8,937 riders. This service includes several
municipalities and ADA trips. 26 Charlemont Dial-A-Ride (DR) and Southwick DR provide in
excess of 3,000 trips per year. Westhampton DR, which is operated by volunteer drivers, has
the smallest ridership at less than 300 trips per year (Figure 17). In FY 2019 FTM had the
26 The consolidated FTM data do not include FRTA Access microtransit data, although it is operated by FTM, because the service

began operation in FY 2020 following the data analysis period (FY 2015-FY 2019).
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greatest average weekday ridership with 36 passengers, followed by Southwick DR with 14
passengers (Figure 18). The Westhampton DR had one passenger on an average weekday.
Figure 17. Demand Response Ridership (FY 2019)
Ridership
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Source: Demand Response Budget Reports, FY 2019
Figure 18. Demand Response Average Weekday Ridership (FY 2019)
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Data from FRTA’s 2015 RTP were compared to route ridership in FY 2019. The 2015 plan did
not provide data regarding the average route ridership for demand response, so only fixed route
service is compared in Figure 19. Additionally, in the previous plan Route 20 and Route 24 were
not included as they were not yet part of the FRTA system, so the percent change for those
routes is reflective of the growth over the year. Route 22 has such low ridership that a minor
change in ridership is magnified in percent change. Since the 2015 plan, ridership on Routes 23
and 32 increased 17 percent and 10 percent, respectively.
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Figure 19. Total FY 2014–FY2019 Percent Change in FRTA Ridership by Route
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Source: 2015 FRTA RTP; FRTA Fixed Route Ridership FY 2019
Annual system revenue hours decreased from 37,736 hours in FY 2015 to 35,840 in FY 2019
(5 percent). During the same period, fixed route annual revenue hours remained relatively
constant, decreasing by 1 percent from 20,132 hours in FY 2015 to 19,950 hours in FY 2019.
Therefore, the decrease in annual system revenue hours is due to the more significant decrease
in demand response revenue hours of 10 percent (17,604 hours in FY 2015 to 15,890 in
FY 2019). Notably, the largest drop in demand response revenue hours was between FY 2016
and FY 2017, which, according to FRTA, may be attributed to the change in demand response
service provision from the Orange COA to FTM and from the Goshen COA to Hilltown COA.
Table 8 shows the trends in annual revenue hours between FY 2015 and FY 2019. Annual
revenue hours by mode are presented in Figure 20.
Table 8. Annual Revenue Hours (FY 2015–FY 2019)
Service Type
Fixed Route
Demand Response
TOTAL

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

20,132

20,250

20,521

21,348

19,950

(53%)

(53%)

(60%)

(63%)

(56%)

17,604

17,836

13,768

12,726

15,890

(47%)

(47%)

(40%)

(37%)

(44%)

37,736

38,086

34,289

34,074

35,840

Source: FRTA
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Figure 20. Annual Revenue Hours by Mode (FY 2015–FY 2019)
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Despite the decrease in annual revenue hours between FY 2015 and FY 2019, annual revenue
miles increased by 4 percent overall from 572,871 miles in FY 2015 to 593,333 miles in
FY 2019. 27 Fixed route service increased 21 percent during this period, from 328,402 miles in
FY 2015 to 396,887 miles in FY 2019. Demand response service decreased 20 percent from
244,469 miles in FY 2015 to 196,446 miles in FY 2019. These trends in annual revenue miles
are reflected in Table 9 and presented in Figure 21.
Table 9. Annual Revenue Miles (FY 2015–FY 2019)
Service Type

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

Fixed Route

328,402
(57%)
244,469
(43%)
572,871

342,290
(60%)
228,786
(40%)
571,076

350,670
(65%)
189,881
(35%)
540,551

378,073
(67%)
183,367
(33%)
561,440

396,887
(67%)
196,446
(33%)
593,333

Demand Response
TOTAL
Source: FRTA

System operating costs fluctuated between FY 2015 and FY 2019. However, total system
operating costs were nearly identical at the beginning of the period in FY 2015 at $2,811,162
and end of the period in FY 2019 at $2,811,960. Operating costs peaked in FY 2017 at
$2,998,946, representing an increase of 7 percent from FY 2015. Operating costs were the
lowest in FY 2016 at $2,740,199, a decrease of 3 percent from FY 2015.

27
Annual hours increased between FY 2015 and FY 2018, in line with revenue miles, but then decreased in FY 2019. This is
because FRTA discovered a reporting error in how the operator was calculating revenue miles. The issue was reported to MassDOT
and has since been fixed for future reporting.
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Figure 21. Annual Revenue Miles by Mode (FY 2015–FY 2019)
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Although overall system operating costs were almost identical in FY 2015 and FY 2019, they did
fluctuate in the years between; fixed route operating costs increased by 14 percent from
$1,680,225 in FY 2015 to $1,915,933 in FY 2019. This increase reflects a growth in annual fixed
route revenue miles. However, annual fixed route revenue hours remained relatively constant
during this period, suggesting that fixed route operating costs are more sensitive to changes in
revenue miles. Demand response costs decreased by 21 percent from $1,130,937 in FY 2015
to $896,027 in FY 2019. This decrease reflects the decrease in annual revenue hours and miles
for demand response. The system and mode trends in annual operating costs are shown in
Table 10.
Table 10. Annual Operating Cost (FY 2015–FY 2019)
Service Type
Fixed Route
Demand Response
TOTAL

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

$1,680,225
(60%)
$1,130,937
(40%)
$2,811,162

$1,796,033
(66%)
$944,166
(34%)
$2,740,199

$1,945,220
(65%)
$1,053,726
(45%)
$2,998,946

$1,968,342
(66%)
$991,910
(34%)
$2,960,252

$1,915,933
(68%)
$896,027
(32%)
$2,811,960

Source: FRTA Audited Financial Statements, FY 2015-2019

4.3

Safety and Security

FTA rule 49 CFR 673 requires transit operators who are recipients or sub-recipients of Section
5307 funding to develop safety plans (Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan) that include
the processes and procedures to implement safety management systems by December 31,
2020. FRTA is not Section 5307 funded and therefore not subject to this ruling. The data
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presented in Table 11 show the number of preventable accidents that occurred in FY 2015 to
2019. FRTA had the same number of preventable accidents in 2015 and 2019 with a slight
decline between 2016 and 2018 (Figure 22).
Table 11. Preventable Accidents (FY 2015–FY 2019)
2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Fixed Route

7

5

5

4

7

Demand Response

3

3

2

3

3

10

8

7

7

10

Total

Source: MassDOT NTD Data, FY 2015-2019
Figure 22. FRTA Preventable Accidents per 100,000 Miles (FY 2015–FY 2019)
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Source: MassDOT NTD Data, FY 2015-2019

4.4

Asset Management

As of July 2016, FRTA is required by FTA to develop a plan or join a Tier II group plan that
details the agency’s assets and uses the condition of those assets to guide the optimal
prioritization of funding to transit properties in order to keep the transit network in a state of good
repair. Pursuant to this requirement, FRTA joined a Tier II group TAM Plan developed by
MassDOT, which is updated in its entirety every 4 years. MassDOT’s most recent TAM Plan was
updated in December 2018. As a Tier II agency, FRTA is required to include information about
the inventory of capital assets, condition assessment of assets under direct capital
responsibility, identification of decision support tools and processes, and investment
prioritization. FRTA assets fall primarily within three categories: facilities, vehicles, and
equipment/technology (Table 12).
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Table 12. Asset Performance Measures (2020–2021)
Asset Category - Performance
Measure

2020
Target

2021
Target

Bus

10%

10%

Cutaway

30%

30%

Minibus

10%

10%

Van

10%

10%

100%

33%

80%

60%

0%

0%

100%

100%

FTA Asset Class

Revenue Vehicles
Age - percentage of revenue
vehicles within a particular asset
class that have met or exceeded
their ULB

Equipment
Age - percentage of vehicles that
have met or exceeded their ULB

Non-revenue/ service automobiles
Trucks and other rubber tire
vehicles

Facilities
Condition - percentage of facilities Administrative/ passenger facility
with a condition rating below 3.0 on
Maintenance facility
the FTA TERM Scale
Source: FRTA TAM Plan, 2019
Capital expenditures vary each year but are typically in the range of $600,000 to $1.2 million for
transit vehicles and infrastructure. The primary sources of capital funding are state and federal
dollars. However, both are disbursed by the state as FRTA is not a direct recipient of federal
funding. This is of importance because FRTA must develop a capital plan and work closely with
MassDOT to secure the funding. 28 Each year FRTA must submit a request to MassDOT for
capital funding through GrantsPlus. 29 FRTA also works with MassDOT to develop discretionary
applications for federal capital funding when appropriate programs are available. Franklin
Regional Council of Governments (FRCOG) includes the capital requests in their Transportation
Improvement Program.

4.4.1

Facilities

FRTA has two facilities in its inventory, as outlined in Table 13, which include the JWO Transit
Center and one maintenance facility. The JWO Transit Center, which opened in 2012, is in
Greenfield and serves as the main hub for all FRTA fixed route buses and other transit services
(e.g., purchasing tickets and making connections to passenger rail and intercity bus service).
The JWO Transit Center is also home to the FRTA administrative offices and FRCOG. FRTA
received approximately $11 million in American Recovery and Reinvestment Act funding to build
the JWO Transit Center, which was designed to be the nation’s first net zero transit center. For
passengers, the JWO Transit Center offers an indoor waiting area, restrooms, bicycle racks,
and public Wi-Fi.

28
Larger systems in urban areas are direct recipients of federal funding and thus are able to better make capital improvements
because the systems control the funding.
29
A 5-year outlook is submitted each year with capital needs.
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Table 13. Facility Inventory Summary
Facility Name

Type

Location

Direct Capital
Responsibility

TERM
Rating

JWO Transit
Center

Intermodal Terminal and
Administrative Office

Greenfield

FRTA

5

Maintenance
Facility

Bus Maintenance Facility Greenfield
and Garage

Leased from GMTA

2

Source: FRTA TAM Plan, December 2016
The FRTA operations and maintenance facility located on Deerfield Street is owned by the
Greenfield & Montague Transportation Area (GMTA) and leased by FRTA on a month-to-month
basis. Vehicle maintenance, dispatching, and operations management functions are performed
at this location. The more than 100-year-old facility has a Transit Economic Requirements
Model (TERM) rating of two, which means the facility is deemed by FTA to be not in good repair.
Recently, FRTA received $6 million in federal funds and a $2 million state fund match to build a
new maintenance facility to replace the existing facility, which has outlived its useful life. Plans
had been largely completed but because of a reduction in funding for the project the design had
to be reengineered. FRTA went out to bid in late 2020 to procure a new engineering and
architectural firm. An aggressive timeline is being used and 100 percent design should be
completed in 2021 with construction anticipated to begin later in the year. The facility is
anticipated to be completed within 2 years.

4.4.2

Vehicles

FRTA vehicles are documented in the TAM Plan, which includes information about the type of
vehicle, the age and average mileage of the vehicle, and the vehicle’s ULB (Table 14). The ULB
is the expected life cycle of a capital asset for FRTA’s operating environment. FRTA has 35
vehicles in its revenue rolling stock, which includes buses, vans, and minibuses. FRTA has eight
non-revenue vehicles, which include pickup trucks and sport utility vehicles, utility trailer, and
Bobcat skid-steer loader. Among FRTA revenue vehicles, 56 percent of cutaways are at or past
their age ULB, but zero percent have met their mileage ULB; all other revenue vehicles have not
met their ULB.
Table 14. Vehicle Inventory Summary

% At or
Average
Average Past
Average Average Replacement Condition Age
Asset Category Quantity Age
Mileage Value
/ TERM
ULB
Coach Bus
Van

8

5 146,457

$333,131

4.1

% At or
Past
Mileage
ULB

0.00%

0.00%

20

6

53,378

$53,318

3.6 56.00%

0.00%

Minibus

7

2

60,601

$76,039

4.4

0.00%

0.00%

Non-Revenue /
Service
Automobiles

3

10

32,888

$29,221

3

100%

0%
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% At or
Average
Average Past
Average Average Replacement Condition Age
Asset Category Quantity Age
Mileage Value
/ TERM
ULB
Trucks and Other
Rubber Tire
Vehicles
Total

% At or
Past
Mileage
ULB

5

6

11,150

$45,601

4

20%

0%

40

4

70,374

$127,850

4

-

-

Source: FRTA TransAM Asset Inventory FY20
Note: A full vehicle inventory can be found in Appendix B.
FRTA maintains a Vehicle Maintenance Policy that indicates uniform standards of vehicle
maintenance across FRTA’s fleet. As part of this policy, all drivers are required to perform a preand post-trip vehicle inspection and complete a “Circle Check and Defect Sheet,” which requires
drivers to indicate any defects found. Drivers also check for lost items and sweep the floor.
Preventive maintenance procedures are also outlined in the Vehicle Maintenance Policy and
state that every vehicle is serviced every 2 months or by mileage based on the manufacturer’s
recommended oil change interval, whichever comes first. Additionally, a wheelchair lift
equipment inspection is performed every 2 months on every vehicle and documented. Following
all maintenance, FRTA completes a Preventative Maintenance Check Sheet to document the
type of maintenance, vehicle information, and copies of the repair invoices. FRTA also has a
loaner program that allows COAs to borrow a van during periods in which their vehicle is out of
service due to maintenance or repair.
Between FY 2015 and FY 2019, preventive maintenance was completed on-time 100 percent of
the time in 2015 and 2016. In 2017, 2018, and 2019, preventive maintenance dropped below
100 percent but FRTA was still far exceeding the FTA requirement of 80 percent. In 2019,
preventive maintenance was completed on-time an average of 89 percent of the time, which
occurred due to a reduction in preventive maintenance during the third and fourth quarters of
the fiscal year 30 (Figure 23).
For fixed route buses operated in urban environments FTA requires a spare ratio less than
20 percent if an agency operates more than 50 revenue vehicles; however, for agencies with
less than 50 revenue vehicles, the spare ratio must be evaluated based on how reasonable the
spare ratio percentage is relative to the needs of the agency. FRTA has 40 revenue vehicles
with 29 vehicles operated in maximum service, which is a spare ratio of 38 percent (Table 14).
FRTA has a large service area and numerous operators, so it is reasonable that they may have
additional vehicles to meet their needs in the event that one or more vehicles is out of service.

30

There was a loss of maintenance staff at this time; the position has since been replaced.
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Figure 23. Preventive Maintenance On-Time (FY 2015–FY 2019)
System Average
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Source: FRTA Performance Metrics, FY 2015-2019
FRTA tracks and reports the number of road calls for both its fixed route and demand response
vehicles, which is outlined in Table 15. A road call is defined as a breakdown on route that
interrupts service somehow. In 2015 and 2018 FRTA had the highest number of road calls for its
fixed route service; however, the number of road calls declined by almost half in 2019 (Figure
24).
Table 15. Road Calls Between FY 2015 and FY 2019

Fixed Route
Demand Response
Total

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

19

9

18

25

10

6

4

4

1

5

25

13

22

26

15

Source: MassDOT NTD Data, FY 2015-2019
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Number of Road Calls per 100,000 Miles

Figure 24. Road Calls per 100,000 Miles (FY 2015–FY 2019)
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Source: MassDOT NTD Data, FY 2015-2019

4.4.3

Technology

FRTA uses various technologies to assist with the provision of both fixed route and demand
response service. In Table 16, the technology currently utilized by FRTA is outlined in addition to
the provider of the technology and whether FRTA has a maintenance agreement for that
technology. Currently, only FTM utilizes demand response technology. FRTA plans to replace its
existing radio system within the next 2 to 3 years and is exploring alternatives to on-board fare
collection systems. Additionally, FRTA is considering purchasing or upgrading its hardware and
software for mobile data terminals on fixed route and demand response buses within the next
2 to 3 years. While FRTA does not currently have automatic passenger counters (APCs) and
arrival/departure screens at high ridership stops, the agency hopes to add the technology within
the next 4 to 5 years. FRTA would like to use technology to more accurately track vehicle
revenue miles and hours.
Table 16. Technology Utilized by FRTA
Technology Utilized

Technology Provider

Maintenance Agreement

Automatic Vehicle Locator (AVL)
Fixed Route

RouteMatch

$22,000 per year

Demand Response

Ecolane

$4,000 per year

Automated Vehicle
Announcement System

RouteMatch

Included in AVL

Fixed Route

RouteMatch

Included in AVL

Demand Response

Ecolane

Included in AVL

Computer Aided Dispatch
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Technology Provider

Maintenance Agreement

Fixed Route

Verizon-Galaxy Tablets

Shared data plan ($575 per
month) for both fixed route
and demand response

Demand Response

Verizon-Galaxy Tablets

Shared data plan ($575 per
month) for both fixed route
and demand response

Fixed Route

Low Band Two-Way Radio
System-Kenwood

N/A

Demand Response

Low Band Two-Way Radio
System-Kenwood

N/A

Fixed Route

RouteMatch

Included in AVL

Demand Response

RouteMatch

Included in AVL

Fixed Route

Seon and REI

N/A

Demand Response

Seon, REI, and Dual Vision

N/A

Mobile Data Terminal

Radio System

Scheduling

On-Board Cameras

On-Board Fare Collection System
Fixed Route

GFI Genfare

N/A

Demand Response

GFI Genfare

N/A

Facility Video and Camera
Systems

Axis Cameras-Vanderbilt DVR N/A

Parts/Inventory Management

RTA Fleet Management
Software

$800 per year

Maintenance Tracking and Log

RTA Fleet Management
Software

Included in parts and
inventory management

Source: FRTA Technology Survey, 2020

4.5

Policies and Procedures

FRTA outlines multiple policies and procedures to inform passengers how to ride the bus, what
is and is not acceptable on the bus, and to ensure that all employees and passengers are safe
while using FRTA transportation. FRTA has the following policies: Reasonable and Accessible
Modification Policy for riders with disabilities; Accessibility Policy; Safety & Security Policy;
Bicycle Policy; and general rules for using FRTA services. Various FRTA policies and
procedures are outlined in Table 17.
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Table 17. FRTA Policies and Procedures
FRTA
Policy

Description of Policy

Animals

Service animals are welcome aboard buses and/or vans and in FRTA facilities but
must be kept under control of the rider at all times. Non-service animals must be
in a cage or carrying case kept at passengers’ feet.

Bag Policy

Carry-on bags are limited to the number of items/bags the rider can carry onto
the vehicle in one trip without disrupting normal entrance onto the vehicle.

Bicycles

Two-wheeled bicycles are permitted. Cyclists must load and unload their own
bikes. If the bike rack on the bus is full, the bicyclist may not bring the bike
onboard the bus. Only folding bikes are allowed on the bus and must be in the
folded position when boarding.

Code of
Conduct

FRTA outlines rules for behavior on the bus -- rude language, fighting, and unruly
behavior are not permitted. Electronic devices must be used with headphones.
No eating, drinking, or smoking is allowed on the bus. Passengers must not put
feet on the seats or lay across multiple seats.

Drivers

Drivers are not permitted to leave their vehicle unattended at any time while
passengers are on board. Drivers and staff are not allowed to accept tips or
gratuities. Instead, appreciation may be expressed by sending a letter to the
FRTA office.

Lost &
Found

Passengers can call Dispatch to locate lost items on buses or the FRTA
Customer Call Center if an item has been left at the JWO Transit Center. FRTA
holds lost items for 30 calendar days.

Safety &
Security

FRTA outlines a Transit Watch policy that encourages passengers to report
criminal activity and suspicious packages or bags left unattended.

Scooters

FRTA does not have a scooter policy.

Seatbelts

All demand response and ADA riders are required to wear seatbelts unless there
is a documented medical reason for not wearing a seatbelt. Drivers must
document all refusals to wear seatbelts.

Shopping
Carts

Shopping carts are not allowed on demand response vehicles. Passengers on
fixed route buses may bring strollers and shopping carts, but they must be
collapsed and not blocking the aisle.

Social
MediaFacebook

FRTA reserves the right to delete any post that contains language or imagery that
is defamatory, compromises safety, disparages a group or person, contains
spam, invades personal privacy, contains links to other sites, or infringes on
copyright.

Special
Equipment

Respirators, concentrators, and portable oxygen are allowed on FRTA vehicles.

Wheelchair Wheelchairs must be secured while on board FRTA vehicles, this policy conforms
Securement to ADA requirements.
Source: FRTA Reasonable & Accessible Modification Policy; Accessibility Policy; Safety &
Security; How to Ride FRTA Guide
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Regional Connections and Other Transit Providers

Regional connections are provided between FRTA, MART, PVTA, and Amtrak. FRTA Route 32
and the MART Athol Link (G-Link) service connect at the Hannaford Supermarket on the
Athol/Orange town lines. In Northampton, FRTA Route 31 connects with PVTA Routes 39, 39E,
B43, B48, R41, R42, and R44. FRTA Route 31 serves Northampton every 2 hours on weekdays
between 5:45 AM and 5:45 PM. In Deerfield, FRTA Route 31 and PVTA Route 46 connect, and
in Sunderland, FRTA Route 23 and PVTA Route 31 connect at Sugarloaf Estates. FRTA Route
31 serves Deerfield once an hour on weekdays only between 5:15 AM and 6:30 PM. In
Sunderland, FRTA Route 23 stops approximately every 2 hours from 7:30 AM to 7:00 PM. PVTA
routes are more frequent with some connection points being served as frequent as every
15 minutes.
TNCs, commonly Uber and Lyft, have grown as reliable and affordable transportation options
throughout Massachusetts and the nation. Massachusetts law requires TNCs to share data with
the Commonwealth. In 2019, TNCs provided 91.1 million rides in Massachusetts, which was a
12.8 percent increase from 2018 and 40.6 percent increase from 2017. In 2019, there were
13,626 TNC rides operating in the FRTA service area, which represents 0.01 percent of all TNC
rides in the state; however, this was up from 8,557 in 2017 (Figure 25). The majority of the TNC
trips start in Greenfield, Deerfield, Southampton, Southwick, and Hatfield and represent 83
percent of the TNC trips in the FRTA service area. The areas with the most TNC ridership
growth from 2017 to 2019 are Petersham, Bernardston, Blandford, Huntington, Shutesbury,
Phillipston, and Plainfield (Figure 26). However, while many of these communities have
experienced an increase in TNC ridership, the total number of trips remains low, thus
magnifying percent change impacts. In 2020, FRTA expanded its Access microtransit pilot,
which offers a similar on-demand service to residents in Greenfield, Montague, Deerfield,
Whately, Gill, Leyden, Orange, New Salem, Warwick, and Wendell. As shown in Figure 26,
many of these regions have shown substantial growth in using on-demand services in FRTA
microtransit selected communities, while Gill and Wendell have seen some decline in TNC
ridership since 2017.
Passengers can purchase Greyhound bus tickets at the JWO Transit Center between 8:00 AM
and 4:00 PM Monday through Friday, online or by phone. There are two buses daily, one
southbound to New York City and one Northbound to White River Junction, Vermont via Keene,
New Hampshire.
The Amtrak Valley Flyer passenger rail service connects Greenfield, Holyoke, Northampton, and
Springfield in Massachusetts with CTrail (Hartford Line) stations in Connecticut. However, FRTA
is unable to sell Amtrak tickets at the JWO Transit Center. Passengers must purchase Amtrak
tickets via phone or the Amtrak website. Additionally, the JWO Transit Center is closed on
weekends even though Amtrak operates on Saturdays and Sundays. The route operates 7 days
a week with two daily trains each in the southbound and northbound directions. In addition, the
Amtrak Vermonter serves the same Massachusetts stations as the Valley Flyer route with one
daily train in each direction. The Valley Flyer does not continue past New Haven but connects
with other Amtrak routes serving New York Penn Station. The current Valley Flyer and
Vermonter service schedule is included as Figure 27.
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Figure 25. TNC Ridership in FRTA Service Area (FY 2019)
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Figure 26. TNC Ridership: Percent Change from 2017 to 2019
FRTA Microtransit Zones
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Source: Rideshare in Massachusetts (2017-2019), via https://tnc.sites.digital.mass.gov/
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Figure 27. Amtrak Valley Flyer and Vermonter Service Schedule

Source: Amtrak

4.7

Sustainability Initiatives

Climate change is a real and present threat and working toward a more sustainable system
means addressing the role of transportation systems. The study team reviewed FRTA’s progress
toward five key sustainability indicators: Clean Vehicles, Education, Multimodal Integration,
Efficient Facilities, and Recycling. These indicators address the sustainable aspects of RTA
infrastructure (clean vehicles, efficient facilities, etc.) and how their system accommodates
vulnerable and multimodal users (education, multimodal integration, etc.). The following section
outlines FRTA’s progress for each indicator (Figure 28).
The JWO Transit Center was designed to be a highly energy-efficient, net zero building; the use
of onsite solar, biomass, and efficient design principles significantly reduce energy consumption
(Figure 29, Figure 30, and Figure 31). The biomass, in the form of a pellet boiler, is used for
heating and hot water. The system uses locally sourced wood, which over its lifetime is carbon
neutral due to a balancing of sequestration and emissions. 31
In terms of transit services FRTA works to ensure the easy integration of multiple modes by
providing bike racks on their buses as well as coordinating scheduling with other regional transit
providers, including passenger rail and intercity bus.

31
While a tree is growing it is up-taking (sequestering) carbon, which is captured when the tree is felled for use as biomass. In this
instance the boiler is considered carbon neutral because the emissions from the burning of the wood pellets are less than or equal
to the amount of carbon captured during the life of the tree.
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Figure 28. FRTA Ongoing Sustainability Initiatives

Multimodal Integration
•FRTA provides bike racks on all buses
•Schedules are coordinated with passenger rail, intercity bus and their local FRTA service
•Pedestrian and bike facilities are included with all new facility design

Efficient Facilities - JWO
•Solar panels
•Wood pellet boiler and the carbon dioxide released into the air is equivalent to the amount that is
absorbed during their lifetime, making them carbon neutral
•Bio-retention garden to aid with infiltration of rainwater and runoff
•Geothermal pumps provide cooling air for the handling units
•Use of high-efficiency water heaters
•Sustainable low maintenance native landscaping
•Mechanical weed control instead of pesticides

Recycle
•The JWO uses reclaimed materials and a full single stream recycling process
•Recycling of all electronic and e-waste

Figure 29. Wood Pellet Boiler at the John W. Olver Transit Center
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Figure 30. Bio-Retention Garden to Aid Infiltration of Rainwater and Runoff

Figure 31. FRTA JWO Transit Center

Solar wall; Bottom left: Onsite solar array; Right: Geothermal pumps for cooling system
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Fare Rates and Structure

4.8.1

Collection Methods and Media

FRTA fares may be paid with cash, fare cards, and GO-CARDs. In 2018, FRTA introduced the
GO-CARD, which is a reusable, reloadable smart card for paying transit fares. FRTA fixed route
vehicles are equipped with SPX Genfare fareboxes, which accept coins of all denominations
and bills up to $20. Demand response vehicles operated by FTM are also equipped with SPX
Genfare fareboxes, whereas vehicles used for COA trips do not have fareboxes. Change cannot
be made on the bus; instead, a stored value card is issued.
Fare cards, which are paper fare media with magnetic stripes, may be purchased at the JWO
Transit Center in $1.50 increments. GO-CARDs are sold at the JWO Transit Center using the
ticket vending machine (TVM) located in the lobby or in-person at the Transit Office. 32 There are
no initial purchase fees for obtaining a GO-CARD and any amount (in $5 increments) may be
loaded onto a GO-CARD to pay for fares. However, when purchasing the GO-CARD from the
TVM there is an initial $15 minimum purchase amount and $5 minimum re-load. When GOCARDs are purchased from the Transit Office, there is an initial $5 minimum purchase amount
and $5 minimum re-load. GO-CARD balances cannot be viewed online but may be checked
using the TVM or bus fareboxes. At the JWO Transit Center, fare cards and GO-CARDs may be
paid for with cash, personal check with photo identification, or debit/credit card (Visa and
MasterCard). When using the TVM, there is a $3 minimum purchase compared to a $1.50
minimum purchase when buying the fare card from the Transit Office.

4.8.2

Fare Structure

The regular fixed route fare is $1.50 per trip. Riders with a valid Statewide Access Pass, FRTA
Veteran’s photo ID card, who are over 60, or students through grade 12 qualify for a reduced
fixed route fare of $0.75 per trip. Children under five who are traveling with a fare-paying adult
ride fare-free. Passengers with a valid MA Commission for Blind card also ride fare-free. FRTA
IDs for those over 60 and for students are preferred, but not necessary, to receive a discounted
fare. Riders may purchase an FRTA-issued ID at the FRTA Administrative Office for a $3.00 fee.
ADA complementary paratransit is $3.00 per trip for eligible riders.
Riders may transfer for free between connecting FRTA fixed routes at the JWO Transit Center
and the following locations in Montague:
•

Avenue A and 3rd Street

•

Avenue A and Hubies Tavern

•

Avenue A and Shea Theater

Transfer cards are valid for the next available bus only and are issued by the driver. Additionally,
free transfers are only valid for one hour. Riders may also transfer for free between FRTA and
the MART connecting fixed routes at Hannaford Supermarket on the Athol/Orange town lines.
However, riders must pay the full FRTA and PVTA fares when connecting between the two
transit systems. In Northampton, FRTA Route 31 connects with PVTA Routes 39, 39E, B43,
B48, R41, R42, and R44. In Deerfield, FRTA Route 31 and PVTA Route 46 connect, and in
Sunderland, FRTA Route 23 and PVTA Route 31 connect.
Demand response fares are priced per trip depending on whether the destination is within the
same town as the origin, adjacent to the town, or beyond an adjacent town. Trip fares to senior
centers are different than the regular demand response fares and are based on whether the
32
Due to the technical difficulties experienced with the TVM and lack of vendor support FRTA made the decision to not purchase
and install additional TVMs.
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senior center is within the same town as the origin, adjacent to the town, or beyond an adjacent
town. All demand response trips, including trips to senior centers, must occur within the FRTA
service area. There are 11 demand response service areas, which fall into two fare groups. For
the purposes of discussion, these groups are referred to as Fare Group 1 and Fare Group 2.
In Fare Group 1, trips within the same town cost $1.75, trips to an adjacent town cost $2.25, and
trips beyond an adjacent town cost $2.75. Trips to a senior center within the same town are
$1.00, trips to a senior center in an adjacent town are $1.25, and trips to a senior center beyond
an adjacent town are $1.50. The following demand response service areas are included in Fare
Group 1:
•

Leyden, Greenfield, Montague, and Gill

•

Deerfield and Whately

•

New Salem, Orange, Warwick, Wendell

Fare Group 2 fares are less than those of Fare Group 1. Trips within the same town cost $1.25,
trips to an adjacent town cost $1.75, and trips beyond an adjacent town cost $2.25. Trips to a
senior center within the same town are $0.75, trips to a senior center in an adjacent town are
$1.00, and trips to a senior center beyond an adjacent town are $1.25. The following demand
response service areas are included in Fare Group 2:
•

Ashfield, Buckland, Charlemont, Colrain, Conway, Hawley, Heath, Rowe, and Shelburne

•

Blandford, Chester, Huntington, Montgomery, and Russell

•

Bernardston and Northfield

•

Erving

•

Goshen, Chesterfield, Cummington, Plainfield, and Worthington

•

Southampton

•

Southwick

•

Westhampton

FRTA’s microtransit service, FRTA Access, currently costs $3.00 per one-way trip for the first
rider, and each additional rider is charged $1.50 within the established zone. For riders traveling
between microtransit zones, a one-way trip is $4.00 and additional riders are charged $2.00. 33
Med-Ride trips are $0.40 per mile plus any parking fees or tolls. Table 18 summarizes the FRTA
fares and transfer types.
Table 18. Fare Structure
Fare Type

Fare

Fixed route (regular)

$1.50

Fixed route (reduced)

$0.75

Fixed route (under age 5 with fare paying adult)

Free

Fixed route (youth through grade 12)

$0.75

Unlimited Rides for 31 days (regular)

$40.00

FRTA Access initially cost $5.00 per one-way trip within the established zone for the first rider. Each additional rider was charged
$2.50 per one-way trip. FRTA previously did not have fares for between zone trips established. Fare change effective November 2,
2020.

33
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Fare Type
Unlimited Rides for 31 days (reduced)
Transfer

Fare
$20.00
Free

At the JWO Transit Center, Avenue A and 3rd Street; Avenue A and
Hubies Tavern; Avenue A and Shea Theater
Transfer

Free

Between FRTA and MART connecting fixed routes at Hannaford
Supermarket
ADA Complementary Paratransit

$3.00

Demand Response (Fare Group 1)
One-way trip within same town

$1.75

One-way trip to an adjacent town within service area

$2.25

One-way trip beyond an adjacent town within service area

$2.75

Senior Center within town

$1.00

Senior Center in adjacent town

$1.25

Senior Center beyond adjacent town

$1.50

Demand Response (Fare Group 2)
One-way trip within same town

$1.25

One-way trip to an adjacent town within service area

$1.75

One-way trip beyond an adjacent town within service area

$2.25

Senior Center within town

$0.75

Senior Center in adjacent town

$1.00

Senior Center beyond adjacent town

$1.25

Microtransit trip within zone for first rider

$3.00

Microtransit trip within zone for each additional rider

$1.50

Microtransit trip between zone for first rider

$4.00

Microtransit trip between zone for each additional rider

$2.00

Med-Ride

$0.40/mile +
Parking/Tolls

Source: FRTA website, 2020

4.8.3

Fare Policy

At the November 19, 2020, FRTA Advisory Board meeting, the Board adopted FRTA’s fare
policy. The MOU with MassDOT requires the agency to have an established fare policy. The
intent of the policy is to help guide FRTA in making decisions regarding fares, fare levels, fare
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changes, media, and technology. The fare policy explored current fare structures, historical
changes, performance targets, the current climate, and the region’s needs. The goals for FRTA’s
fare policy are to (1) be fair and equitable, (2) develop partnerships to offset fare collections,
(3) be compatible with the rural nature of the service, (4) be simple, and (5) regularly evaluate
fares. The complete FRTA Board-approved fare policy can be found in Appendix C.
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Market Evaluation

This chapter describes existing and projected socioeconomic characteristics of the area served
by FRTA.

5.1

Service Area Overview

The FRTA service area is 97.6 percent rural, 0.6 percent urban, and 1.8 percent a cluster of
urban and rural. Understanding the demographics can help explain changes in transit demand
and support recommendations for changes in future transit service. Specifically, people living
below the poverty level, households without vehicles, seniors, and disabled individuals typically
rely on transit; changes in these demographics can provide insight into transit demand trends.
The US Census Bureau’s American Community Survey (ACS) and Longitudinal EmployerHousehold Dynamics (LEHD) program are the primary sources of demographic data used in
this analysis and provide valuable indications of trends and projections.

5.2

Demographics and Socioeconomics

Demographic and socioeconomic statistics are important in transit planning to understand the
potential transit markets that exist in an area. Additionally, Title VI requirements also require
mapping of minority and low-income communities within the transit area served. Population
density maps can help identify where populations may be concentrated and where population
distribution may be sparse. Population density is particularly important when evaluating a transit
market and can be particularly helpful in transit planning when considering how and where
services can best meet the transportation needs of various populations. Population density in
the region is mapped on Figure 32.
Transit dependency is related to level of income, age, vehicle availability, and disability status.
Income is a key determinant in the type of transportation used to commute. People with lower
incomes are often more likely to be in need of public transportation options than people with
higher incomes who can afford private transportation. Table 19 includes a summary of statistics
for the FRTA service area compared to state and national trends.
Table 19. Current Demographic and Socioeconomic Profile (2017)

Area

% People
Median Living Below % Households
Household
150% the
without
Income Poverty Level
Vehicles

%
Seniors

%
Minority

%
Disabled

FRTA Service
Area

$65,350

17.1%

5.8%

19.5%

18.4%

13.97%

Massachusetts

$74,167

17.4%

12.4%

15.5%

27.1%

11.6%

United States

$57,652

23.7%

8.8%

14.9%

38.5%

12.6%

Source: US Census Bureau ACS 2017
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Figure 32. Population Density
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The senior population of the FRTA service area is 19.5 percent compared to 15.5 percent in the
state and 14.9 percent nationwide. The minority population within the FRTA service area is a
smaller percentage of the total population (18.4 percent) compared to 27.1 percent in the state
and 38.5 percent in the nation. The percentage of persons with disabilities is approximately
14.0 percent in the FRTA service area, which is higher than the state (11.6 percent) and national
averages (12.6 percent). Median household income in the FRTA service area is $65,350, which
is higher than the national median ($57,652), but less than the Massachusetts median
($74,167). The percentage of people living below 150 percent of the poverty level in the FRTA
service area is 17.1 percent, which is slightly less than the state average of 17.4 percent. In
comparison, 23.7 percent of the country lives below 150 percent of the poverty level. The
percentage of households without vehicles is less in the FRTA service area (5.8 percent)
compared to Massachusetts (12.4 percent) and the United States (8.8 percent).

5.2.1

Population Density

The average population density of the FRTA service area is 86 persons per square mile.
Population density is greatest in Greenfield, within the area bounded by the JWO Transit Center,
Elm Street, High Street, and Silver Street. In addition, there is an area of greater population
density in Montague by Town Hall. Population density generally ranges from 0 to 500 persons
per square mile in the rest of the service area. There are a few pockets of medium population
density in Shelburne Falls, Southwick, and Orange. Approximately 49 percent of the FRTA
service area population is within ¾ mile of an FRTA fixed route and/or in a microtransit service
area.

5.2.2

Older Populations

According to a report by Transportation for America on mobility and the baby boom generation,
life expectancies are rising, more seniors are choosing to “age in place,” and transit ridership
among this cohort is rising. 34 Experts argue that as the average age increases, and the baby
boom generation reaches 65 years and older, the percentage of the population without access
to a vehicle will increase over time and these older adults will need affordable alternatives to
driving in order to “age in place” and maintain independence.
In the FRTA service area, concentrations of older populations are located in Greenfield,
Montague, Orange, and Southampton as shown on Figure 33. In Greenfield, concentrations are
highest west of I-91 where the Charlene Manor Extended Care center is located. King James
Court is an affordable housing community geared toward seniors in Orange. In Southampton,
there is an affordable housing community for seniors. Concentrations of older populations in
these communities vary between 31 and 40 percent, which is significantly greater than the FRTA
service area average of approximately 20 percent. Greenfield, Montague, and Orange also have
higher older population densities.

5.2.3

Youth Populations

In addition to analyzing the concentrations of older populations, youth populations were
considered as youth tend to be more transit dependent since they are ineligible for driver
licenses. Concentrations of youth populations are present in Deerfield, Greenfield east of I-91,
Northfield, Southampton, and west Orange (Figure 34). These concentrations correlate with
boarding schools located in Deerfield and Northfield.

34
Transportation for America, “Aging in place, Stuck without Options: Fixing the Mobility Crisis Threatening the Baby Boom
Generation,” https://t4america.org/docs/SeniorsMobilityCrisis.pdf.
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Figure 33. Senior Populations
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Figure 34. Youth Populations
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People with Disabilities

Figure 35 shows the percentage of persons with disabilities living within the FRTA service area.
The city of Greenfield and the town of Orange have the highest percentages of people with
disabilities with over 20 percent of population in certain areas of the communities. Overall 18.7
percent of Orange residents and 17.4 percent of Greenfield residents have a disability.

5.2.5

Measures of Income

Median household income and the percentage of those living below the poverty level are used
as measures for propensity to use transit. Automobile ownership is expensive and as household
incomes decline so does the likelihood of having access to a private vehicle. Work-trip market
shares from the ACS show that, as income rises, the percentage of people using transit
decreases. Median household incomes are the lowest in Buckland, Greenfield, Montague, and
Orange as shown on Figure 36, which are also FRTA service area communities with higher
concentrations of people living below 150 percent of the poverty level (Figure 37). In addition,
Heath, Rowe, Charlemont, Hawley, Huntington, Wendell and sections of south Orange, western
Colrain, northern Northfield, and northern Southampton have concentrations of those living
below 150 percent of the poverty level. Block groups in these communities meet the
environmental justice threshold for low income populations of being equal or greater than the
FRTA service area average of 17.1 percent.

5.2.6

Zero-Vehicle Households

Zero-vehicle households indicate a strong market for transit as they are considered to be
entirely dependent upon alternate transportation sources. Compared to other demographics in
the FRTA service area, the concentrations of zero-vehicle households are more pronounced and
are located in Greenfield, Montague, and west Orange as shown on Figure 38. Concentrations
in these communities vary between 21 and 35 percent, which is significantly greater than the
FRTA service area average of approximately 6 percent. However, these zero-vehicle household
areas also have the lowest median household incomes and high concentration of minority
populations.

5.2.7

Minority Populations

Minority populations are most concentrated in east Buckland, Cummington, North Deerfield, Gill,
Greenfield, East Charlemont, Hawley, Huntington, Montague, Plainfield, Russell, Shutesbury,
and Wendell as shown on Figure 39. These communities meet the environmental justice
threshold of 6.5 percent or greater for minority populations. The greatest concentrations
(26 percent or greater) within the FRTA service area are in Greenfield, east of I-91.
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Figure 35. Disabled Population
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Figure 36. Median Household Income
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Figure 37. Population Below the Poverty Level
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Figure 38. Zero-Vehicle Households
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Figure 39. Minority Populations
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Employment

The trip to work is often the most frequent trip taken; therefore, employment characteristics are
important factors in the discussion of public transportation. Large employers are common
destinations for significant numbers of people, which make them important to transit service
planning.
Job density varies between 0 and approximately 6,000 jobs per square mile in the FRTA service
area as shown on Figure 40. Approximately 71 percent of the FRTA service area jobs are
served by FRTA fixed route or demand response service. Density is the greatest in Greenfield,
specifically downtown north of the JWO Transit Center where job densities reach the maximum
within the service area. Franklin Baystate Health Systems, located in downtown Greenfield,
employs between 500 and 999 workers. Outside of downtown, GCC is another large employer
with 250 to 499 employees. There are areas of medium job densities along the transportation
corridors of State Highway 2 and I-91/US 5. Deerfield Academy, Pelican Products Inc., and
Yankee Candle Co. are three major employers located off of I-91/US 5 in Deerfield. In Gill,
Northfield Mount Hermon School employs 250 to 499 people. Major employers within the FRTA
service area were compiled from FRCOG and are listed in Table 20. Locations of major
employers in the FRTA service area are shown on Figure 40.
Table 20. Major Employers
Employer

Municipality

Number of Employees

Yankee Candle Co. Inc.

South Deerfield

Franklin Baystate Health Systems

Greenfield

500-999

Pelican Products Inc.

South Deerfield

500-999

Deerfield Academy

Deerfield

250-499

Farren Care Center

Montague

250-499

Greenfield Community College

Greenfield

250-499

Northfield Mt. Hermon School

Gill

250-499

Walmart Supercenter

Orange

220-499

1,000-4,999

Source: FRCOG
The majority of residents in the FRTA service area commute outside of the area for employment
according to LEHD. Approximately 35,600 residents are employed outside the service area,
17,000 residents are employed in the service area, and 14,200 commute into the service area
for work (Figure 41). There is little demand in western Hampshire County communities and
Hampden County to Greenfield. Northampton and Amherst are major employment centers for
FRTA residents despite being located outside of the FRTA service area. Nearly the entire
Amherst workforce commuting from FRTA’s service area is also located in Franklin County. Of
the workers in Springfield, about half that are residents of FRTA communities are from Franklin
County, while the remaining half are from western Hampshire County communities and portions
of Hampden County in FRTA’s service area. Approximately two-thirds of the FRTA population
that travel to Northampton for work are from Franklin County in the north.
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Figure 40. Major Employers and Job Density
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Figure 41. FRTA Workflow

5.4

Local and Regional Travel Patterns

Major trip generators are locations frequented by a significant number of people, traveling by all
modes, within the study area. Common transit generators include office and manufacturing
complexes, government centers, healthcare facilities, transportation hubs, schools and
universities, shopping areas, and religious institutions. These generators must be considered
when evaluating transit service for a region.
Similar to locations of higher job densities, major trip generators within the FRTA service area
are clustered in Greenfield. There are smaller clusters in Montague, Orange, and Shelburne
Falls. In Greenfield and Orange, the clusters contain hospital, school, religious institution,
municipal building, and retail trip generators. In Shelburne Falls, there are school, religious
institution, and municipal trip generators. Trip generators located in these four municipalities are
served by FRTA fixed routes and demand response service. Although the density of trip
generators is greatest in these four communities, important trip generators are located
throughout the FRTA service area as shown on Figure 42. Every FRTA member municipality has
at least one trip generator, speaking to the need and value of FRTA transit services in providing
mobility to and from these locations. Demand response service is provided to all trip generators
except those located in Granville, Middlefield, Petersham, Phillipston, and Shutesbury where
FRTA does not currently operate service. Petersham, Phillipston, and Shutesbury currently only
have access to the Med-Ride program.

5.5

Land Use and Growth

FRCOG’s FY 2020-2024 Transportation Improvement Program for the Franklin Region (TIP)
includes the construction of the FRTA administration and maintenance facility, replacement
vehicles, AVLs, and on-board vehicle tablets (Table 21).
Table 21. FRTA Programmed Improvements in the FRCOG TIP
Project

Funding
Programmed

Funding Source(s)

Programmed Year(s)

Construct Operation
and Maintenance
Facility

$8,500,000

FTA 5339: 71%;
RTACAP: 29%

FY 2020, FY 2021

<30-foot Bus
Replacement

$645,000

RTACAP

FY 2022

AVL/CAD tablets

$12,500

RTACAP

FY 2021
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FRCOG’s Franklin County Regional Transportation Plan Update 2020 includes a chapter on
existing transit service and demand within the FRCOG service area. The COG service area
does not correspond exactly to the FRTA service area. Communities in the southern part of the
COG service area are PVTA members. According to the plan, the most common comment
received regarding transportation in the region is the need for expanded bus service, particularly
on weekends and in the evenings. The plan makes several short-term, long-term, and ongoing
recommendations related to transit, which are excerpted below. Some of these
recommendations, such as the microtransit pilot and additional trips to UMass Amherst, have
been implemented.
FRCOG Short-Term Recommendations 35
•

Promote current demand response services among seniors and residents with
disabilities who could benefit most from these services.

•

Promote the park and ride lots in the region to increase ridership.

•

Coordinate between FRTA and PVTA to investigate options for improved connections
between the two regions.

•

Work with major employers and industrial parks in the region to coordinate possible
service to these locations.

•

Attract TNCs, such as Uber and Lyft, to bring ridesharing to the region as an additional
transportation alternative to residents and employees.

•

Consider ways FRTA could coordinate with GCC, Franklin County-Hampshire Regional
Employment Board, and the Community Development Corporation to create a workforce
development-focused shuttle. One example is exploring the feasibility of contributions
from GCC toward the cost of fixed route service by way of student fees being charged as
part of the tuition.

•

Implement a microtransit pilot project to more efficiently and effectively serve a rural
region such as Franklin County.

•

Implement a subsidized rideshare program for social service providers in Franklin
County.

FRCOG Long-Term Recommendations

35

•

Improve connections between Franklin County and UMass Amherst, the region’s largest
employer.

•

Consider extensions of the fixed route system to serve the West County (Route 116) and
North County (Route 5/10) regions.

The plan was completed in the summer of 2019; since then some recommendations have been implemented.
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Figure 42. Major Trip Generators
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FRCOG Ongoing Recommendations
•

Continue to work with FRTA, PVTA, and MART to keep area legislators informed about
the regional importance of transit and the increasing demand for expanding the routes to
include additional runs and evening and weekend service to better assist residents with
access to employment, education, and training opportunities.

•

Support evening and weekend transit services to meet transit rider demand.

•

Continue to work with the RTAs and other transportation providers to monitor and
evaluate routes.

•

Advocate for increased transit planning funding for FRCOG staff. FRCOG is the only
regional planning agency that does not receive funding to assist with transit planning.

•

Expand current outreach and publicity efforts to provide information about FRTA transit
services and to encourage bus usage. Outreach efforts should target the populations
that are most likely to use transit services and depend on transit.

The FRCOG Evaluation of Franklin County Park and Ride Facilities (2018) was an update to the
original park and ride study conducted in 2008 that analyzed demand for park and rides and
identified potential locations for them. In 2014, a separate study assessed the performance of
the park and rides and identified additional potential sites. The 2018 report serves as an update
to the 2014 analysis. Note that, due to the PVTA Route 46 change, riders are utilizing Whately
and South Deerfield park and ride sites less and using the Sunderland park and ride more.
Survey results suggest that commuters are now using South Deerfield park and ride as a
location to park and walk to work. Key recommendations from the 2018 study are:
•

Market park and rides to increase utilization.

•

Increase capacity along the Route 116 corridor in Sunderland.

•

Increase transit service at all park and rides.

•

Improve amenities at park and rides, including electric vehicle charging stations, bike
racks, public restrooms, and bike repair stands (particularly at Charlemont park and
ride).

•

Pursue an official park and ride in the eastern section of Franklin County in partnership
with MassDOT and the eastern communities.

The Massachusetts State Legislature, in response to requirements of the Transportation
Finance Bill passed in 2013, tasked each RTA in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts to
prepare a Regional Transit Plan, which FRTA prepared in 2015. The Comprehensive Service
Analysis examined FRTA’s existing service, identified local markets with potential ridership, and
provided recommendations on ways to improve service operations over the course of three
phases. Phase 1 would split Route 21 into two routes and improve frequency. Routes 22 and 32
would be combined into one route. Route 23 would service Sugarloaf Apartments to connect
with PVTA instead of UMass. Schedules would be adjusted to improve transfers with the
neighboring RTAs, and weekday service would be extended into the evening until 7:30 PM. In
Phase 3, service would be provided on Sundays and the express route to Northampton would
be increased to all-day service. FRTA was able to implement the cost neutral recommendations
and in 2018 redesigned the system based on many of the recommendations outlined in the
plan.

5.6

Potential Transit Demand

The potential transit demand map is created to spatially analyze several transit-oriented
demographic and socioeconomic characteristics at the same time (characteristics discussed
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individually in this chapter so far). It is a relative measure of demand in a particular region. Used
in conjunction with a congruency analysis of major transit generators, the demand analysis can
be used to evaluate existing service and to identify areas of potential demand.
Demographic and socioeconomic information is collected from the US Census Bureau for a
region divided into smaller geographic units such as tracts, block groups, or blocks. Block
groups and census tracts were used for this analysis. Transit-oriented variables used for the
analysis include:
•

Overall Population Density

•

Overall Job Density

•

Density of the Population under the age of 18

•

Density of the Population over the age of 65 36

•

Percentage of the Population Living Below the Poverty Level

•

Percentage of Zero-Car Households

Potential transit demand in the FRTA service area, shown on Figure 43, is greatest in
Greenfield, Orange, and Shelburne Falls, which correlates with higher population, job, poverty,
senior, and lower median household income densities. These communities are currently served
by FRTA fixed route and demand response service. In addition to these three areas, potential
transit demand is also higher in West Colrain, Cummington, Heath, and to a lesser extent in
Huntington, northwest Southampton, and East Southwick. The medium transit demand in these
areas is likely due to higher percentages of people living below the poverty level. These areas
are served by FRTA demand response service.

36
Note that the federal definition of senior as aged 65 or over is used in this case, but age in relation to transportation need is more
nuanced than a strict age cutoff implies. In 2017, Governor Baker signed Executive Order 576 establishing the Governor’s Council
to Address Aging in Massachusetts. As part of this effort, the Council looked at different methods and solutions to create an agefriendly Commonwealth and conducted research and listening sessions across the state, during which transportation was identified
as a key challenge facing older adults. Additionally, research presented from this effort showed a trend toward people staying in the
workforce longer than previous generations. This research shows that the topic of transportation for older adults is one that is
evolving and will require more attention in transportation planning in the future.
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Figure 43. Potential Transit Demand
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Performance

Performance-focused management is a critical priority for the Commonwealth and regional
transit providers. The federal government has also led the transportation industry to become
more performance-driven in the last decade by mandating that federally funded agencies
implement a performance-based approach to planning and programming. This broad emphasis
on the importance of having a strong enterprise-wide, data-driven, and transparent performance
management framework as the foundation for making decisions, particularly in the service
planning and financial areas, is especially relevant to the RTAs as they work to sustain success
in the face of the challenges of COVID-19 and other market uncertainties.
The purpose of this chapter is to outline FRTA’s current performance practices; track
performance results for the FRTA/MassDOT Bilateral MOU, which the Authority monitors; and
make recommendations to enhance the FRTA’s performance framework to support data-driven
performance-focused decision-making.

6.1

Current Performance Measurement Practices

The FRTA’s performance management system includes reporting a broad range of performance
results to its Advisory Board and federal and state funding partners, transparent sharing of
performance results with the public, and a commitment to tracking and reporting key metrics to
MassDOT under the bilateral 2-year MOU that FRTA signed with MassDOT in August 2019.
FRTA also has internal performance monitoring protocols related to management decisions.
Although FRTA has a base to build on, it will be very beneficial for the Authority to strengthen
their performance management practices to support data-driven enterprise-wide decisionmaking. Recommendations for improving FRTA performance management practices are
provided at the end of this chapter and in Chapter 8.

6.1.1

State and Federal Monitoring Requirements

Besides using performance monitoring to inform service planning, FRTA is required to report a
variety of performance metrics to both FTA and the Commonwealth on a monthly, quarterly, and
annual basis as part of their funding agreements. FTA requires transit providers that receive
federal funding to submit data (including service, financial, and asset inventory and condition)
both monthly and annually to FTA to be posted on NTD.
The Commonwealth also requires FRTA and other RTAs to report service and asset data
through the state’s GrantsPlus system. The Commonwealth has taken other steps in recent
years to promote industry best practices, including a more data-driven approach to service
planning. In 2019, MassDOT convened a stakeholder group, including RTA administrators, to
develop a performance measurement strategy that could be tailored to each RTA’s needs and
challenges. The results of this effort were laid out in individual MOUs signed by MassDOT and
the RTA administrators.
In addition to reporting to meet federal and state requirements, FRTA organizes annual fixed
route ridership data into a year-over-year spreadsheet. For each route FRTA monitors monthly
ridership, farebox revenue, contract revenue, revenue hours and miles, missed trips, road calls,
and preventable accidents. These data feed into annual Microsoft Excel spreadsheets that
FRTA uses to monitor passengers per hour, subsidy per passenger, farebox recovery, and cost
per revenue hour at the route level. For demand response FRTA organizes data into annual
spreadsheets to monitor by operator at the monthly level the number of unlinked passenger trips
by town, unique riders, revenue miles and hours, cost break down
operations/administration/maintenance/fuel, fare revenue, contract/grant funds, budget
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adherence, cost per passenger, number of trip refusals, preventable accidents, and number of
road calls.
FRTA also posts performance reports for fixed route and demand response services on their
website (https://frta.org/about/performance-measurements/) showing operating statistics broken
down by mode, quarter, and calendar year (Figure 44). The following metrics are included in
these updates:
•

Fixed Route
— Passenger trips
— Number of bikes carried
— Number of veteran passengers
— Number of wheelchair passengers
— Passenger trips per revenue mile
— Passenger trips per revenue hour
— Preventable accidents per 100,000 miles
— Mechanical failures per 100,000 miles

•

Demand Response
— Dial-A-Ride passengers
— ADA passengers
— Mechanical failures per 100,000 miles

•

Systemwide
— Total transportation costs
— Customer complaints
— Preventable accidents
— Number of road calls
— Total miles
— Preventive maintenance performed on-time

Aside from collecting, monitoring, and reporting systemwide and modal data, FRTA has
established route-level goals for passengers per hour based on the route classification type. As
previously mentioned FRTA established these goals in 2015 and has since redesigned the fixed
routes but have not updated the goals. FRTA will be updating the route classifications and goals.
•

Local Route Goal: 10 passengers per hour

•

Service Route Goal: 5 passengers per hour

•

Rural Route Goal: 8 passengers per hour
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Figure 44. Quarterly Fixed Route Performance Dashboard Posted on FRTA's Website

6.1.2

Performance Metrics and Targets from MassDOT Memorandum of
Understanding

New to FRTA’s performance monitoring obligations is a commitment to monitor and report on a
selection of performance metrics, baselines, and targets established by FRTA and MassDOT in
the categories of ridership, customer service and satisfaction, asset management, and financial
performance. This commitment is contained in a bilateral MOU signed by FRTA and MassDOT
in August 2019. The MOU states that FRTA’s performance in FY 2020 and 2021 is to be
measured by comparing established baselines against FY 2020 and FY 2021 targets. When
developing performance targets, it is typical to consider external factors that are influencing
performance, but it is not common practice to consider unforeseen disruptions that have the
potential to greatly upset the status quo, like COVID-19. When FRTA and MassDOT developed
the performance targets in the MOU, they developed baselines against which to measure
FRTA’s performance between FY 2019 and FY 2021. With few exceptions, these baselines are
averages of data collected in FY 2016 to FY 2018. MOU targets reflected the reasonable
expectation that FRTA could improve upon these baselines for the next 2 years. The
performance measures included in the FRTA MOU, along with their baselines and targets, are in
Table 22 and Table 23 for FY 2020 and FY 2021, respectively.
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Table 22. MOU Performance Measure Targets (FY 2020)
Metric

Fixed Route Demand Response Systemwide

Ridership Metrics
Unlinked passenger trips (UPT)

128,834

27,948

156,782

8.69

1.69

4.99

On-time performance

—

78.12%

—

Valid complaints per 100,000 UPT

—

—

11.26

100%

99%

—

Preventable accidents per 100,00 VRM

—

—

1.65

Road calls per 100,00 VRM

—

—

3.25

UPT / vehicle revenue hours (VRH)
Customer Service and Satisfaction

Percentage of completed trips

Asset Management
Revenue vehicles - percentage of revenue vehicles within a particular asset class that have
met or exceeded their ULB
Bus

—

—

10%

Cutaway

—

—

30%

Minibus

—

—

10%

Van

—

—

10%

Equipment - percentage of vehicles that have met or exceeded their ULB
Non-revenue/service automobiles

—

—

100%

Trucks and other rubber tire vehicles

—

—

80%

Facilities - percentage of facilities with a condition rating below 3.0 on the FTA TERM Scale
Maintenance facility

—

—

100%

Administrative/passenger facility

—

—

0%

—

—

99.00%

6.08%

15.02%

9.14%

$131.01

$61.44

$94.40

$14.45

$31.64

—

Revenue vehicle inspections
Financial Performance
Farebox recovery
Operating cost / VRH
Subsidy per passenger

Source: FRTA MOU with MassDOT, 2019; TAM Plan, 2018
* All metrics are measured in terms of targets for FY 2020.
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Table 23. MOU Performance Measure Targets (FY 2021)
Metric

Fixed Route Demand Response Systemwide

Ridership Metrics
Unlinked passenger trips (UPT)

131,140

28,507

159,917

8.84

1.72

5.09

On-time performance

—

79.68%

—

Valid complaints per 100,000 UPT

—

—

11.03

100%

99%

—

Preventable accidents per 100,00 VRM

—

—

1.62

Road calls per 100,00 VRM

—

—

3.18

UPT / vehicle revenue hours (VRH)
Customer Service and Satisfaction

Percentage of completed trips

Asset Management
Revenue vehicles - percentage of revenue vehicles within a particular asset class that have
met or exceeded their ULB
Bus

—

—

10%

Cutaway

—

—

30%

Minibus

—

—

10%

Van

—

—

10%

Equipment - percentage of vehicles that have met or exceeded their ULB
Non-revenue/service automobiles

—

—

33%

Trucks and other rubber tire vehicles

—

—

60%

Facilities - percentage of facilities with a condition rating below 3.0 on the FTA TERM Scale
Maintenance facility

—

—

100%

Administrative/passenger facility

—

—

0%

—

—

99.00%

6.17%

15.24%

9.32%

$133.63

$62.66

$96.28

$14.73

$32.27

—

Revenue vehicle inspections
Financial Performance
Farebox recovery
Operating cost / VRH
Subsidy per passenger

Source: FRTA MOU with MassDOT, 2019; TAM Plan, 2018.
* All metrics are measured in terms of targets for FY 2021.
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FRTA’s progress in meeting the MOU’s performance targets through the third quarter of
FY 2020 are included in the following sections. Given that the pandemic did not significantly
impact operations until the last two weeks of the third quarter in March 2020, the data suggest
that FRTA appeared to be on track to meet some of these goals until that point. This is
discussed in greater detail in the following sections.
6.1.2.1 Ridership Performance Measures
The following performance measures are calculated on a monthly and annual basis using
farebox data, scheduling software, and operations data recorded by drivers and dispatchers.
Ridership results were negatively impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic (Table 24).
•

Total Ridership (Unlinked Passenger Trips): This measures passenger boardings on
FRTA vehicles. (Transfers count as individual boardings.) These data are collected from
FRTA’s fareboxes for fixed route, through the Ecolane dispatch software for FTM
operated demand response, and monthly reports from the COAs.

•

Unlinked Passenger Trips per Vehicle Revenue Hour: This is calculated by dividing
total ridership by total vehicle revenue hours. Revenue hours are calculated through the
RouteMatch and Ecolane software in addition to the monthly COA reports.

Table 24. MOU Ridership Performance Measures

Operating Statistic

Baseline (FY
2016-FY 2018
Average)

FY 2020 (First
Quarter – Third
Target FY 2020
Quarter)

FY 2020 (Full
Year)

Total Ridership (Unlinked Passenger Trips)
Fixed Route
Demand Response
Systemwide

126,308

128,834

89,701

93,006

27,400

27,948

17,444

19,739

153,708

156,782

107,145

112,745

Unlinked Passenger Trips per Revenue Hour
Fixed Route

8.52

8.69

7.3

5.37

Demand Response

1.66

1.69

1.7

1.65

4.9

4.99

4.75

3.85

Systemwide

Source: FRTA and MassDOT MOU (2019), FRTA
6.1.2.2 Customer Service Measures
The following performance measures are calculated on a monthly and annual basis using
farebox data, scheduling software, and operations data recorded by drivers and dispatchers.
The complaints per 100,000 passenger trips target was met for FY 2020 as was the on-time
performance (OTP) for demand response (Table 25). The percentage of trips completed for
fixed route was not met as FRTA reduced service due to the COVID-19 pandemic; the target
was met for demand response.
•

Valid Complaints per 100,000 Unlinked Passenger Trips: Complaint data are
collected from the FRTA customer service complaint log.

•

Percent of Scheduled Trips Completed: Trips completed are reported through the
Ecolane software in addition to the monthly COA reports.
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On-Time Performance: This measures the percentage of demand response trips that
arrive within 10 minutes of the scheduled time.

Table 25. MOU Customer Service Measures
Baseline (FY
2016-FY 2018
Average)

Operating Statistic

FY 2020 (First
Quarter – Third
Target FY 2020
Quarter)

FY 2020 (Full
Year)

Valid Complaints per 100,000 Unlinked Passenger Trips
Systemwide

11.49

11.26

5.6

1.20

Fixed Route

99.60%

100.00%

98.91%

83.76%

Demand Response

99.70%

99.00%

97.77%

99.50%

76.59%

78.12%

86.67%

87.47%

Percent of Trips Completed

On-Time Performance
Demand Response

Source: FRTA and MassDOT MOU (2019), FRTA
6.1.2.3 Financial Efficiency Measures
These measures are calculated on a monthly and/or annual basis using data from fare payment
machines, fareboxes, pass sales, contracted service agreements, schedule data, and
operations data recorded by drivers and dispatchers. Farebox recovery targets were not met
due to the reduction in ridership and suspension of fare collection in March 2020 (Table 26).
•

Farebox Recovery Ratio: This metric is the percentage of operating costs covered by
fare revenue. It includes contract revenue, pass revenue, and fares collected at the
farebox.

•

Operating Expenses per Revenue Hour: This is the cost of service divided by revenue
hours.

•

Subsidy per Unlinked Passenger Trip: The cost per passenger minus fare revenue
(i.e., public subsidy required to cover the cost of each unlinked passenger trip).

Table 26. MOU Financial Efficiency Measures

Operating Statistic

Baseline (FY
2016-FY 2018
Average) Target FY 2020

FY 2020 (First
Quarter – Third
Quarter)

FY 2020 (Full
Year)

Farebox Recovery Ratio
Fixed Route
Demand Response
Systemwide

5.96%

6.08%

7.07%

5.60%

14.73%

15.02%

10.90%

9.93%

8.97%

9.14%

8.54%

7.26%

Operating Expenses per Vehicle Revenue Hour
Fixed Route
Demand Response
AECOM

$128.45

$131.01

$112.8

$101.71

$60.24

$61.44

$84

$91.76
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Baseline (FY
2016-FY 2018
Average) Target FY 2020

Systemwide

$92.55

FY 2020 (First
Quarter – Third
Quarter)

FY 2020 (Full
Year)

$94.40

$99.68

$97.64

Subsidy per Unlinked Passenger Trip
Fixed Route

$14.17

$14.45

$14.36

$17.88

Demand Response

$31.02

$31.64

$44.13

$50.26

Source: FRTA and MassDOT MOU (2019), FRTA
6.1.2.4 Asset Measures
FTA has developed national standards for rating the condition of transit equipment and facilities.
FTA categorizes vehicles, equipment, and facilities into asset classes and those classes have
either a ULB or a condition rating on the TERM scale. While FTA has default ULBs for expected
service years for vehicle classes, agencies are permitted to submit their own ULBs for approval
from FTA if they choose. Although the MOU lists the following asset management metrics and
targets, FRTA sets ULB goals for their rolling stock, equipment, and facilities in their TAM Plan,
while the targets for the metrics in the sections above were set in the MOU.
•

FTA Reportable Revenue Vehicles Asset Class Meeting FTA TAM Plan ULB: This
metric is the percentage of vehicles within a particular asset class that have met or
exceed their ULB. This metric was met for buses and cutaways but not for vans.

•

FTA Reportable Equipment Asset Class Meeting FTA TAM Plan ULB: This metric is
the percentage of equipment within a particular asset class that has met or exceed their
ULB. This metric was not met for FY 2020.

•

FTA Reportable Facilities Asset Class Meeting FTA TAM Plan ULB: This metric is the
percentage of facilities with a condition rating below 3.0 on the FTA TERM scale. This
metric was met for FY 2020.

In addition to the asset measures developed as part of the TAM Plan, FRTA has created
additional metrics that pertain to asset management and vehicles. The metric for road calls was
met for FY 2020; the metrics for preventable accidents and preventive maintenance were not
met (Table 27).
•

Preventable Accidents Per 100,000 Vehicle Revenue Miles: This metric is 100,000
divided by the average distance traveled between preventable accidents. (FTM uses
National Safety Council criteria to assess preventability.)

•

Road Calls per 100,000 Vehicle Revenue Miles: This metric is total vehicle revenue
miles divided by 100,000 divided into the total number of road calls.

•

Percent of Revenue Vehicle Inspections Completed on Time: This metric is the
percentage of revenue vehicles where the inspection is done on time. Data from the
maintenance log software are used.
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Table 27. MOU Asset Measures

Operating Statistic

Baseline (FY
2016-FY 2018
Average) Target FY 2020

FY 2020 (First
Quarter – Third
Quarter)

FY 2020 (Full
Year)

1.65

1.82

1.99

3.25

1.6

1.6

86.4%

80.59%

Preventable Accident Per 100,000 Vehicle Revenue Miles
Systemwide

1.69

Road Calls per 100,000 Vehicle Revenue Miles
Systemwide

3.32

Percent of Revenue Vehicle Inspections Completed on Time
Systemwide

98.51%

99.00%

Source: FRTA and MassDOT MOU (2019), FRTA
As MassDOT notes in their July 2020 Annual Report on the Regional Transit Authority
Performance Management Program, the Performance Management Program will be a valuable
tool in identifying progress, best practices, and innovative adaptations to the inevitable
challenges the RTAs may face. In that report MassDOT states that “the Q4 data submittal will
provide MassDOT and the RTA stakeholders with a better understanding of the depth of impact
the COVID-19 pandemic has had on public transportation in Massachusetts.” FRTA will use
FY 2021 as a time to reevaluate targets and performance metrics as transit demand stabilizes
and FRTA and MassDOT continue to discuss how to best reflect the impact of the pandemic on
ridership, operations, and efficiency.

6.1.3

How FRTA’s Market Has Been Affected by COVID-19

Months into the pandemic, Americans are still trying to visualize what the “new normal” will look
like. Transit providers are uncertain how many former customers will return (ridership has
dropped more than 80 percent in some systems). How will travel for work, shopping, and school
be permanently changed?
Since the outbreak became widespread in Massachusetts in mid-March 2020, many institutions
and industries that fuel the region’s economy, and therefore FRTA’s ridership, were severely
impacted. Some of the most significant effects include:
•

Virtual classes at the region’s public schools, GCC, and the Five Colleges Consortium

•

Decline in customers and workforce at restaurants and retail/shopping outlets

•

Industry/business closures

•

Increase in remote working, resulting in less transit trips

•

Governor mandate on gathering capacity

•

Promotion of essential trips only via transit

•

Reduction of on-site human service programs

•

Discouraging seniors and immunocompromised individuals from traveling

These institutions and services are not only major trip generators, but they also contribute to
area employment and sales tax receipts that impact FRTA’s local revenue streams. As the
timeline for eradicating the virus, and the impact that pandemic-related trends such as
increased telework, distance learning, telemedicine, and online shopping could have on future
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transit demand are extremely uncertain, FRTA will need to be flexible in its ability to adjust
service according to demand and funding availability.
Service in FY 2020 was largely on track to meet performance goals until the COVID-19
pandemic hit in March 2020. In the first half of FY 2020 ridership had been lower than FY 2019
but in January began to pick up. When the pandemic hit in March ridership dropped sharply to
just 15 percent of FY 2019 levels (Figure 45). Year over year FRTA experiences a 30 percent
decline in fixed route ridership between FY 2019 and FY 2020 and 22 percent for demand
response (Table 28). Revenue hours dropped in line with ridership as FRTA adjusted their
service due to the pandemic (Table 29).
Figure 45. FRTA Monthly Ridership (FY 2019 vs FY 2020)

Unlinked Passenger Trips

25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000
0

FY 2019

FY 2020

Table 28. FRTA Service Changes (FY 2019 and FY 2020)
FY 2019

FY 2020

Percent Change
(FY 2019 to FY 2020

132,146

93,006

−30%

25,450

19,739

−22%

157,596

112,745

−28%

Fixed Route

19,950

13,774

−31%

Demand Response

15,890

12,003

−24%

Total

35,840

25,777

−28%

Unlinked Passenger Trips
Fixed Route
Demand Response
Total
Revenue Hours
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FY 2019

FY 2020

Percent Change
(FY 2019 to FY 2020

Fixed Route

396,887

348,818

−12%

Demand Response

196,446

152,537

−22%

Total

593,333

501,355

−16%

Revenue Miles

Table 29. FRTA Service Changes in Response to COVID-19 Pandemic
Route/Service

Change

Route 20

Modified service hours from 6:15 AM to 6:40 AM; removed eight runs

Route 21

Modified service hours from 8:00 AM to 4:45 PM; removed three runs

Route 22

No service provided

Route 23

No service provided

Route 24.

Modified service 9:15 AM to 6:30 PM; reduced evening service, removed
three runs

Route 31

Modified service from 9:00 AM to 6:40 PM; removed three runs

Route 32

Modified service from 7:00 AM to 3:00 PM; removed three runs

Route 41

Modified service from 7:00 AM to 4:15 PM, removed one run

Policy Change

All riders required to exit the bus at the end of the route or at stated
destination

Policy Change

Passengers may not reboard the same/bus vehicle for a return trip

Policy Change

Multiple or consecutive round trips are not permitted and riders who appear
to be loitering will be asked to deboard

Facility Access

Public access into the JWO Transit Center is limited; only FRTA, FRCOG,
and FTM employees are allowed to access the Transit Center. Members of
the public admitted to the facility to conduct pre-arranged business with
FRTA or FRCOG only.

6.2

Considerations for the Next Five Years: Moving to a Data-Driven
Performance-Focused Decision-Making Framework

Building on the FRTA’s current performance management practices, there are some critical
enhancements in the areas of data and performance measurement that FRTA should adopt over
the next 5 years. These changes will support enterprise-wide and data-driven performancebased decision making by FRTA, and aid in the navigation of the uncertainties brought on by
COVID-19 and other market trends. Ultimately, adopting a data-driven performance-focused
decision-making framework will sustain continued success.
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Data

The first critical need that FRTA should fulfill to enhance performance management is in the
area of data collection and evaluation. While FRTA collects, analyzes, and reports performance
data, the Authority would greatly benefit from strengthening its data collection tools to better
support performance-driven decision-making. It will be critical for FRTA to evaluate its data
collection and evaluation tools and invest in technology driven solutions to provide real-time
information on key system indicators and reaffirm the key metrics that will best inform Authority
decisions, particularly in the service planning, cost control, and financial business lines.
Principles for data collection and evaluation include:
•

Data Collection: A transit agency must have the data collection systems in place from
which to draw the information for making decisions. These systems can be automated,
such as APCs, or are drawn from manual observations or samples. Validation of the
information collected is a crucial aspect of data-driven decision making. As transit
operations equipment has become more technologically sophisticated, vast amounts of
operations data have become available to service providers. Authorities should have
technology driven data analysis tools and strategies that ensure that the data collected
both informs operations, service, and financial planning and facilitates the RTA’s
reporting requirements.

•

Data Analysis: Transit operators have ample data produced on a daily or even hourly
basis from the systems used in delivering service. Information from vehicle locators,
passenger counters, fareboxes, phone systems, and other technology can be
voluminous, and having appropriate levels of data analysis capacity is essential to
distilling the information into key decision-driving reports. FRTA already has a strong
data foundation to build on as vehicles are equipped with AVL systems, including mobile
data terminals. This information is used in a mobile app that provides customers with
information about FRTA and next bus information. FRTA does not currently have APCs
installed on their vehicles, but is interested in pursuing that given the availability of
procurement and capital support. Having information available by route – and even by
stop – is very important. It enables a transit system to understand and evaluate the
performance of each route – both for ridership and efficiency. FRTA should also consider
acquiring and implementing other technology driven tools that will enhance the
Authority’s data collection and evaluation capabilities.

6.2.2 Performance Metrics
FRTA should continue to assess its performance metrics and identify a select group of key
enterprise-wide measures that evaluate important service, cost, and financial indicators. It is
important for FRTA to keep in mind that these key performance measures performance should
be:
•

Easily measurable with realistic, aspirational targets that will lead to successful
outcomes

•

Identification of thresholds for corrective actions

•

Clear and intuitive to transit staff as well as to non-transportation professionals

•

Acceptable and useful to transportation professionals

•

Comparable across time and between geographical areas

•

Reported on a regular schedule (monthly, quarterly, or annually), depending on the state
and federal requirements and the nature of the data
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•

Functionally related to actual system operations so that changes are reflected with
minimal lag time in operating statistics

•

Based on statistically sound measurement techniques, where appropriate

•

Consistent with measures identified for other systems

•

Readily available, when possible, to facilitate flexibility and agility in service planning

•

Framed around actionable language, setting thresholds when additional analysis or
service changes are warranted

FRTA should also create actionable guidelines for these key performance metrics. Metrics that
are already monitored and lend themselves to quantitative thresholds include the following:
•

Passengers per hour

•

Subsidy per passenger

•

Cost per revenue hour

•

Farebox recovery ratio

•

Cost per revenue hour

•

Late trips

•

Service/road calls

•

Accidents per 100,000 miles

6.2.3 Service Guidelines
One of the critical performance metrics that FRTA should utilize in making service decisions is
service guidelines. When establishing these guidelines, FRTA should consider not only the
mode of service, but also the route’s purpose, including geography and primary market served.
For example, routes that act as community circulators may warrant different thresholds then
those that extend into adjacent communities to providing connecting services. The following
sections outline the recommended service guidelines that FRTA should use to evaluate their
routes. The recommendations are a combination of existing practices and new guidelines.
6.2.3.1 Service Delivery Guidelines
In order to establish service guidelines in the pursuit of establishing a monitoring program in the
future, service must first be monitored and data collected. Routes should be defined by the
function they service in order to accurately measure the health of a route. Five types of
routes/services are recommended for FRTA: (1) local routes, (2) intercommunity routes, (3) rural
routes, (4) microtransit, and (5) demand response. Each route type will have in turn different
performance measures to monitor existing service and evaluate new service. Table 30 provides
an overview of the suggested route type and pairing for existing and recommended FRTA
routes.
•

Local Routes: These routes serve only one or two communities.

•

Intercommunity Routes: These routes serve three or more different communities and
connect with adjacent transit systems.

•

Rural Routes: These routes serve multiple communities, run intermittingly, and do not
connect to regions outside of the FRTA service area.

•

Microtransit: Same-day on-demand service that utilizes technology to schedule trips.
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Demand Response: On-demand service where reservation is required.

Table 30. FRTA Route Types
Route Type

Routes

Local Routes

20, 21, 22, 24

Intercommunity Routes

23, 31, 32

Rural Routes

41

Microtransit

FRTA Access Zones 1-4

Demand Response

Non-ADA demand response and Med-Ride

6.2.3.2 Service Benchmarks
The aforementioned performance measures can be used to create benchmarks for service
operation. The benchmarks will help FRTA track progress and set goals for the performance of
the route. These benchmarks should be seen as short-term goals that should be re-evaluated at
set intervals to ensure that the expectations for the route are consistently evolving. If a specific
benchmark is greatly exceeded, the criteria should be changed to provide a progressive target
for the service. The following route-level benchmarks for FRTA are recommended: Passengers
per revenue hour, farebox recovery, subsidy per passenger, and OTP. They were determined by
the base type of service, national best standards and best practices, and historical performance.
Passengers per revenue hour measures ridership as a function of the amount of service
provided and will vary based on the type of route. Table 31 outlines the threshold for
route/service types that can be used to monitor the route. The route-level data sets needed to
calculate this performance metric are passenger trips and revenue hours, which FRTA already
collects. This benchmark should be evaluated monthly but due to monthly fluctuations in
ridership it should be a rolling average of the previous 12 months. If routes are performing at
75 percent or more below the benchmark, then the route may need to be evaluated to
determine remedies to improve performance.
Table 31. Passengers per Revenue Hour
Route Type

Passengers per Revenue Hour

Local Routes

9

Intercommunity Routes

6

Rural Routes

6 passengers per hour or at least 4 people who could not have made
the trip via a different route

Microtransit

3

Subsidy per passenger by route should be related to the average of the route type so that it can
change as service is added or subtracted or funding sources change. The route-level data sets
needed to calculate this performance metric are ridership, farebox revenue (including contract
revenue), and operating costs, all of which FRTA currently collects. Table 32 provides a
guideline for monitoring this benchmark. The FY 2019 average subsidy per passenger for local
routes is $15.15, intercommunity routes is $14.14, and rural routes is $19.26. The averages
should be updated annually.
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Table 32. Subsidy per Passenger Performance Standard
Performance

Percent of Average

Action

Very Low

0%-50%

Immediate action

Low

51%-75%

Subject to review

Average

76%-150%

No action needed

High

150%+

Evaluate for service improvement

FRTA does not currently monitor OTP at the system or route level but should begin to do so and
set a target. It is recommended for quarterly and annual reports and would require working with
the AVL technology vendor RouteMatch to develop an interface and reporting system that easily
allows FRTA to monitor this.
Once APC technology is procured and installed FRTA should monitor ridership activity by stop.
The technology associated with this data collection (APCs and AVLs) and supporting software
can generate reports quickly for any time period requested and include data that can assist in
looking at the data spatially and by time of day. Stop-level ridership data are especially
important in the context of a shifting transit market (due to the pandemic) to understand how
ridership demand has changed where data are available. This metric is only feasible once APCs
have been installed and is recommended for annual reports.
In addition to the route-level metrics previously described, FRTA should continue to monitor
system- and modal-level performance per the MOU and consider adding the following measures
for internal tracking purposes and to drive the evaluation of performance:
•

Passengers per Revenue Mile: This statistic is the number of total unlinked passenger
trips divided by the corresponding revenue miles. It should be monitored monthly at the
mode level.

•

Percentage of Fares Covered by Contracts and Partnerships: FRTA has developed
partnerships with several organizations who cover the cost of fares for certain passenger
groups. FRTA should monitor these contracts annually and the average fare collected
per passenger so that they can update rates annually as needed to ensure the revenue
covers the loss in fare revenue.

To better monitor certain demand response metrics, FRTA should begin requiring all operating
contractors to record and report the following as part of their monthly reporting:
•

Demand Response No-Show: This indicator is currently reported only for FTM
operations. It should be reported for all demand response operators.

•

Demand Response Cancellations: This indicator is currently reported only for FTM
operations. It should be reported for all demand response operators.

6.2.3.3 New Service Warrants
FRTA often receives requests for new service. New service warrants will help FRTA evaluate
proposals and determine service levels. The development of the new services should follow the
new service warrants and after 2 years be able to meet or exceed the performance measures
outlined in Section 6.2.3.2. Once a new route or service has been implemented, it should be
monitored for an initial period to evaluate its performance. At the onset the route may not meet
the benchmarks set forth for existing routes, but as the service becomes more popular it may.
New services should be implemented for at least 1 year in order to garner ridership and monitor
monthly fluctuations. While minor changes such as timing can be made to the route within the
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initial period, large changes should be avoided. On-time data should be checked randomly to
ensure that performance remains acceptable; a new service that has low OTP will have a
difficult time attracting ridership. Approximately halfway through the initial period (6 months) a
passenger survey of the route should be conducted to understand the effectiveness of the route.
The route should continue to be monitored as a new route beyond 1 year if ridership has had
continual growth. Once ridership has plateaued the route can be evaluated against the
aforementioned benchmarks with the other routes.
When analyzing new service requests and proposals the following should be considered:
•

Area Coverage: When service is proposed the new route should be evaluated for its
ability to connect to other routes, meet service thresholds, and operate cost effectively.
Routes that extend the service area may have demand, but the increased miles/hours
may cause the subsidy to be greater than those recommended in the performance
measures.

•

Transit Dependent Populations: The presence of transit-dependent populations should
be considered when evaluating new service proposals. If there is a high but remote
transit-dependent population, alternative service types such as Dial-A-Ride or flex routes
might be warranted.

•

Special Markets: New service is often proposed for special markets such as a new
shopping center, island gateways, or employment centers. These markets often produce
demand but the cost to service them can be high and ridership potential undetermined.
FRTA should work with these destinations to secure some dedicated funding, which can
help reduce the cost of the route.

6.2.3.4 Action for Low Performing Routes
The 2015 RTP recommended that routes that failed to meet thresholds for at least two out of the
three main indicators (passengers per hour, subsidy per passenger, or farebox recovery) or fall
below the minimum suggested values should be evaluated for possible modification. As postpandemic ridership stabilizes, implementing thresholds for when actions like more extended
analysis or service changes are warranted would simplify service planning and boost
transparency if FRTA shared the guidelines with the public.

6.2.4 Public Transparency
FRTA’s website includes an “Open Government” page that includes annual payroll and audited
financial statements from 2014 to 2019. Advisory Board meeting minutes are located under
FRTA’s “FRTA Advisory Board Meeting” page. Quarterly performance metrics (system, and
mode) are located under the “Performance Stats” page. The purpose of providing this
information is to boost public trust in FRTA and allow the public to better understand the service
and key decision making. The FRTA website also includes links to planning documents (such as
the 2015 RTP and other reports) under the “Know – News & Media” page. FRTA should
consider the following options for presenting key route-level operating statistics in one location
on its website:
•

Key route-level operating statistics can be formatted in Microsoft Word or a similar word
processing tool and then saved as a static PDF file. This report can be combined with or
presented separately from the similarly formatted fixed route and demand response
performance metrics report.

•

If possible, use of Microsoft references or strategic visual basic may allow for a more
automated update of a customized dashboard template using standard data formats,
reducing FRTA staff burden in creating the publicly facing performance dashboard.
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Several platforms exist for creating customizable data visualization dashboards that
allow the public to interactively explore operational data.
— Tableau: Most commonly used tool for transit providers that maintain a performance
dashboard. Requires proficiency in SQL queries.
— Microsoft Power BI: Drag and drop dashboard format that is integrated with other
Microsoft software. Does not work well for complex data associations. Free version
may be suitable for limited data analysis.
— Domo: Selection of pre-built graphics allows for less technical staff to develop some
visualizations, while more technical staff may customize more complex visualizations
using SQL.

If feasible, FRTA should consider the option to allow download of limited raw data sets, making
the data easy to access so that analysis can be included in efforts to educate the public,
academic studies, or planning studies.
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Transportation Needs

Transportation needs were identified for the FRTA service area through discussions with FRTA
staff, review of previous studies and relevant documents, analysis of the transit services
operated during the period of FY 2015 to FY 2019, and an outreach effort conducted as part of
this plan development process. As previously noted, this plan was developed in 2020 when the
COVID-19 pandemic began to be widespread across the United States, thus impacting transit
agencies and their provision of service. In order understand the immediate impact of the
pandemic on FRTA’s service, transportation needs and their accompanying recommendations
consider the early portions of FY 2020 in addition to the original FY 2015 to FY 2019 review.
In this chapter, transportation needs are discussed in context of ridership rebound in response
to the change in ridership faced by FRTA and other RTAs. Core needs are needs that are
important regardless of how quickly ridership rebounds and ridership needs are those needs
that are dependent on the level of ridership rebound before it is logical for FRTA to address.

7.1

Needs Identification Process

To identify needs the team began by examining the existing conditions to determine
opportunities for improvement and the enhancement of service. This included a review of routes
and whether the performance data indicated there was a need for expansion of service (hours,
days, frequencies), alignment changes, or mode shift. Assets were analyzed to determine the
fleet condition and constraints, whether there was a need for facility expansions or upgrades, or
technology that would improve service delivery, customer service, operations, safety, or the
ability to monitor performance. Existing policies/procedures were analyzed to determine gaps,
inconsistencies, and adherence. Peers were evaluated to understand FRTA’s performance
relative to similar systems and whether any had implemented practices/services that FRTA
might consider. The market analysis was used to identify regional trends, service gaps, and
service saturation levels.

7.1.1

Review of Previous Studies

In addition to the existing conditions analysis the team reviewed other existing documents/
resources that were published within the last 5 years, including the 2015 RTP, to identify
previously identified mobility and transit needs for the region. This work supplemented the
existing conditions analysis, and the documents reviewed are listed in Table 33.
Table 33. Existing Documents Reviewed
Document Title

Year Published

Franklin Regional Transit Authority Efficiency Study for Paratransit Services
(DR Study)

2020

Intercity Bus Study: Stakeholder Analysis (Intercity Bus Study)

2020

2020 Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS) Plan for
Franklin County, MA (CEDS Plan)

2020

Coordinated Public Transit – Human Services Transportation Plan for
Franklin County (HST Plan)

2019

Feasibility Study for Fixed Route Transit Service in East County (East
County Transit Plan)

2016

Franklin County Regional Transportation Plan (Franklin County RTP)

2016
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Document Title

Year Published

East County Transit Study

2016

FRTA Regional Transit Plan (2015 RTP)

2015

FRTA Operations Facility Needs Assessment (Facility Assessment)

2012

North County Transit Study

2011

Franklin Regional Council of Governments: Franklin County Park and Ride
Study (Park and Ride Study)

2008

7.1.2

Outreach Effort

Public outreach was conducted through an online public survey, stakeholder survey, and driver
survey to better understand the needs for the region. Due to COVID-19 no in-person outreach
was possible. A summary of the outreach results can be found below; a more detailed report of
the outreach findings can be found in Appendix D.
7.1.2.1 Public Survey
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic in-person outreach was not possible and instead an online
survey was conducted. The online survey opened on June 1, 2020, and was available through
July 31, 2020. The survey was open to all individuals who live, work, or visit the FRTA service
area and was open to both riders and non-riders. A total of 200 individuals responded to the
survey. 45 percent were FRTA riders with 51 percent of these individuals riding the fixed route
system; 35 percent used the demand response service, and the remaining 14 percent used both
(Figure 46).
Figure 46. Left: Survey Respondents FRTA Usage; Right: Breakdown of Users
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Rider responses were received from 32
Figure 47. Top Communities Riders Travel To
different communities with the top areas
people travel to being Greenfield,
Northampton, and Orange (Figure 47). The
top used route was Route 31 (Figure 48).
The survey found that there was a desire
for weekend service systemwide, later
evening service on select routes, improved
frequency, and connections to the
neighborhing RTA service areas. Fixed
route riders were asked three trade-off
questions regarding how they prefer FRTA
invest in the system, and the results found
that coverage was preferred over frequent
or fast service and that longer service hours was desired over serving more places (Figure 49).
The top non-service-related needs identified were for the ability to purchase their fare on their
phone, easier to read schedules, and improved bus stop accessibility.
Figure 48. FRTA Fixed Route Usage
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Figure 49. FRTA Trade-off Questions

Demand response users were asked about their top desired improvements, and the results
aligned with the findings of the fixed route survey for weekend service, expanded hours, and
improved connections to neighboring RTAs along with the ability to book their trip online. SixtyAECOM
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three percent of users would schedule their trip online or through their smartphone if the
technology was made available. Similarly, 59 percent would also use mobile payments.
Figure 50. Left: Use of Online Trip Scheduling; Right: Use of Mobile Payments

17%

24%

Yes

No

59%

I do not have a smartphone

7.1.2.2 Stakeholder Survey
In lieu of face-to-face stakeholder workshops, a survey was sent to all stakeholder groups in the
FRTA region to better understand their clients’ and constituents’ needs. In total 26 stakeholder
groups responded to the survey representing various communities, senior centers, social
service agencies, educational institutions, and advocacy groups. The survey asked the
stakeholder groups about their clients’ FRTA usage, barriers and concerns, unmet transportation
needs, and improvements that would help. Overall, it was found that the majority of their clients
(61 percent) use FRTA. The demand response service was identified as the top service used by
clients; the top bus route used was Route 21. Common themes were found throughout the
identification of barriers, unmet needs, and desired improvements, with the top theme a tie for
the need for weekend service and better connections with PVTA (70 percent) followed by later
evening service (59 percent) and more frequent bus service (40 percent).
Figure 51. Survey Responses by Organization Type
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7.1.2.3 Driver Survey
A survey was sent to all fixed route and demand response operators. Responses were received
from 20 operators. Fixed route drivers identified needs for weekend service, later evening
service, and better on-board technology for monitoring vehicle real time. Demand response
drivers identified the need for connecting their community to neighboring communities and those
outside of FRTA, more rugged vehicles designed to operate in rural hilly areas in the winter, and
an increased volunteer network.

7.2

List of Identified Needs

Through the needs identification process, which included reviewing previous documents, the
existing conditions analysis, and the outreach process, 68 needs were identified. The list was
presented to FRTA and then workshopped to identify recommendations to address the need.
Recommendations can be found in Chapter 8.
Needs were grouped by category as follows: existing needs, fixed route needs, demand
response needs, new service needs, technology needs, capital needs, fare needs, policy needs,
and other (Figure 52). The largest category of needs was for modifications of demand response
followed by technology. The following sections outline the needs by category along with
information on why it was identified as a need and where.
Figure 52. Category of Needs
New Service
2

Existing
Route
3

Fixed Route
5

Capital
9

Policy
6

Technology
12

Fare
6

Other
7

Demand Response
18

Total Number of Needs: 68
7.2.1

Existing Route Needs

Three different needs were identified for existing routes as outlined in Table 34. Of FRTA’s eight
routes, three had needs identified. The recommendations include improving frequency, adding
trips, or expanding hours.
Table 34. Existing Route Needs
Need

Rationale

Route 31: Increased fixed
route connections with
PVTA

Route 31 has the highest ridership.
• 2015 RTP
Currently Route 31 frequency is every
• Stakeholder Survey
120 minutes. Increased frequency would
• Intercity Bus Study
create more transfer opportunities with
PVTA and the rest of the FRTA system.
61% of riders wanted increased
frequency.
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Rationale

Source

Route 20: Expanded route Route 20 is a circular route operating in
hours
the morning only; it runs in the opposite
direction of Route 21. Because of the
circuitous nature of Route 21 individuals
can be on-board for over 50 minutes for
a trip that should take 10 minutes in the
opposite direction.
Route 22: Elimination of
route

7.2.2

• Existing Conditions
• Public Survey
• Driver Survey

Route 22 carries very few riders per day • Existing Conditions
and is largely duplicative of other routes.

Fixed Route Needs

Five general fixed route service needs were identified (Table 35). These needs are not route
specific but apply to the overall fixed route system. Some can be implemented in phases in
order to build ridership and determine specific origin-destination connections.
Table 35. Fixed Route Needs
Need

Rationale

Earlier morning
service

Over 30 percent of survey
• Public Survey
respondents on Routes 20, 23 and
41 identified this as a need.

Evening service

To allow access to employment,
education, and services. 97% of
survey respondents desired this on
at least one route. Routes 21, 23,
31, 32, and 41 had over 40% of the
requests for evening service.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Existing Conditions
Public Survey
HST Plan
Franklin County RTP
2015 RTP
Driver Survey
Stakeholder Survey
Intercity Bus Study

Weekend service

To allow access to employment,
education, and services. 80% of
survey respondents desired this on
at least one route with all routes
but Route 24 having over 50% of
respondents indicating this.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Existing Conditions
Public Survey
HST Plan
Franklin County RTP
2015 RTP
Driver Survey
Stakeholder Survey
Intercity Bus Study

Increased frequency

Increased frequency would
improve mobility and connections.
Many routes operate on 2-hour
headways. Survey data showed
that 70% had frequency concerns
on at least one route. Routes 20,
23, 32, and 41 were the highest at
50%.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Existing Conditions
Public Survey
HST Plan
Franklin County RTP
2015 RTP
Stakeholder Survey
Intercity Bus Study
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Increased fixed route Service on Route 31 to Greenfield
connections with
has 2-hour headways and is the
PVTA
highest ridership route.
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Source
• Franklin County RTP
• Driver Survey
• Stakeholder Survey

Demand Response Needs

Nineteen needs were identified for FRTA’s demand response service (Table 36). These needs
focused on improving connections, creating continuity among operators, and expanding service.
Many of these needs were identified through the outreach process and the Efficiency Study for
Paratransit Services (2020).
Table 36. Demand Response Needs
Need

Rationale

Source

Increased cross
community connection
in the FRTA region for
demand response

FRTA has multiple demand response
operators, many of which operate in
rural areas. Many services needed are
outside of the rural area serviced by
the operator.

•
•
•
•
•

Existing Conditions
Public Survey
Franklin County RTP
Driver Survey
Stakeholder Survey

Improved demand
response connectivity
with PVTA

There is a lack of connection to PVTA,
with the only connections along Route
31 for ADA only. It is difficult for
seniors in the Whately, Deerfield, and
Sunderland area where demand
response service is split between two
providers.

•
•
•
•

Existing Conditions
Franklin County RTP
Driver Survey
Stakeholder Survey

Connections to Leverett Leverett is part of PVTA but residents
have needs to travel to the FRTA
region.

• CEDS Plan
• East County Transit Study

Connection to the
Berkshires

Many FRTA communities border the
BRTA service area, and the closest
urban area is Pittsfield. Currently
FRTA routes and services do not cross
boundaries into BRTA communities,
creating a barrier.

•
•
•
•

Existing Conditions
Public Survey
Driver Survey
Stakeholder Survey

Public transit in
Shutesbury

Shutesbury does not have any public
transit and is a member of FRTA,
Franklin County as a whole has a
much older population than the state
and as aging in place continues there
will be a need for public transportation.
Four individuals responded to the
survey and two stated they would use
it but there is no transit.

•
•
•
•

Existing Conditions
Stakeholder Survey
CEDS Plan
East County Transit Study
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Need

Rationale

Source

Improved connections
for Erving residents

Hours are limited to 9:00 AM to 3:00
PM within Erving only. The public
survey found a need for later hours
and access to neighboring
communities.

•
•
•
•

Improved connections
for Bernardston and
Northfield residents to
Greenfield

Current schedule leads passengers to • Existing Conditions
believe service is limited to specific
• Public Survey
trips and times vary greatly. The public
• Franklin County RTP
survey stated there was a need to
access surrounding communities from
these towns as well as same day
service.

Improved connections
for Southampton
residents

The public survey found a need for
• Existing Conditions
increased connections to neighboring • Public Survey
communities in the PVTA area. While
PVTA does serve the Southampton
Big Y with the Nashawannuck Express
(NE), trips are limited.

Expanded demand
response to
communities without the
service

Several communities lack any
• Existing Conditions
transportation services, as the
• Franklin County RTP
populations age there will be a greater
• Stakeholder Survey
demand for service.
• DR Study
• Intercity Bus Study

Expanded demand
response

Certain areas have less than daily
service or hours vary each day.

• Existing Conditions
• Franklin County RTP
• Stakeholder Survey

Evening service

Later evening service was identified
by 22% of demand response users in
the survey.

• Public Survey

Earlier morning service

This was identified as a need by 33%
of users, of which two-thirds were in
towns where service is operated by
FTM.

• Existing Conditions
• Public Survey

Transit service
connecting Northfield
center to Greenfield via
Route 5/10

One-third of Northfield's workforce
work in Greenfield, so there is a need
for weekday service during the peak
hours.

• Public Survey
• Franklin County RTP
• North County Transit
Study

Driver pool for COAs

COAs have higher driver turnover and • DR Study
many have only a few drivers. If one
driver is out it can impact the ability to
operate the service.
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Need

Rationale

Source

Med-Ride in all
communities

Currently the Med-Ride program is
only available to residents in Franklin
County that are FRTA members. 16
FRTA member communities do not
have this service available.

• Existing Conditions
• Public Survey
• DR Study

Consistent service
hours

While hours vary by operator, for
• Existing Conditions
several the hours of service vary each • DR Study
day. Creating consistent hours would
increase service and allow for more
trips and create easier to understand
schedules.

More accurate schedule While some schedules list the days of • Existing Conditions
information
the week and times for trips outside of
the service area, others do not even if
these trips occur.
Consolidated schedule
and dispatch center

7.2.4

Each COA schedules their own trips,
many using pen and paper. A
consolidated center could improve
scheduling and efficiency by
combining trips.

• Existing Conditions
• DR Study

New Service Needs

Two new service needs were identified (Table 37). These are new service types and models that
FRTA does not currently operate.
Table 37. New Service Need
Need

Rationale

Source

Explore a TNC
partnership

A TNC partnership would help improve
mobility, reduce barriers, and increase
connectiveness for the region (TNC data
show some areas have had an
increased interest in using this type of
on-demand transit).

•
•
•
•

Existing Conditions
CEDS Plan
COVID-19 Exercise
DR Study

Connection to North
Adams

Service previously existed as part of
MassDOT Bus Plus program but was
discontinued. While FRTA neighbors
BRTA there are no connections. Twothirds of bus riders and one-third of van
riders would be interested in this
service.

•
•
•
•

Existing Conditions
Public Survey
Stakeholder Survey
Intercity Bus Study

7.2.5

Technology Needs

Twelve technology needs were identified (Table 38). These needs would improve data
collection, allowing for more informed decision making and improved communications between
FRTA and the public as well as internally.
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Table 38. Technology Needs
Need

Rationale

Source

Wi-Fi on board

Many parts of the service area lack
• Fare Policy
Wi-Fi access or cell service due to the • DR Study
rural nature. Providing Wi-Fi on board
the COA vehicles would allow FRTA to
install radio communications and new
fare payment systems.

Improved passenger
data collection

APC data would allow FRTA to
• Existing Conditions
monitor and evaluate ridership at a
• Technology Survey
stop and time of day level, allowing for
• DR Study
better performance monitoring.

Improved radio system Many of the COAs do not have a radio • CEDS Plan
system and the current system is a
• East County Transit Study
low band two-way outdated system
with intermittent service in the hill
towns.
Upgraded mobile data
terminals

The current mobile data terminals are • Technology Survey
Verizon - Galaxy Tablets that require
cell service to operate. They have
limited capacity and are not integrated
into the rest of the bus systems.

Vehicle-mounted
collision warning or
tracking system

Does not currently have but would
improve safety.

• Technology Survey

On-board camera
upgrade

Having one technology provider will
ease video review and maintenance.

• Technology Survey

Service alert system

FRTA does not currently have a
• Existing Conditions
service alert system that automatically • Public Survey
notifies those who have signed up for
• Technology Survey
alerts.

Technology and other
tools to communicate
capacity/overloading
issues on buses

Address social distancing and allow
passengers to be informed.

Ridership tracking
software for COAs

COAs are required to report various
• Existing Conditions
data each month to FRTA but do not
have an efficient method for tracking
no-shows, lates, and other passenger
trip data. Each month FRTA must
compile the various data.

Automated trip
reminders for demand
response

In 2019, there were 559 no-shows and • Existing Conditions
2,128 same-day cancellations. A
• DR Study
reminder system could reduce
declined or missed trips.
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Need

Rationale

Real-time departure
information at high
volume stops

Passengers desired more accurate
• Existing Conditions
real-time departure/delay information. • Public Survey

Ability to book demand This was the third highest need
response trip online
identified. Additionally, over 60% of
respondents said they would book a
trip online or through a smart phone.

7.2.6

Source

• Existing Conditions
• Public Survey

Capital Needs

There are nine capital needs as outlined in Table 39. Capital needs in general fall into one of
three categories: fleet, bus stop, or facility. Many of these recommendations came from the
existing conditions analysis and outreach.
Table 39. Capital Needs
Need

Rationale

New O&M facility

The current facility is rented but FRTA • Existing Conditions
has capital responsibility. The facility is • Driver Survey
old, prone to flooding, lacks parking, is
• Facility Assessment
small, and is unable to be secured
properly because of an easement.

Maintenance of vehicles To ensure the longevity of the fleet.
at or above status of
good repair

Source

• HST Plan
• Driver Survey
• Franklin County RTP

More bus stop shelters
and benches

Bus stop shelters and benches offer a • Stakeholder Survey
safe and comfortable place to wait for • Public Survey
the bus. Improved bus stop
accessibility was identified as a need
by 40% of riders.

Hand sanitizer and
barriers in FRTA
vehicles

To increase driver and passenger
safety due to COVID-19.

• COVID-19 Exercise

Increased bike carrying Current racks limit it to two bikes;
• Stakeholder Survey
upgrading would help the first mile last
capacity
mile connection in rural areas.
More park and ride lots

In order to reduce single occupancy
vehicles and traffic more park and
rides need to be established with
transit connections.

• Franklin County Park &
Ride Study
• Franklin County RTP

Right type vehicles

The demand response vehicles are
top heavy and not designed for rural
hilly roads.
Support the environmental
sustainability goals for the region and
reduce dependence on fossil fuels.

• DR Study

Electric buses
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Rationale

Vehicle replacement as Vehicles should be replaced as they
they reach their ULB
meet their ULB in accordance with
their TAM Plan. Over half of the vans
have met their ULB for age.

7.2.7

Source
• Existing Conditions

Fare Needs

Six fare needs were identified for FRTA (Table 40). These fare needs reflect the direction FRTA
would like to head toward in their fare policy.
Table 40. Fare Needs
Need

Rationale

Source

Account-based fare
payment with mobile
ticketing if FRTA is
unable to go fare-free

The current system is becoming
outdated and there are constant
issues with the one TVM. There is no
online platform individuals can check
or add balance to. Survey data show
that the majority of passengers would
like mobile payments. More options
are needed for contactless fare
payments, particularly given the global
pandemic.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Existing Conditions
Public Survey
2015 RTP
Technology Survey
COVID Exercise
Fare Policy

Mobile fare payment

While FRTA Access users can book
their trip on their phone they still must
pay with cash or a smart card. A
mobile payment option was the top
non-service-related improvement
desired for all fixed route users.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Existing Conditions
Public Survey
2015 RTP
Technology Survey
COVID-19 Exercise
Fare Policy

Discounted bulk pass
purchasing

FRTA currently sells single trip passes • Stakeholder Survey
in bulk to many organizations who
distribute them to clients. As such,
they are unable to take advantage of
savings associated with purchasing
monthly passes.

Single demand
response fare structure

Currently there are two fare structures • Existing Conditions
for demand response based on who
• Fare Policy
the operator is.
• DR Study

New funding
partnerships

In order to go fare free on the fixed
route system FRTA will need to
identify and secure new funding
partners that will offset fares.

Consistent fare
collection for demand
response

Currently the COAs use various
• Existing Conditions
methods to collect fares and many use • Fare Policy
money pouches or boxes. FRTA is
• DR Study
reliant on the COAs to manually count
and report fare revenue.
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Policy Needs

Six policy needs were identified (Table 41). These needs were derived from the existing
conditions analysis that identified either missing policies or ones that should be updated to
better reflect FRTA’s service.
Table 41. Policy Needs
Need

Rationale

Source

Formal no-show policy

FRTA does not currently have set
policy, establishing one would be
beneficial as demand response
services increase.

• Existing Conditions

Updated service
Routes are not currently meeting
classification standards standards; system has been
redesigned since and routes may fall
into the wrong categories.

• Existing Conditions

Tracking of annual
mileage at the route
level

Annual route mileage is not currently
collected, by doing so would allow for
better performance monitoring at the
route level.

• Existing Conditions

Route-level-OTP data

Collecting OTP data will enable FRTA
to monitor and adjust route timing
accordingly.

• Existing Conditions

Alternative funding
sources

FRTA is heavily reliant on state and
• Existing Conditions
federal funds (funneled through the
• Franklin County RTP
state) for operations. Local revenue
• DR Study
makes up 15% and the amount it can
be increased annually is limited by
Proposition 2.5. This makes increasing
revenue to add service difficult without
the ability to raise revenue.

Data-driven framework
for determining service
levels

Enhanced performance management
system to support an enterprise-wide
data-driven and performance-focused
management and decision-making
framework.

7.2.9

• RTA Task Force
• MassDOT

Other Needs

Other needs are those that do not fall into one of the predefined categories. Seven other needs
were identified (Table 42).
Table 42. Other Needs
Need

Rationale

Source

Better training program
for operators

Training programs are needed to
ensure consistent practices among
operators with a refresher annually.

• DR Study
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Need

Rationale

Source

Education awareness
programs

FRTA has simplified their schedules
but 40% of respondents stated they
would like easier to read schedules.
Educational programs are needed to
teach people how to read a schedule
and about the various apps FRTA has.

•
•
•
•

Travel trainer

FRTA does not have a travel trainer.
• Existing Conditions
Such a position could help reduce the • Stakeholder Survey
number of demand response trips and
educate individuals on the system.
The position could be part-time, or
hold other duties such as marketing,
promoting, and educating the general
public on the service.

Volunteer driver
program

Volunteer drivers provide medical
• Driver Survey
transportation for seniors and people • DR Study
with disabilities traveling outside of
Franklin County through the Med-Ride
Program. The number of volunteer
drivers has decreased by one-third.

Improved bus stop
accessibility

FRTA recently converted away from a
flag stop system and streamlined
routes. New stops were established;
these stops should be ADA
accessible. Improved bus stop
accessibility was identified as a need
by 40% of riders.

• Public Survey
• Stakeholder Survey

IT position

With the increase in data, technology
and multiple operators FRTA would
benefit from having an IT position to
assist in deploying and maintaining
the technology.

• Existing Conditions

Data analyst position

As technology is added FRTA will
have the ability to better monitor
routes and track performance but
does not have the staff capacity to do
so.

• Existing Conditions
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Recommendations

The recommendations for this 5-year plan are based on a holistic process that considers
historical operational data, stakeholder input, industry best practices, Commonwealth-wide
goals, and RTA priorities. The strategy for generating these recommendations embraces the
uncertainty introduced by the COVID-19 pandemic and considers a spectrum of
recommendations depending on ridership demand in the region. These recommendations
provide a decision-making framework for pursuing strategic service changes, capital
enhancements, and policy approaches, and prioritize maximizing mobility options for residents
of the FRTA service area.

8.1

Guiding Principles

As FRTA prepares for the next 5 years, several looming questions face operators across the
country: When will ridership return? How might the transit market be permanently changed by
the pandemic? How can new technology be used to operate more efficiently and to enhance the
customer’s experience? How might new housing preferences impact transit demand? How will
customers’ former travel patterns for work, shopping, and school trips change?
Despite the uncertainty facing the transit industry due to the COVID-19 pandemic, several
guiding principles remain steadfast despite the shifting transit landscape. These guiding
principles must be considered as FRTA’s needs are analyzed and recommendations are made.
•

Safety: The pandemic has underscored the importance of safety as the number one
priority for every transit system. Before the pandemic, safety included considerations
such as driver training, security systems, security guards at key locations, and
enforcement of the Drug and Alcohol Program. In the context of the COVID-19
pandemic, safety considerations have been expanded to include issues such as routine
cleaning, sanitizing, enforcement of mask and social-distancing mandates, and removal
of benches and other amenities that may encourage congregation at transit facilities.

•

Top-Notch Customer Experience: A primary guiding principle is the commitment to the
best customer experience possible. The entire purpose of a transit agency is to move
people efficiently to their desired destinations, and the efficiency of the system depends
on robust ridership. Ensuring a high-quality customer experience is the best way to
acquire and retain a loyal ridership base, especially during times of uncertainty.

•

Equity Considerations/Title VI: Equity is an organizational priority for FRTA in addition
to being a requirement of state and federal regulations. Federal requirements mandate
equitable distribution of transit services and consideration of service and fare change
impacts on minority and low-income communities. Equity considerations are codified in
FRTA’s Public Participation Plan and Language Access Plan, both of which ensure that
major service decisions are done in consultation with the public.

•

Fiscal Responsibility: FRTA receives subsidy funding from taxpayer dollars. As such
FRTA pays close attention to the efficient use of public funding to meet local and
statewide goals. While maximizing ridership is one metric for assessing efficient use of
funding, numerous other goals are expected of public transportation operators (many of
which are listed elsewhere in this section).

•

Data-Driven and Performance-Based Decision Making: FRTA service and fiscal
decisions should be made within a data-driven and performance-based framework that
is the foundation for management of FRTA and provides accountability and
transparency.

•

Environmental Stewardship: FRTA and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts have
both made a commitment to environmental stewardship, and this commitment should
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guide decisions even in an uncertain future. This ongoing commitment to reducing
environmental impacts should be reflected in the priorities of FRTA with a recognition
that one of the most meaningful environmental goals is shifting car trips to fixed route
bus trips.
•

8.2

Regional Land Use and Economic Development Goals: There are numerous land
use and economic development goals at the regional and local level that should guide
FRTA’s decisions. Many of these goals are outlined in the Franklin County Regional Plan
for Sustainable Development. 37

Performance Monitoring

As outlined in Chapter 6, performance monitoring is the key strategy to navigate the uncertainty
facing FRTA in the context of this 5-year plan. Since the pandemic began, ridership has declined
sharply across the FRTA system, and it is unclear which routes and modes will bounce back
more quickly and which will be compromised for a longer period.
Performance monitoring depends on three key ingredients that underpin the entire approach of
this plan:
•

Data Collection: A transit agency must have the data collection systems in place from
which to draw the information for making decisions. These systems can be automated,
such as APCs, or are drawn from manual observations or samples. Validation of the
information collected is a crucial aspect of data-driven decision making.

•

Data Analysis: More often than not, transit agencies are overwhelmed with the data
produced on a daily or even hourly basis from the systems used in delivering service.
Information from vehicle locators, passenger counters, fareboxes, phone systems, and
other technology can be voluminous, and having appropriate levels of data analysis
capacity is essential for distilling the information into key decision-driving reports.

•

Decision-making Processes: The final essential component of using data to drive
decisions is developing the process by which key decision-making bodies, such as the
Administrator, senior staff, and/or the advisory board, are presented with information for
making choices. This can include regular reviews of summary reports and/or meetings to
review key performance metrics with responsible staff.

Each step of the process for a data-driven decision-making framework is necessary but, in and
of itself, insufficient to confront the volatility facing the transit industry. Taken together, they
provide a powerful framework for navigating the uncertainty of the coming months and years.
The recommendations provided in Chapter 6, and reiterated below, underscore this essential
strategy FRTA is utilizing to ensure the best possible decisions are made in the context of the
COVID-19 pandemic.

8.3

Key Recommendations

The needs outlined in Chapter 7 drove the development of recommendations presented below.
The recommendations in this section are broken down by category (Table 43). For each of the
68 needs identified in Chapter 7, 68 recommendations were developed based on the findings in
order to address the need. Given the complexity and cost of some of the needs and the 5-year
timeline for this CRTP, any recommendation to explore or monitor the status as implementing
any change is likely beyond the 5-year span of this plan.

37

https://frcog.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Sustainable-Franklin-County-2013-Plan.pdf
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Table 43. Recommendations Categories
Category

Icon

Description

Existing Route

Fixed route recommendations deal with specific routing or
other operational considerations of day-to-day provision of
service.

Fixed Route

Existing route recommendations are not aimed toward a
specific route but are holistic of the entire fixed route
system.

Demand Response

Demand response recommendations deal with specific
improvements to demand response service or the
operational considerations of day-to-day provision of
service.

New Service

New service recommendations deal with the new provision
of service to enhance existing FRTA service.

Technology

Technology recommendations deal with new or updated
technology that would improve data collection and the
customer experience.

Capital

Capital recommendations deal with the purchase or
management of equipment, rolling stock, facilities, or other
assets.

Fare

Fare recommendations deal with the administration
structure, collection, or advertisement of fares.

Policy

Policy recommendations deal with practices and standards
adopted by the transit agency to guide how the
organization functions.

Other

Other recommendations deal with issues not handled by
the other categories.

8.4

Recommendation Prioritization

Each recommendation was scored based on the scenario it would fall under and the complexity,
impact, and cost for each using the methodology in Section 8.4.1. The recommendations and
results of the prioritization process are presented in the following sections by category.
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Table 44. Summary of Needs and Recommendations
Type

Need

Recommendation

Route 31: Increased fixed route
connections with PVTA

Increase frequency to 60 minutes on Route
31.

Route 20: Expanded route hours

Extend route to match Route 21 hours to
provide counterclockwise service.

Route 22: Elimination of route

Eliminate Route 22 and serve with
microtransit instead.

Earlier morning service

Route 23: Most of the riders live in
Greenfield and Montague. The first trip
currently connects to the first PVTA Route
31 trip. If PVTA adds earlier morning
service, consider adding another trip.
Route 41: Riders wanting earlier morning
service are Greenfield and Shelburne
residents, but the survey data are
inconclusive whether earlier service would
be used based on the respondents’ travel
destinations. Consider a needs study.
Route 20: Service begins at 4:30 AM;
further research is needed to better
understand what exactly the need is.

Evening service

Extend weekday service to 9:00 PM on
Routes 21, 23, 32, 32, and 41. Use
microtransit to provide service after 9:00
PM to 12:00 AM.

Weekend service

Use a phased approach to implement
service. Phase 1: Expand microtransit on
weekends to all FRTA towns with weekday
fixed route service and the Route 5 corridor
to downtown Northampton and Sugarloaf
Estates in Sunderland in order to create
connections to PVTA. This would also meet
the needs for demand response weekend
service. Hours: Saturday 8:00 AM to 8:00
PM, Sunday 10:00 AM to 5:00 PM. Phase
2: Implement fixed route based on patterns
identified in microtransit on select routes;
adjust hours as needed. Phase 3:
Implement fixed route on all routes.

Increased frequency

Add an additional trip on Route 23, creating
consistent 2-hour frequencies.
Add an additional trip mid-day on Route 41.
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Need

Recommendation

Increased fixed route connections
with PVTA

Increase service on Route 31; see
individual route recommendation.

Increased cross community
connection in the FRTA region for
demand response

Increase cross community trips among
operators, with select days service provided
from the rural communities to larger urban
areas and show accordingly in marketing
material.

Improved demand response
connectivity with PVTA

Long term: Sunderland to join FRTA in
addition to PVTA.

Connections to Leverett

Short term: Work with PVTA to identify
locations to transfer demand response
passengers looking to travel between
regions. Update service brochures to reflect
which ones already connect to the PVTA
service area.
Long term: Leverett to join FRTA in addition
to PVTA.

AECOM

Connection to the Berkshires

Work with BRTA and Elder Services of
Berkshire County Inc. to identify locations to
transfer demand response passengers
looking to travel between regions.

Public transit in Shutesbury

Approach Shutesbury about adding
demand response. Expand FRTA Access to
Shutesbury.

Improved connections for Erving
residents

FTM to operate the service, which would
expand hours and mobility options. The
microtransit program could then be
expanded to these towns providing service
to all. There would be a cost increase as
FTM has a higher cost per hour and
passenger than the current Erving COA.

Improved connections for
Bernardston and Northfield
residents to Greenfield

FTM to operate the service, which would
expand hours and mobility options. The
microtransit program could then be
expanded to these towns, providing service
to all. While the FTM cost/hour is more than
the Bernardston COA, the subsidy per
passenger is only $4 less.

Improved connections for
Southampton residents

Update the brochure to reflect that the
service will provide connections to
Easthampton.
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Need

Recommendation

Expanded demand response to
communities without the service

Approach communities without demand
response about adding service. In many
cases this would require expanding fleet
size and driver pool.

Expanded demand response

Establish daily service (weekdays) with
consistent hours for all COA operators.

Evening service for demand
response

Planned microtransit hours expansion will
cover this need.

Earlier morning service

Expand microtransit to begin when ADA
service begins. Expand service hours in
COA towns to meet special senior shopping
hours during the pandemic.

Transit Service connecting
Northfield center to Greenfield via
Route 5/10

If FTM took over operations of the demand
response service, microtransit could be
expanded to these communities.

Driver pool for COAs

Create a driver pool that COAs can pull
from when backup drivers are needed. The
drivers in the pool should go through FRTA
training protocol and be part of a common
drug testing pool.

Med-Ride in all communities

Develop partnerships with Highland Valley
to implement a similar program in FRTA
communities.

Consistent service hours

Huntington COA expand hours to 9:00 AM
to 5:00 PM daily; Shelburne COA expand
Friday service to 4:00 PM.

More accurate schedule information Update brochure information to reflect days
and times that trips to neighboring towns
occur, in particular ones that connect to
shopping and medical outside of the FRTA
region. For example, Huntington COA
expand hours to 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM daily,
Shelburne COA expand Friday service to
4:00 PM.
Consolidated schedule and dispatch Create a pilot program with one of the
center
COAs that is more open to technology in
order to figure out the hurdles and solutions
to rolling out systemwide. The pilot program
should demonstrate how COAs can
schedule trips through Ecolane and record
changes to trips. An operational plan needs
to be developed. Long term there should be
a centralized location.
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Need

Recommendation

Explore a TNC partnership

Monitor the FRCOG Rideshare pilot
program being launched in the greater
Greenfield region to understand usage,
travel patterns, costs, and lessons learned.
This will aid in either a future FRTA TNC
subsidy program or piggybacking off the
FRCOG program for areas that lack bus or
microtransit service or for trips outside of
operating hours/days.

Connection to North Adams

Obtain intercity bus funding to operate a
route between Greenfield and North Adams
via Route 2 in order to connect to BRTA.
Two trips daily.

Wi-Fi on board

Install Wi-Fi repeaters on board to improve
communication allowing dispatchers to
track and monitor vehicle locations,
communicate with drivers, and implement
new fare technology

Improved passenger data collection Jointly procure an APC system with MART
and VTA who are also looking to do a joint
procurement.

AECOM

Improved radio system

Upgrade radio system with push to talk over
cellular technology. Explore possibility of
expanding it to the COAs after a study is
completed determining coverage and tower
availability for space.

Upgraded mobile data terminals

Upgrade mobile data terminals on a regular
basis to ensure they have the capacity
needed.

Vehicle-mounted collision warning
or tracking system

Procure technology. Consider a joint
procurement with MART, PVTA, VTA,
CCRTA, and MVRTA who are also looking
to add this technology to their fixed route
and demand response fleets.

On-board camera upgrade

Replace all REI and Dual Vision cameras
with Seon. Seon is the most reliable
system; the others have issues recording.

Service alert system

Utilize and promote the service
announcement feature in Route Shout

Technology and other tools to
communicate capacity/overloading
issues on buses

Explore technology and other tools to
communicate capacity/overloading issues.
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Need

Recommendation

Ridership tracking software for
COAs

As part of the COA pilot program using
Ecolane to schedule, include training on
recording no-shows, lates, denials, etc.,
daily. FRTA can then pull the data monthly
and will not need to transcribe and compile
what the COAs submit manually.

Automated trip reminders for
demand response

Institute an automated call back system that
reminds the passenger the night before of
their upcoming trip by procuring the
Ecolane add-on feature.

Real-time departure information at
high-volume stops

Screens showing real-time departure
information at the JWO Transit Center
would benefit passengers as this is a high
ridership stop for passengers who transfer
between routes. Work with PVTA to
integrate Route 31 departure information
into the real-time screen they have at the
Academy of Music in Northampton.

Ability to book demand response
trip online

Modify the customer web portal and mobile
app to allow all demand response
passengers to book trips online.

New O&M facility

Construct a new O&M facility.

Maintenance of vehicles at or above Replace vehicles when they reach their
ULB. FRTA would benefit from using a
state of good repair
single vendor for bus fleet replacement,
reducing the need to carry spare parts for
multiple vehicle types.
More bus stop shelters and
benches

Create a guideline for establishing bus stop
infrastructure. Develop a priority list for
stops to install benches and shelters.
Locations that service high elderly and
disabled densities should be given
preference.

Hand sanitizer and barriers in FRTA Driver barriers have been installed on
vehicles. Future procurements should have
vehicles
barriers. Explore the cost and feasibility of
adding hand sanitizer stations for
passengers.
Increased bike carrying capacity

AECOM

Manufacturer specifications limit current
bike racks to hold only two; monitor future
developments for three.
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Need

Recommendation

More park and ride lots

Support the development of park and rides.
Ensure that any new facilities accommodate
transit needs.

Right type vehicles

Replace a percentage of demand response
vehicles with smaller vehicles that have a
lower center of gravity.

Electric buses

Monitor the status of systems that have
deployed electric buses in hilly cold
climates. Electric buses are relatively new
and constantly being improved. For FRTA
to implement electric vehicles, the vehicle
range in cold climates with hills must
improve in order to reduce range anxiety.
Additionally, a new facility would be needed
to support the electrical capacity needed.

Vehicle replacement as they reach
their ULB

Create a capital improvement plan for
vehicle replacement to lower the number of
vehicles past their ULB.

Account-based fare payment with
Explore joint procurement with other RTAs
mobile ticketing if FRTA is unable to for a new fare system that includes a mobile
go fare-free
payment option, online accounts, items
such as fare capping and multiple outlets to
procure smart cards.

AECOM

Mobile fare payment

Integrate mobile payment into the trip
booking app.

Discounted bulk pass purchasing

Offer a $0.10 discount on the purchase of
bulk tickets of 50 or more.

Single demand response fare
structure

Implement a single fare structure to simplify
fares. This would help if FRTA moves
toward mobile payments or paper tickets or
tokens for demand response.

New funding partnerships

Identify the true gap that would need to be
covered in lost fare revenue to go fare free
and pursue funding partnerships.

Consistent fare collection for
demand response

Install open payment systems with Wi-Fi
onboard that allows individuals to pay their
fare using credit/debit cards.

Formal no-show policy

Establish a formal no-show policy.
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Need

Recommendation

Updated service classification
standards

Review and update service classification
standards to ensure routes fall into the
correct categories.

Tracking of annual mileage at the
route level

Require operator to report annual revenue
miles by route with monthly reports.

Route level OTP data

Begin tracking OTP.

Alternative funding sources

Work with RTAs across the state to allow
regional ballot initiatives, which would allow
towns to generate dedicated revenue for
transit. Advocate for state contract
assistance to include automatic inflators.

Data-driven framework for
determining service levels

Identify technology-driven data tools and
key performance metrics, particularly in the
service and financial performance areas.
Utilize these tools to establish an improved
enterprise-wide data-driven performancefocused management and decision-making
framework; implement a public-facing and
transparent performance reporting
mechanism.

Better training program for
operators

Develop a training program that COAs can
deploy.

Education awareness programs

Promote various phone apps; integrate
Google trip planning into website; create a
how to ride guide that is process based and
walks passengers through the process.

Travel trainer

Hire a travel trainer.

Volunteer driver program

Recruit, promote, and expand volunteer
driver programs offered in the region.

Improved bus stop accessibility

Identify stops that are inaccessible and
work with property owners and
municipalities to make them accessible.

IT position

Hire a joint IT position with GATRA and
NRTA who are also facing similar
challenges.

Data analyst position

Hire a joint data analyst position among
RTAs (NRTA, GATRA, CATA, BRTA) who
have a similar need.
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Methodology

A two-stage process was used for categorizing and prioritizing recommendations. The first stage
involves determining which scenario the recommendation falls under. In the second stage each
recommendation is scored based on the complexity to implement, overall impact it would have,
and a category for estimated costs of implementing the recommendation.

8.4.2

Recommendation Scenarios

Each need is categorized as either a core need or ridership dependent (Figure 53). If it is
ridership dependent then low, medium, and high ridership scenarios are used. Ridership level is
relative to the recommendation and can be route or systemwide (Figure 54).
Ridership is considered low if it remains at less than 60 percent 38 of pre-COVID-19 levels and
will continue to do so as primary and secondary educational institutions are doing virtual
learning, tourism remains low, many businesses remain closed, and workers continue to work
remotely. Medium ridership is when ridership begins to rebound and is between 60 and 85
percent of pre-COVID-19 levels and will continue to do so as primary and secondary
educational institutions implement a hybrid learning approach, tourism picks up, businesses
begin to open or expand hours, and remote workers shift to a hybrid of in-person and remote
work. High ridership is when the economy rebounds and ridership returns to 86 percent 39 or
higher of pre-COVID-19 levels, primary and secondary educational institutions discontinue
remote learning, tourism levels are back to within 90 percent of 2019 levels, businesses are
back to pre-COVID-19 operating hours and capacities, and employees convert from remote to
in-person work.
Figure 53. Recommendation Scenarios

Core Need
•This is a need that should be implemented regardless of how
ridership or the economy responds over the next 5 years.

Ridership Dependent
•Not identified as a core need
•Classfied as either low, medium, or high ridership
based on identified thresholds.
Figure 54. Recommendation Scenarios: Ridership Thresholds

Low Ridership
•Ridership is less than
60% of pre-COVID-19
levels

38
39

Medium Ridership
•Riderships remains
between 60% and 85% of
pre-COVID-19 levels

High Ridership
•Ridership returns to 86%
or higher of pre-COVID19 levels

Among all RTAs the average month ridership difference for June 2019 and June 2020 was a 60 percent ridership decline.
Among all RTAs ridership in FY 2019 was 88.7% of that in 2015.
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Recommendation Scoring

Category 1: Complexity of implementation factors include difficulty in implementing (i.e., union
issues, need for more operators, technology concerns, logistics), political challenge, board
consensus, and coordination with other agencies (Figure 55). Complexity scores were assigned
a value of 1, 2, or 3 from high to low.
Figure 55. Recommendation Complexity Thresholds

Low Complexity

Medium Complexity

•Easier to implement with
very little costs or barriers
to do so

•Two barriers must be
overcome

High Complexity
•Multiple barriers (three or
more) need to be
overcome or there is a
political or board
challenge

Category 2: There are four thresholds for impact. The impact is relative to the recommendation
level (route/community specific or systemwide) and factors include number of riders or potential
riders that would benefit, environmental/social justice concentrations, communities and
businesses, and operational impacts (Figure 56). Impact scores were assigned a value of 0, 1,
2, or 3 from low to high.
Figure 56. Recommendation Impact Thresholds

Negative Impact
•A reduction in
service where an
alternative is not
recommended to
cover the loss

Low Impact
(Positive)

Medium Impact
(Positive)

High Impact
(Positive)

•Would most likely
go unnoticed by
riders but would
have an impact

•Would impact only
a segment of
riders on the route
or system

•Large benefit to
everyone

Category 3: The cost is encompassing of capital and operating costs incurred by FRTA only
and is based on the following thresholds (Figure 57). Low cost is no or very little ($25,000 or
less annually or $125,000 over 5 years) with additional operating or capital costs. Medium cost
evaluates, over the course of 5 years, the additional cost would be less than $500,000
cumulatively for both capital and operating ($25,000 to $100,000 annually or about 3.3 percent
of the annual budget). High cost considers, over the course of 5 years, the additional cost would
be more than $500,000 cumulatively for both capital and operating costs. Cost scores were
assigned a value of 1, 2, or 3 from high to low.
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Figure 57. Recommendation Cost Thresholds

Low Cost

Medium Cost

• Up to $25,000
annually
• $125,000 over 5 years
for operating and
capital costs

• Between $25,000 and
$100,000 annually
• Between $125,000
and $500,000
cumulatively for over 5
years for operating
and capital costs

High Cost
• Over $100,000
annually
• More than $500,000
cumulatively over 5
years for operating
and capital costs

The total score for each recommendation was added, and each had a possible score of 2 to 9.
Those with the highest scores were priority one and the lowest were priority six (Table 45).
Table 45. Scoring and Priority Ranking
Priority Ranking

Score

1

9

2

8

3

7

4

6

5

5

6

4, 3 or 2
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Existing Route Recommendations

Existing route recommendations are recommended changes to fixed routes that already exist. They include changes in span and
headways. Two of the three needs are for when ridership returns to pre-COVID-19 levels and the third is a core need (Table 46).
Recommendations with high ridership scenarios involved adding service that results in a high impact; however, there is also a high
cost with adding service. The complexity for both includes needing additional drivers but improving Route 31 has a higher complexity
because this route services areas outside of the FRTA member communities. Any additional service would require more funding than
a route that is operated solely within FRTA member communities because FRTA is unable to generate local revenue to help offset the
cost in non-member communities where it operates.
Table 46. Existing Route Recommendations
Scenarios
Core Low
Medium High
Recommendation Need Ridership Ridership Ridership Complexity Impact

Need

Rationale

Route 31:
Increased
fixed route
connections
with PVTA

Route 31 has the
highest ridership.
Currently Route 31
frequency is every 120
minutes. Increased
frequency would create
more transfer
opportunities with PVTA
and the rest of the
FRTA system. 61% of
riders wanted increased
frequency.

Increase
frequency to 60
minutes on Route
31.

Route 20:
Expanded
route hours

Route 20 is a circular
route operating in the
morning only; it runs in
the opposite direction of
Route 21. Because of
the circuitous nature of
Route 21 individuals
can be on-board for
over 50 minutes for a
trip that should take 10

Extend route to
match Route 21
hours to provide
counterclockwise
service.
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High

High

High



Medium

High

High
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Scenarios

Need

Rationale

Core Low
Medium High
Recommendation Need Ridership Ridership Ridership Complexity Impact

Cost

minutes in the opposite
direction.
Route 22:
Elimination
of route

8.6

Route 22 carries very
few riders per day and
is largely duplicative of
other routes.

Eliminate Route 22
and serve with
microtransit
instead.

Low



Negative Low

Fixed Route Recommendations

Fixed route recommendations are for needs that were identified systemwide, although in many cases the recommendations were
found to be route specific. Two of these recommendations are core needs and the remaining three are for when ridership levels
increase as they pertain to improving frequency, further research once ridership increases again, or future changes to the FRTA
system for connections (Table 47). While the costs vary for these recommendations almost all would require additional operators
because of the increase in annual hours operated. Earlier morning, evening, and weekend service could be deployed in phases
using microtransit. By providing microtransit on weekends instead of operating fixed routes, FRTA will be able to better identify
ridership patterns and later convert to the fixed routes that make sense based on where passengers are traveling to and from and the
time of day. This also allows FRTA time to work with the union and renegotiate contracts and bid in the most efficient and effective
manner possible.
Table 47. Fixed Route Recommendations
Scenarios
Need

Rationale

Recommendation

Earlier
morning
service

Over 30 percent of
survey respondents
on Routes 20, 23, and
41 identified this as a
need.

Route 23: Most of the
riders live in
Greenfield and
Montague. The first
trip currently
connects to the first
PVTA Route 31 trip; if
PVTA adds earlier
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Need Ridership Ridership Ridership Complexity Impact Cost



Low

Medium Low
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Scenarios

Need

Rationale

Recommendation

Core Low
Medium
High
Need Ridership Ridership Ridership Complexity Impact Cost

morning service,
consider adding
another trip.
Earlier
morning
service

Earlier
morning
service

Evening
service

AECOM

Over 30 percent of
survey respondents
on Routes 20, 23, and
41 identified this as a
need.

Route 41 riders
wanting earlier
morning service are
Greenfield and
Shelburne residents,
but the survey data
are inconclusive if
earlier service would
be used based on
respondents’ travel
destinations.
Consider a needs
study.
Over 30 percent of
Route 20 service
survey respondents
begins at 4:30 AM.
on Routes 20, 23, and Further research is
41 identified this as a needed to better
need.
understand what
exactly the need is.
To allow access to
Extend weekday
employment,
service to 9:00 PM
education, and
on Routes 21, 23, 32,
services. 97% of
32, and 41. Use
survey respondents
microtransit to
desired this on at least provide service after
one route. Routes 21, 9:00 PM to 12:00 AM.
23, 31, 32, and 41 had
over 40% of the
requests for evening
service.






Low

Medium Low

Low

Low

Low

High

High

High
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Need

Rationale

Recommendation

Weekend
service

To allow access to
employment,
education, and
services. 80% of
survey respondents
desired this on at least
one route with all
routes but Route 24
having over 50% of
respondents indicating
this.

Use a phased
approach to
implement service.
Phase 1: Expand
microtransit on
weekends to all
FRTA towns with
weekday fixed route
service and the
Route 5 corridor to
downtown
Northampton and
Sugarloaf Estates in
Sunderland in order
to create connections
to PVTA. This would
also meet the needs
for demand response
weekend service.
Hours: Saturday 8:00
AM to 8:00 PM,
Sunday 10:00 AM to
5:00 PM. Phase 2:
Implement fixed route
based on patterns
identified in
microtransit on select
routes; adjust hours
as needed. Phase 3:
Implement fixed route
on all routes.

Increased
frequency

Increased frequency
would improve
mobility and
connections. Many

Add an additional trip
on Route 23 creating
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Medium

High

High

Medium High
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Need

Increased
frequency

8.7

Rationale

Recommendation

routes operate on 2hour headways.
Survey data showed
that 70% had
frequency concerns
on at least one route.
Routes 20, 23, 32,
and 41 were the
highest at 50%.

consistent 2-hour
frequencies.

Increased frequency
would improve
mobility and
connections. Many
routes operate on 2hour headways.
Survey data showed
that 70% had
frequency concerns
on at least one route.
Routes 20, 23, 32,
and 41 were the
highest at 50%.

Add an additional trip
mid-day on Route 41.

Core Low
Medium
High
Need Ridership Ridership Ridership Complexity Impact Cost



Low

Medium Medium

Demand Response Recommendations

Demand response recommendations include ways to improve connections, standardize service, create efficiencies, and improve
information delivery. Approximately half are core needs and the other are dependent on ridership levels (Table 48). Improving
connections are often the most complex recommendations but have some of the highest impacts to riders as mobility is increased. In
some instances, connections are already being made but the information is not publicized, which can be accomplished by changing
brochures and materials to reflect operational practices.
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Table 48. Demand Response Recommendations
Scenarios
Core Low
Medium High
Need Ridership Ridership Ridership Complexity Impact

Need

Rationale

Recommendation

Increased
cross
community
connection in
the FRTA
region for
demand
response

FRTA has multiple
demand response
operators, many of
which operate in
rural areas. Many
services needed are
outside of the rural
area serviced by the
operator.

Increase cross
community trips
among operators,
with select days
service provided
from the rural
communities to
larger urban areas
and show
accordingly in
marketing material.



High

High

Improved
demand
response
connectivity
with PVTA

There is a lack of
connection to PVTA,
with the only
connections along
Route 31 for ADA
only. It is difficult for
seniors in the
Whately, Deerfield,
and Sunderland
area where demand
response service is
split between two
providers.

Work with PVTA to
identify locations to
transfer demand
response
passengers looking
to travel between
regions. Update
service brochures to
reflect which ones
already connect to
the PVTA service
area.



Medium

Medium Low

Improved
demand
response
connectivity
with PVTA Sunderland

There is a lack of
connection to PVTA,
with the only
connections along
Route 31 for ADA
only. It is difficult for
seniors in the
Whately, Deerfield,

Long term:
Sunderland to join
FRTA in addition to
PVTA

High

Medium Low

AECOM



Cost
Medium
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Scenarios

Need

Rationale

Recommendation

Core Low
Medium High
Need Ridership Ridership Ridership Complexity Impact

Cost

and Sunderland
area where demand
response service is
split between two
providers.
Connections to Leverett is part of
Long term: Leverett
Leverett
PVTA, but residents to join FRTA in
have needs to travel addition to PVTA.
to the FRTA region.
Connection to Many FRTA
the Berkshires communities border
the BRTA service
area, and the
closest urban area
is Pittsfield.
Currently FRTA
routes and services
do not cross
boundaries into
BRTA communities,
a creating barrier.

AECOM

Work with BRTA and
Elder Services of
Berkshire County
Inc. to identify
locations to transfer
demand response
passengers looking
to travel between
regions.




High

Medium Medium

Medium

Low

Low
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Scenarios

Need

Rationale

Recommendation

Public transit in Shutesbury does
not have any public
Shutesbury
transit and is a
member of FRTA.
Franklin County as
a whole has a much
older population
than the state, and
as aging in place
continues there will
be a need for public
transportation. Four
individuals
responded to the
survey and two
stated they would
use it but there is no
transit.

Approach
Shutesbury about
adding demand
response. Expand
FRTA Access to
Shutesbury.

Improved
connections for
Erving
residents

FTM to operate the
service, which would
expand hours and
mobility options. The
microtransit program
could then be
expanded to these
towns providing
service to all. There
would be a cost
increase as FTM has
a higher cost per
hour and passenger
than the current
Erving COA.

AECOM

Hours are limited to
9:00 AM to 3:00 PM
to within Erving
only. The public
survey found a
need for later hours
and access to
neighboring
communities.

Core Low
Medium High
Need Ridership Ridership Ridership Complexity Impact





Cost

High

Medium Medium

High

High

Medium
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Scenarios

Need

Rationale

Recommendation

Improved
connections for
Bernardston
and Northfield
residents to
Greenfield

Current schedule
leads passengers to
believe service is
limited to specific
trips and times vary
greatly. The public
survey stated there
was a need to
access surrounding
communities from
these towns as well
as same day
service.

FTM to operate the
service, which would
expand hours and
mobility options. The
microtransit program
could then be
expanded to these
towns providing
service to all. While
the FTM cost/hour is
more than the
Bernardston COA
the subsidy per
passenger is only $4
less.

Improved
connections for
Southampton
residents

The public survey
found a need for
increased
connections to
neighboring
communities in the
PVTA area. While
PVTA does serve
the Southampton
Big Y with the
Nashawannuck
Express (NE), trips
are limited.

Update the brochure
to reflect that the
service will provide
connections to
Easthampton.

Expanded
demand
response to
communities

Several
communities lack
any transportation
services. As the
populations age
there will be a

Approach
communities without
demand response
about adding
service. In many
cases this would

AECOM

Core Low
Medium High
Need Ridership Ridership Ridership Complexity Impact

Cost



High

High



Low

Medium Low

High

Medium High



Low
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Scenarios

Need

Rationale

Recommendation

without the
service

greater demand for
service.

require expanding
fleet size and driver
pool.

Expanded
demand
response

Certain areas have
less than daily
service or hours
vary each day.

Establish daily
service (weekdays)
with consistent hours
for all COA
operators.

Earlier morning This was identified
service
as a need by 33%
of users of which
two-thirds were in
towns where service
is operated by FTM.

Expand microtransit
to begin when ADA
service begins.
Expand service
hours in COA towns
to meet special
senior shopping
hours during the
pandemic.

Driver pool for
COAs

Create a driver pool
that COAs can pull
from when backup
drivers are needed.
The drivers in the
pool should go
through FRTA
training protocol and
be part of a common
drug testing pool.

COAs have higher
driver turnover and
many have only a
few drivers. If a
single driver is out it
can impact the
ability to operate the
service.

Med-Ride in all Currently the Medcommunities
Ride program is
only available to
residents in Franklin
County that are
AECOM

Develop
partnerships with
Highland Valley to
implement a similar

Core Low
Medium High
Need Ridership Ridership Ridership Complexity Impact

Cost

Medium

Medium High

High

High



Medium

Medium Low



High

Medium Medium




High
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Scenarios

Need

Rationale

Recommendation

Core Low
Medium High
Need Ridership Ridership Ridership Complexity Impact

Cost

FRTA members as it program in FRTA
is funded through
communities.
Lifepath. 16 FRTA
member
communities do not
have this service
available.
More accurate While some
schedule
schedules list the
information
days of the week
and times for trips
outside of the
service area, others
do not even if these
trips occur.

Update brochure
information to reflect
days and times that
trips to neighboring
towns occur, in
particular ones that
connect to shopping
and medical outside
of the FRTA region.



Low

High

Low

For example,
Huntington COA
expand hours to 9:00
AM to 5:00 PM daily,
Shelburne COA
expand Friday
service to 4:00 PM.

AECOM
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Scenarios

Need

Rationale

Consolidated
Each COA
schedule and schedules their own
dispatch center trips, many using
pen and paper. A
consolidated center
could improve
scheduling and
efficiency by
combining trips. It
would also reduce
reporting
requirements for the
COAs as FRTA
could directly pull
the information.

AECOM

Recommendation
Create a pilot
program with one of
the COAs that is
more open to
technology in order
to figure out the
hurdles and
solutions to rolling
out systemwide. The
pilot program should
demonstrate how
COAs can schedule
trips through
Ecolane and record
changes to trips. An
operational plan
needs to be
developed. Long
term there should be
a centralized
location.

Core Low
Medium High
Need Ridership Ridership Ridership Complexity Impact



High

High

Cost
Medium
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New Service Recommendations

Implementing these new service models should only occur after ridership has rebounded and as funding becomes available (Table
49). Monitoring the results of the FRCOG rideshare program that utilizes TNCs to understand how it could be implemented
regionwide has a very low cost but the actual development and funding of a similar program by FRTA would have a high cost as it is
adding new service. The cost would be relative to ridership; if underutilized it would have a very low cost, but if widely used it could
be very expensive to operate unless caps are applied limiting the number of riders. Operating a new intercity route, even with specific
intercity funding, would have a high cost and be complex to implement due to the capital needs, driver capacity restraints, and
operating service beyond the FRTA boundaries.
Table 49. New Service Recommendations
Scenarios
Need

Rationale

Explore a
A TNC partnership would
TNC
help improve mobility,
partnership reduce barriers, and
increase connectiveness for
the region; improve
passenger communication
(TNC data show some
areas have had an
increased interest in using
this type of on-demand
transit).

AECOM

Core Low
Medium High
Recommendation Need Ridership Ridership Ridership Complexity Impact Cost
Monitor the
FRCOG Rideshare
pilot program being
launched in the
greater Greenfield
region to
understand usage,
travel patterns,
costs, and lessons
learned. This will
aid in either a
future FRTA TNC
subsidy program or
piggybacking off
the FRCOG
program for areas
that lack bus or
microtransit service
or for trips outside
of operating
hours/days.



High

High

Low
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Scenarios

Need

Core Low
Medium High
Recommendation Need Ridership Ridership Ridership Complexity Impact Cost

Rationale

Connection Service previously existed
to North
as part of MassDOT Bus
Adams
Plus program but was
discontinued. While FRTA
neighbors BRTA, there are
no connections. Two-thirds
of bus riders and one-third
of van riders would be
interested in this service.

8.9

Obtain intercity bus
funding to operate
a route between
Greenfield and
North Adams via
Route 2 in order to
connect to BRTA.
Two trips daily.



High

High

High

Technology Recommendations

Technology recommendations will improve the flow of communication, information, and data to FRTA and passengers, and many are
core needs (Table 50). Procuring new technology such as an APC system has a high cost and is complex because of the
procurement process, but FRTA could partner with other RTAs if the specifications for the technology meet their needs. Improving
existing technology, such as upgrading hardware and software or adding a new module, has a lower cost and complexity level.
Table 50. Technology Recommendations
Scenarios
Need

Rationale

Recommendation

Wi-Fi on
board

Many parts of the
service area lack
Wi-Fi access or cell
service due to the
rural nature.
Providing Wi-Fi on
board the COA
vehicles would allow
FRTA to install radio
communications and

Install Wi-Fi
repeaters on board
to improve
communication,
allowing dispatchers
to track and monitor
vehicle locations,
communicate with
drivers, and

AECOM

Core Low
Medium High
Need Ridership Ridership Ridership



Complexity Impact
Medium

Cost

Medium Medium
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Scenarios

Need

Rationale

Recommendation

new fare payment
systems.

implement new fare
technology.

Improved
passenger
data
collection

APC data would
allow FRTA to
monitor and
evaluate ridership at
a stop and time of
day level, allowing
for better
performance
monitoring.

Jointly procure an
APC system with
MART and VTA who
are also looking to do
a joint procurement.

Improved
radio system

Many of the COAs
do not have a radio
system and the
current system is a
low band two-way
outdated system
with intermittent
service in the hill
towns.

Upgrade radio
system with push to
talk over cellular
technology. Explore
possibility of
expanding it to the
COAs after a study is
completed
determining
coverage and tower
availability for space.

Upgraded
mobile data
terminals

The current mobile
data terminals are
Verizon - Galaxy
tablets that require
cell service to
operate. They have
limited capacity and
are not integrated
into the rest of the
bus systems.

Upgrade mobile data
terminals on a
regular basis to
ensure they have the
capacity needed.

AECOM

Core Low
Medium High
Need Ridership Ridership Ridership

Complexity Impact

Cost



Medium

Medium High



High

Low



Low

Medium Low

High
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Scenarios

Need

Rationale

Recommendation

Vehiclemounted
collision
warning or
tracking
system

Does not currently
have but would
improve safety.

Procure technology.
Consider a joint
procurement with
MART, PVTA, VTA,
CCRTA, and MVRTA
who are also looking
to add this
technology to their
fixed route and
demand response
fleets.

On-board
camera
upgrade

Having one
technology provider
will ease video
review and
maintenance.

Replace all REI and
Dual Vision cameras
with Seon. Seon is
the most reliable
system; the others
have issues
recording.

Service alert
system

FRTA does not
currently have a
service alert system
that automatically
notifies those who
have signed up for
alerts.

Utilize and promote
the service
announcement
feature in Route
Shout.

Technology
and other
tools to
communicate
capacity/
overloading
issues on
buses

Address social
distancing and allow
passengers to be
informed.

Explore technology
and other tools to
communicate
capacity/overloading
issues.

AECOM

Core Low
Medium High
Need Ridership Ridership Ridership

Complexity Impact

Cost



Medium

Low

High



Low

Low

Medium



Low

Medium Low

Medium

High



High
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Scenarios

Need

Rationale

Recommendation

Ridership
tracking
software for
COAs

COAs are required
to report various
data each month to
FRTA but do not
have an efficient
method for tracking
no-shows, lates, and
other passenger trip
data. Each month
FRTA must compile
the various data.

As part of the COA
pilot program using
Ecolane to schedule,
include training on
recording no-shows,
lates, denials, etc.,
daily. FRTA can then
pull the data monthly
and will not need to
transcribe and
compile what the
COAs submit
manually.

Automated
trip reminders
for demand
response

In 2019, there were
559 no-shows and
2,128 same day
cancellations. A
reminder system
could reduce
declined or missed
trips.

Institute an
automated call back
system that reminds
the passenger the
night before of their
upcoming trip by
procuring the
Ecolane add-on
feature.

AECOM

Core Low
Medium High
Need Ridership Ridership Ridership

Complexity Impact

Cost



High

Medium Low



Low

High

Low
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Scenarios

Need

Rationale

Recommendation

Real-time
departure
information at
high-volume
stops

Passengers desired
more accurate realtime departure/delay
information.

Screens showing
real-time departure
information at the
JWO Transit Center
would benefit
passengers as this is
a high ridership stop
for passengers who
transfer between
routes. Work with
PVTA to integrate
Route 31 departure
information into the
real-time screen they
have at the Academy
of Music in
Northampton.

Ability to book
demand
response trip
online

This was the third
highest need
identified.
Additionally, over
60% of respondents
said they would
book a trip online or
through a smart
phone.

Modify the customer
web portal and
mobile app to allow
all demand response
passengers to book
trips.

AECOM

Core Low
Medium High
Need Ridership Ridership Ridership





Complexity Impact

Cost

Low

High

Low

Low

High

Low
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8.10 Capital Recommendations
Capital recommendations focus on improving bus stops, vehicles, and facilities and most are core needs regardless of ridership
(Table 51). Many of these capital improvements have a low cost with a medium or high impact and lower level of complexity. Many of
the fleet recommendations relate to the TAM Plan and are changes to consider in future procurements. The exception is converting
to an alternative fuel vehicle. Alternative fuel vehicles have a higher cost and require major facility upgrades. For example, converting
to electric bus vehicles would require a new facility with the electrical capacity to charge the vehicles and indoor storage for all
vehicles so that during the winter months the batteries did not drain as quickly, resulting in shorter life spans. Regardless of
propulsion mode, a new facility is needed but this has a very high cost.
Table 51. Capital Recommendations
Scenarios
Need

Rationale

New O&M
facility

The current facility is Construct a new
rented but FRTA has O&M facility.
capital responsibility.
The facility is old,
prone to flooding,
lacks parking, is
small, and is unable
to be secured
properly because of
an easement.

Maintenance To ensure the
of vehicles at longevity of the fleet.
or above
state of good
repair

AECOM

Recommendation

Replace vehicles
when they reach
their ULB. FRTA
would benefit from
using a single vendor
for bus fleet
replacement,
reducing the need to
carry spare parts for
multiple vehicle
types.

Core Low
Medium High
Need Ridership Ridership Ridership

Complexity Impact

Cost



Low

Low

High



Low

Low

Low
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Scenarios

Need

Rationale

Recommendation

More bus
stop shelters
and benches

Bus stop shelters
and benches offer a
safe and comfortable
place to wait for the
bus. Improved bus
stop accessibility
was identified as a
need by 40% of
riders.

Create a guideline
for establishing bus
stop infrastructure.
Develop a priority list
for stops to install
benches and
shelters at. Locations
that service high
elderly and disabled
densities should be
given preference.

Hand
sanitizer and
barriers in
FRTA
vehicles

To increase driver
and passenger
safety due to
COVID-19.

Driver barriers have
been installed on
vehicles. Future
procurements should
have barriers.
Explore the cost and
feasibility of adding
hand sanitizer
stations for
passengers.

Increased
bike carrying
capacity

Current racks limit it
to two bikes;
upgrading would
help the first mile last
mile connection in
the rural areas.

Manufacturer
specifications limit
current bike racks to
hold only two;
monitor future
developments for
three.

AECOM

Core Low
Medium High
Need Ridership Ridership Ridership







Complexity Impact

Cost

Low

Medium Low

Low

High

Low

Medium Low

Low
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Scenarios

Need

Rationale

Recommendation

More park
and ride lots

In order to reduce
single occupancy
vehicles and traffic,
more park and rides
need to be
established with
transit connections.

Support the
development of park
and rides. Ensure
that any new
facilities
accommodate transit
needs.

Right type
vehicles

The demand
response vehicles
are top heavy and
not designed for rural
hilly roads.

Replace a
percentage of
demand response
vehicles with smaller
vehicles that have a
lower center of
gravity.

AECOM

Core Low
Medium High
Need Ridership Ridership Ridership




Complexity Impact

Cost

Medium

Medium Low

Low

Medium Medium
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Scenarios

Need

Rationale

Recommendation

Electric buses Support the
environmental
sustainability goals
for the region and
reduce dependence
on fossil fuels.

Monitor the status of
systems that have
deployed electric
buses in hilly cold
climates. Electric
buses are relatively
new and constantly
being improved. For
FRTA to implement
electric vehicles the
vehicle range in cold
climates with hills
must improve in
order to reduce
range anxiety.
Additionally, a new
facility would be
needed to support
the electrical
capacity needed.

Vehicle
replacement
as they reach
their ULB

Create a capital
improvement plan for
vehicle replacement
to lower the number
of vehicles past their
ULB.

AECOM

Vehicles should be
replaced as they
meet their ULB in
accordance with their
TAM Plan. Over half
of the vans have met
their ULB for age.

Core Low
Medium High
Need Ridership Ridership Ridership

Complexity Impact

Cost



High

High

High



Low

Medium Medium
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8.11 Fare Recommendations
Fare recommendations align with FRTA’s fare policy goals and are highly complex to implement (Table 52) because they require new
technology, coordination, additional funding, and increased administration burden. Even a seemingly simple task such as providing
bulk passes in discounts becomes complex because it introduces a new accounting requirement, tracking process, coordination with
organizations, and printing and distribution of passes. While these recommendations are highly complex to implement, they would
have a large impact to the community and have low associated capital costs.
Table 52. Fare Recommendations
Scenarios
Need

Rationale

Recommendation

Accountbased fare
payment with
mobile
ticketing if
FRTA is
unable to go
fare-free

The current system is
becoming outdated and
there are constant
issues with the one
TVM. There is no online
platform individuals can
check or add balance
to. Survey data show
that the majority of
passengers would like
mobile payments. More
options are needed for
contactless fare
payments particularly
given the global
pandemic.

The RTAs should do
a joint procurement
for a new fare system
that includes a
mobile payment
option, online
accounts, items such
as fare capping and
multiple outlets to
procure smart cards.

Mobile fare
payment

While FRTA Access
Integrate mobile
users can book their trip payment into the trip
on their phone they still booking app.
must pay with cash or a
smart card. A mobile
payment option was the
top non-service-related
improvement desired for
all fixed route users.

AECOM

Core Low
Medium
High
Need Ridership Ridership Ridership Complexity Impact





Cost

High

High

High

High

High

Low
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Scenarios

Need

Rationale

Recommendation

Discounted
bulk pass
purchasing

FRTA sells single trip
passes in bulk to many
organizations who
distribute them to
clients. As such, they
are unable to take
advantage of savings
associated with
purchasing monthly
passes.

Offer a $0.10
discount on the
purchase of bulk
tickets of 50 or more.

Single
demand
response fare
structure

Currently there are two
fare structures for
demand response
based on who the
operator is.

Implement a single
fare structure to
simplify fares. This
would help if FRTA
moves toward mobile
payments or the
creation of paper
tickets or tokens for
demand response.

New funding
partnerships

In order to go fare free
on the fixed route
system, FRTA will need
to identify and secure
new funding partners
that will offset fares.

Identify the true gap
that would need to be
covered in lost fare
revenue and pursue
funding partnerships.

Consistent
fare collection
for demand
response

Currently the COAs use
various methods to
collect fares and many
use money pouches or
boxes. FRTA is reliant
on the COAs to
manually count and
report fare revenue.

Install open payment
systems with Wi-Fi
onboard that allows
individuals to pay
their fare using
credit/debit cards.

AECOM

Core Low
Medium
High
Need Ridership Ridership Ridership Complexity Impact

Cost

High

Low



High

Medium Low



High

High

Low



High

High

Medium



Low
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8.12 Policy Recommendations
Policy recommendations are both core needs and ridership dependent (Table 53), but all have a low cost to implement. Internal FRTA
policies tend to have a lower complexity unless they rely upon technology or staff that FRTA does not have. These tend to have lower
impacts compared to the highly complex. Towns often have set budgets, and additional local funding is only possible when there is
the ability to raise set funding. In Massachusetts there is no legislation that allows for regional ballot initiatives for local municipalities
to assess taxes or fees to specifically fund transit. The ability to raise additional local funding is needed to implement many of the
improvements recommended, but to obtain that ability is a statewide political issue beyond that of which FRTA has control over.
Table 53. Policy Recommendations
Need

Rationale

Recommendation

Scenarios

Core Low
Need Ridership
Formal noshow policy

FRTA does not currently have Establish a formal noset policy; establishing one
show policy.
would be beneficial as
demand response services
increase.

Updated
service
classification
standards

Routes are not currently
meeting standards; system
has been redesigned since
and routes may fall into the
wrong categories.

Review and update
service classification
standards to ensure
routes fall into the
correct categories.

Track annual
mileage at
the route
level

Annual route mileage is not
currently collected, by doing
so would allow for better
performance monitoring at
the route level.

Require operator to
report annual
revenue miles by
route with monthly
reports.

Route levelOTP data

Collecting OTP data will
enable FRTA to monitor and
adjust route timing
accordingly.

Begin tracking OTP.

AECOM

Complexity Impact

Cost

Low

Medium

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Medium

Low

Low

Medium
High
Ridership Ridership
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Recommendation

Scenarios

Complexity Impact

Cost



High

High

Low



Medium

High

Low

Core Low
Need Ridership
Alternative
funding
sources

FRTA is heavily reliant on
state and federal funds
(funneled through the state)
for operations. Local revenue
makes up 15% and the
amount it can be increased
annually is limited by
Proposition 2.5. This makes
increasing revenue to add
service difficult without the
ability to raise revenue.

Work with RTAs
across the state to
allow regional ballot
initiatives, which
would allow towns to
generate dedicated
revenue for transit.
Advocate for state
contract assistance to
include automatic
inflators.

Data-driven
framework for
determining
service levels

Enhanced performance
management system to
support an enterprise-wide
data-driven and
performance-focused
management and decisionmaking framework

Identify technologydriven data tools and
key performance
metrics, particularly in
the service and
financial performance
areas. Utilize these
tools to establish an
improved enterprisewide data-driven
performance-focused
management and
decision-making
framework;
implement a publicfacing and
transparent
performance
reporting mechanism.

AECOM

Medium
High
Ridership Ridership
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8.13 Other Recommendations
Other recommendations have varying complexity levels with medium to high impacts and low to medium costs (Table 54). As state
and federal reporting increases and technology is procured that allows FRTA to better track performance, new staff members are
needed to help with service planning and IT. To reduce costs FRTA could jointly hire a position with other RTAs having a similar need
or hire a consultant to help on an as-needed basis. One of the greatest needs identified in the public survey not previously identified
was the need for improved educational awareness of FRTA’s service. Providing information such as “how to ride guides” or
promotional videos can go a long way with not only raising awareness of the various FRTA services but how to use them.
Having varying operators means that there are varying training programs used. While some are state standards and require certain
refreshers they still vary among operators. Programs like the National Rural Transit Assistance Program (RTAP) and the Community
Transportation Association of America (CTAA) have online toolkits and trainings that FRTA could use to build a program that the
COAs could use that goes above and beyond minimal requirements and includes things like managing difficult passengers,
sensitivity training, customer service, and safety culture.
Table 54. Other Recommendations

Scenarios
Need

Rationale

Recommendation

Better training Training programs are
Develop a training
program for
needed to ensure
program that COAs
operators
consistent practices
can deploy.
among operators with a
refresher annually.
Education
awareness
programs

FRTA has simplified
their schedules but 40%
of respondents stated
they would like easier to
read schedules.
Educational programs
are needed to teach
people how to read a
schedule and about the
various apps FRTA has.

Promote various
phone apps;
integrate Google trip
planning into
website; create a
how to ride guide
that is process
based and walks
passengers through
the process.

Travel trainer

FRTA does not have a
travel trainer. Such a
position could help

Hire a travel trainer.

AECOM

Core Low
Medium
High
Need Ridership Ridership Ridership

Complexity Impact

Cost



High

Medium Low



Low

High

Low

Low

High

Low
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Scenarios
Need

Rationale

Recommendation

Core Low
Medium
High
Need Ridership Ridership Ridership

Complexity Impact

Cost

reduce the number of
demand response trips
and educate individuals
on the system. The
position could be parttime, or hold other
duties such as
marketing and
promoting and
educating the general
public on the service
Volunteer
driver
program

Volunteer drivers
provide medical
transportation for
seniors and people with
disabilities traveling
outside of Franklin
County through the
Med-Ride Program. The
number of volunteer
drivers has decreased
by one-third.

Improved bus FRTA recently
stop
converted away from a
accessibility
flag stop system and
streamlined routes. New
stops were established;
these stops should be
ADA accessible.
Improved bus stop
accessibility was
identified as a need by
40% of riders.

AECOM

Recruit, promote,
and expand
volunteer driver
programs offered in
the region.

Identify stops that
are inaccessible and
work with property
owners and
municipalities to
make them
accessible.





Medium

Medium Low

Medium

Medium Low
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Scenarios
Need

Rationale

Recommendation

IT position

With the increase in
data, technology, and
multiple operators FRTA
would benefit from
having an IT position to
assist in deploying and
maintaining the
technology.

Hire a joint IT
position with GATRA
and NRTA who are
facing similar
challenges.

Data analyst
position

As technology is added
FRTA will have the
ability to better monitor
routes and track
performance but does
not have the staff
capacity to do so.

Hire a joint data
analyst position
among the RTAs
(NRTA, GATRA,
CATA, BRTA) who
have a similar need.

AECOM

Core Low
Medium
High
Need Ridership Ridership Ridership

Complexity Impact

Cost



Low

High

Low



Low

High

Low
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8.14 Recommendation Ranking
Recommendations were ranked based on the complexity, impact, and cost with those having a
low complexity and cost, but high impact, ranked higher than those that are highly complex and
costly but would only have a low to minimal impact. In several cases the category of the
recommendation may not meet the need, such as the need for an updated fare technology, but
the recommendation is geared toward capital replacement if the policy to go fare-free on the
fixed route is unachievable. In these cases the recommendation falls into multiple categories
and has been identified using the icons. Other examples include service changes that require
procuring more vehicles, capital and technology recommendations that establish a policy to
monitor or explore an element, or a new service that would require technology improvements.
Based on the results of scoring, each recommendation was given a priority of one to six with
those with a priority one to occur as they have the greatest impact and are the least complex to
implement. Overall, 68 unique recommendations were identified, with the majority being priority
three (Figure 58).
Figure 58. Unique Recommendations

Priority 1

8

Priority 2

10

Priority 3

17

Priority 4

15

Priority 5

15

Priority 6

3

8.14.1 Priority One
There are eight priority one recommendations (Table 55). The top priority would be to hire data
analyst, IT, and travel trainer positions, as they are needed in order to implement other
recommendations.
Table 55. Priority One Recommendations
Type

Recommendation

Other Requirements

Hire a travel trainer.

N/A

Hire a joint data analyst position among the RTAs
(FRTA, GATRA, CATA, BRTA) who have a similar
need.

Coordination with
other RTAs

Hire a joint IT position with GATRA and NRTA who are Coordination with
facing similar challenges.
other RTAs
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Recommendation

Other Requirements

Promote various phone apps; integrate Google trip
planning into website; create a how to ride guide that
is process based and walks passengers through the
process.

N/A

Update brochure information to reflect days and times N/A
that trips to neighboring towns occur, in particular
ones that connect to shopping and medical outside of
the FRTA region.
Driver barriers have been installed on vehicles.
N/A
Future procurements should include barriers. Explore
the cost and feasibility of adding hand sanitizer
stations for passengers.

Institute an automated call back system that reminds
the passenger the night before of their upcoming trip
by procuring the Ecolane add-on feature.

N/A

Screens showing real-time departure information at
RFP and procurement
the JWO Transit Center bus bays would benefit
process; coordination
passengers as this is a high ridership stop for
with other RTAs
passengers who transfer between routes. Work with
PVTA to integrate Route 31 departure information into
the real-time screen they have at the Academy of
Music in Northampton.

8.14.2 Priority Two
There are 10 priority two recommendations (Table 56). Priority two recommendations include
using a data driven process, better utilizing existing technology, updating marketing material,
creating policies and guidelines, and conducting further investigations to determine whether
service is warranted. In order to move forward with many of these recommendations the travel
trainer, data analyst, and IT positions recommended in priority one would be needed to carry out
the work.
Table 56. Priority Two Recommendations
Type

AECOM

Recommendation

Other Requirements

Identify technology-driven data tools and key
performance metrics, particularly in the service and
financial performance areas. Utilize these tools to
establish an improved enterprise-wide data-driven
performance-focused management and decisionmaking framework; implement a public-facing and
transparent performance reporting mechanism.

MassDOT

Modify the Ecolane Customer web portal and mobile
app add-ons to let all demand response passenger
book trips.

N/A

RTA Task Force
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Recommendation

Other Requirements

Create a guideline for establishing bus stop
Municipal coordination
infrastructure. Develop a priority list for stops to install
benches and shelters at. Locations that service high
elderly and disabled densities should be given
preference.
Utilize and promote the service announcement
feature in Route Shout.

N/A

Establish a formal no-show policy for demand
response.

N/A

Update the brochure to reflect that the Southampton
demand response service will provide connections to
Easthampton.

N/A

Manufacturer specifications limit current bike racks to N/A
hold only two; monitor future developments for three.
Upgrade mobile data terminals on a regular basis to
ensure they have the capacity needed.

Procurement Process

Route 41 riders wanting earlier morning service are
Greenfield and Shelburne residents, but the survey
data are inconclusive whether earlier service would
be used based on respondents’ travel destinations.
Consider a needs study.

N/A

Most Route 23 riders live in Greenfield and Montague.
The first trip currently connects to the first PVTA
Route 31 trip; if PVTA adds earlier morning service,
consider adding another trip or adjusting the time of
the first trip.

Coordination with
other RTAs; service
outside FRTA member
community

8.14.3 Priority Three
There are 17 priority three recommendations (Table 57). Many of these build on priority two
recommendations but are either more complex to implement or would have less impact.
Table 57. Priority Three Recommendations
Type

AECOM

Recommendation

Other Requirements

Create a capital improvement plan for vehicle
replacement to lower the number of vehicles past their
ULB.

Procurement process

Identify the true gap that would need to be covered in
lost fare revenue and pursue funding partnerships.

N/A
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Recommendation

Other Requirements

Work with RTAs across the state to allow regional ballot Coordination with
initiatives, which would allow towns to generate
other RTAs; change in
dedicated revenue for transit. Advocate for state
state legislation
contract assistance to include automatic inflators.
Integrate mobile payment into the trip booking app for
FRTA Access.

N/A

FTM to operate the Bernardston demand response
service, which would expand hours and mobility
options. The microtransit program could then be
expanded to these towns providing service to all.

May require hiring
more drivers

Monitor the FRCOG Rideshare pilot program being
N/A
launched in the greater Greenfield region to understand
usage, travel patterns, costs, and lessons learned. This
will aid in either a future FRTA TNC subsidy program or
piggybacking off the FRCOG program for areas that
lack bus or microtransit service or for trips outside of
operating hours/days.
Work with PVTA to identify locations to transfer demand Coordination with
response passengers looking to travel between regions. other RTAs
Update service brochures to reflect which ones already
connect to the PVTA service area.
Recruit, promote, and expand volunteer drivers offered
in the region.

Hiring more drivers

Create a driver pool that COAs can pull from when
Hiring more drivers
backup drivers are needed. The drivers in the pool
should go through FRTA training protocol and be part of
a common drug testing pool.
Identify stops that are inaccessible and work with
property owners and municipalities to make them
accessible.

Municipal coordination

Support the development of park and rides. Ensure that Municipal coordination
any new facilities accommodate transit needs.
Replace a percentage of demand response vehicles
Procurement process
with ones that are smaller with a lower center of gravity.

AECOM

Add an additional trip mid-day on Route 41.

May require hiring
more drivers and
obtaining additional
equipment

Require operator to report annual revenue miles by
route with monthly reports.

N/A
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Recommendation

Other Requirements

Review and update service classification standards to
ensure routes fall into the correct categories.

N/A

Route 20 service begins at 4:30 AM; further research is May require hiring
needed to better understand what exactly the need is. more drivers and
obtaining additional
equipment
Replace vehicles when they reach their ULB. FRTA
RFP process
would benefit from using a single vendor for bus fleet
replacement, reducing the need to carry spare parts for
multiple vehicle types.

8.14.4 Priority Four
There are 15 priority four recommendations (Table 58). Many of these are related to demand
response service.
Table 58. Priority Four Recommendations
Type

Recommendation

Other Requirements

Increase cross community trips among operators,
with select days service provided from the rural
communities to larger urban areas and show
accordingly in marketing material.

May require hiring
more drivers and
obtaining additional
equipment

Create a pilot program with one of the COAs that is
more open to technology in order to figure out the
hurdles and solutions to rolling out systemwide. The
pilot program should demonstrate how COAs can
schedule trips through Ecolane and record changes
to trips. An operational plan needs to be developed.
Long term there should be a centralized location.

N/A

FTM to operate the Erving demand response service, N/A
which would expand hours and mobility options. The
microtransit program could then be expanded to
these towns, providing service to all. There would be
a cost increase as FTM has a higher cost per hour
and passenger than the current Erving COA.
Install open payment systems with Wi-Fi onboard that RFP and procurement
allows individuals to pay their fare using credit/debit
process
cards for demand response.

Explore technology and other tools to communicate
capacity/overloading issues.

AECOM

N/A
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Recommendation

Other Requirements

Extend route to match Route 21 hours to provide
counterclockwise service.

May require hiring
more drivers and
obtaining additional
equipment

Implement a single fare structure for demand
response to simplify fares. This would help if FRTA
moves toward mobile payments.

N/A

Develop a training program that COAs can deploy.

N/A

Sunderland to join FRTA in addition to PVTA.

N/A

As part of the COA pilot program using Ecolane to
N/A
schedule, include training on recording no-shows,
lates, denials, etc., daily. FRTA can then pull the data
monthly and will not need to transcribe and compile
what the COAs submit manually.
Install Wi-Fi repeaters on board COA vehicles to
RFP and procurement
improve communication, allowing dispatchers to track process
and monitor vehicle locations, communicate with
drivers, and implement new fare technology.
Begin tracking OTP for fixed route.

N/A

Work with BRTA and Elder Services of Berkshire
County Inc. to identify locations to transfer demand
response passengers looking to travel between
regions.

Coordination with
other RTAs; service
outside FRTA member
community

Replace all remaining REI and Dual Vision cameras
with Seon. Seon is the most reliable system; the
others have issues recording.

Procurement process

Eliminate Route 22 and serve with microtransit
instead.

N/A

8.14.5 Priority Five
There are 15 priority five recommendations (Table 59). Many of these would have a high impact,
such as weekend service or evening weekday service, but are costly to implement and complex
in nature to do.
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Table 59. Priority Five Recommendations
Type

Recommendation

Other Requirements

The RTAs should do a joint procurement for a new
fare system that includes a mobile payment option,
online accounts, items such as fare capping and
multiple outlets to procure smart cards.

RFP and procurement
process

Expand microtransit to begin when ADA service
May require hiring
begins. Expand service hours in COA towns to meet more drivers
special senior shopping hours during the pandemic.
Huntington COA expand hours to 9:00 AM to 5:00
PM daily, Shelburne COA expand Friday service to
4:00 PM.
Obtain intercity bus funding to operate a route
Procurement process;
between Greenfield and North Adams via Route 2 in service outside FRTA
order to connect to BRTA. Two trips daily.
member community

AECOM

Extend weekday service to 9:00 PM on Routes 21,
23, 31, 32, and 41. Use microtransit to provide
service after 9:00 PM to 12:00 AM.

May require hiring
more drivers; service
outside FRTA member
community

Monitor the status of systems that have deployed
electric buses in hilly cold climates. Electric buses
are relatively new and constantly being improved.
For FRTA to implement electric vehicles the vehicle
range in cold climates with hills must improve in
order to reduce range anxiety. Additionally, a new
facility would be needed to support the electrical
capacity needed.

N/A

Use a phased approach to implement service. Phase
1: Expand microtransit on weekends to all FRTA
towns with weekday fixed route service and the
Route 5 corridor to downtown Northampton and
Sugarloaf Estates in Sunderland in order to create
connections to PVTA. This would also meet the
needs for demand response weekend service.
Hours: Saturday 8:00 AM to 8:00 PM, Sunday 10:00
AM to 5:00 PM. Phase 2: Implement fixed route
based on patterns identified in microtransit on select
routes; adjust hours as needed. Phase 3: Implement
fixed route on all routes.

May require hiring
more drivers; potential
union contract issues;
service outside FRTA
member community

Increase frequency to 60 minutes on Route 31.

May require hiring
more drivers and
obtaining additional
equipment; service
outside FRTA member
community
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Recommendation

Other Requirements

Leverett to join FRTA in addition to PVTA and FRTA
to operate demand response service.

May require hiring
more drivers and
obtaining additional
equipment

Approach Shutesbury about adding demand
response as there would be an associated cost.
Expand FRTA Access to Shutesbury when demand
response is added.

May require hiring
more drivers and
obtaining additional
equipment

Develop partnerships with Highland Valley to
implement a Med-Ride program in FRTA Hampshire
and Hampden County communities. Coordinate with
PVTA.

Coordination with
other RTAs; service
outside FRTA member
community

Jointly procure an APC system with MART and VTA
who are also looking to do a joint procurement.

RFP and procurement
process

Add an additional trip on Route 23 creating
consistent 2-hour frequencies.

May require hiring
more drivers; service
outside FRTA member
community

Establish daily service (weekdays) with consistent
hours for all COA operators. Explore a consolidated
call center to book these trips in a consistent
manner.

May require hiring
more drivers

Offer a $0.10 discount on the purchase of bulk
tickets of 50 or more.

N/A

Construct a new O&M facility.

Final design

8.14.6 Priority Six
There are three priority six recommendations (Table 60). These include adding more demand
response service and procuring technology.
Table 60. Priority Six Recommendations
Type

AECOM

Recommendation

Other Requirements

Approach communities without demand response
about adding service as there would be a cost
associated with it. In many cases this would require
expanding fleet size and driver pool. An operator
would need to be determined.

May require hiring
more drivers and
obtaining additional
equipment
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Recommendation

Other Requirements

Procure vehicle-mounted collision warning
RFP and procurement
technology. Consider a joint procurement with MART, process; coordination
PVTA, VTA, CCRTA, and MVRTA who are also
with other RTAs
looking to add this technology to their fixed route and
demand response fleets.
Upgrade radio system with push to talk over cellular
technology. Explore possibility of expanding it to the
COAs after a study is completed determining
coverage and tower availability for space.

AECOM

Procurement process
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Appendix A Illustrative FY 2015–FY 2019 Performance
Results and Peer Review
Performance Evaluation
To provide historical context for FRTA performance since the 2015 RTP, this appendix provides
information on FRTA systemwide performance for fixed route and demand response modes for
FY 2015 through FY 2019. (FY 2020 and FY 2021 results are covered under the bilateral
FRTA/MassDOT MOU discussed in Chapter 6.) Prior to FY 2020 FRTA did not have a bilateral
MOU with MassDOT with mutually agreed upon key performance metrics, baselines, and
targets. A brief performance comparison with peer transit systems is also included in this
appendix.
This appendix evaluates the performance of the system and each route. Five data sets were
collected from FY 2019 records to analyze route diagnostics: ridership, revenue hours, revenue
miles, operating cost, and revenue generated. Route diagnostics were analyzed separately for
fixed route service (Table 61) and demand response (Table 62).
Table 61. Operating Statistics by Fixed Route (FY 2019)
Ridership

Revenue
Hours

Revenue
Miles

5,976

970

18,018

$117,193

$5,639

21,246

2,197

37,111

$265,387

$22,502

784

560

10,558

$67,697

$854

7,075

1,953

43,994

$235,832

$7,735

24-Crosstown Connector

19,708

2,684

45,706

$324,185

$22,741

31-Northampton/ Greenfield

27,917

2,889

76,692

$348,973

$32,506

32-Orange/Greenfield

27,150

3,030

84,187

$366,016

$31,835

8,759

1,474

43,446

$178,045

$9,352

118,615

15,757

359,712

$1,903,328

$133,164

Route
20-Greenlink Connector
21-Greenfield Community
22-BlueLink Connector
23- Sunderland/ Greenfield

41-Charlemont/ Greenfield
Total

Operating
Revenue
Cost Generated

Source: FRTA
Table 62. Operating Statistics by Demand Response Service (FY 2019)
Ridership

Revenue
Hours

Revenue
Miles

Operating
Cost

Revenue
Generated

8,937

5,186

39,234

$468,777

$50,824

Med-Ride

881

648

38,852

$24,708

$13,160

Blandford DR

920

1,213

12,947

$43,093

$4,051

Erving DR

1,448

1,142

7,940

$23,833

$2,755

Goshen DR

1,374

902

13,025

$30,157

$13,431

Route
FTM
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Ridership

Revenue
Hours

Revenue
Miles

Operating
Cost

Revenue
Generated

Southampton DR

1,703

1,370

15,459

$37,349

$2,836

Southwick DR

3,007

1,684

15,787

$68,696

$4,701

244

238

3,077

$2,298

$716

Charlemont DR

3,485

1,404

31,934

$124,865

$22,056

Northfield DR

1,623

1,896

11,785

$72,252

$5,915

23,622

15,683

190,040

$896,028

$120,445

Route

Westhampton DR

Total
Source: FRTA

On-Time Performance
FRTA defines OTP as trips that arrive within 10 minutes of the scheduled pick-up time. FRTA
does not include “no-show” trips in its OTP calculation. FRTA utilizes professional Ecolane
scheduling software, which not only schedules the trip but also provides the backend reporting
processes, including OTP, required by the agencies and the organizations that oversee FRTA.
Currently, only FTM trips are tracked through the Ecolane software. Many of the COAs prefer to
schedule trips using a paper and pencil method. FRTA’s average OTP for demand response
was 76.59 percent between FY 2016 and FY 2018. Data from FY 2019 were not available.
FRTA does not track or maintain data regarding OTP for any of its fixed routes and is not
required by the MOU to meet a certain percentage of OTP.

Service Effectiveness
Service effectiveness describes the amount of service utilized per unit of transit service
provided. Service effectiveness is measured based on two indicators: passengers per mile and
passengers per hour. Both metrics are functions of ridership and system speed. FRTA’s
operating environment is a large and primarily rural geographic area that is 97.6 percent rural,
1.8 percent urban, and 0.6 a combination of both urban and rural. The context of FRTA’s rural
operating environment is important in interpreting its service effectiveness measures.
Fixed Route
The fixed route system average passenger per mile was 0.33, which is below the national rural
transit average and the FTA Region 1 40 rural transit average for fixed routes (Table 63). This
lower number could be attributed to the size of the FRTA service area and length of trips. Route
21 has the most passengers per mile and Route 22 has the least (Figure 59).
Table 63. Fixed Route Productivity (FY 2019)
Route

Passengers/Mile

Passengers/Hour

FRTA System Average

0.33

6.59

National Rural Transit Average

0.61

10.59

FTA Region 1 Rural Transit Average

0.89

13.05

Source: FRTA; Rural Transit Fact Book 2020 (Data are specific to 1,301 rural transit providers
across the United States receiving Section 5311 funding.)
40

FTA Region 1 includes the states of Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, Vermont, New Hampshire, and Maine.
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Figure 59. Fixed Route Passengers per Revenue Mile (FY 2019)
Passengers/Mile

System Average (0.33)

0.70

Passengers per VRM

0.60

0.57

0.50

0.43
0.36

0.40

0.33

0.32

0.30
0.20

0.20

0.16
0.07

0.10
0.00

Route 21

Route 24

Route 31

Route 20

Route 32

Route 41

Route 23

Route 22

Fixed Route

Source: FRTA Fixed Route Data Report, 2019
The fixed route passengers per hour is 6.59, which is below the national average (10.59) and
the FTA Region 1 rural transit average (13.05). As shown in Figure 60, only Route 21, Route 31,
and Route 32 are well above the FRTA system average. Route 22 has the least number of
passengers per hour (1.40) compared to all other fixed routes.
Figure 60. Fixed Route Passengers per Revenue Hour (FY 2019)
Passengers/Hours

System Average (7.53)

12.00

Passengers per Hour

10.00

9.67

9.66

8.96

8.00

7.34
6.16

6.00

5.94

3.62

4.00

2.00

0.00

1.40

Route 21

Route 31

Route 32

Route 24

Route 20

Route 41

Route 23

Route 22

Fixed Route

Source: FRTA Fixed Route Data Report, 2019
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The average speed of fixed routes is presented in Table 64. Route 41 is the fixed route with the
highest average route speed of 29.47 miles per hour but has the third lowest passengers per
revenue mile and revenue hour. Notably, Route 21 has the lowest average route speed at 16.89
miles per hour but has the greatest number of passengers per revenue mile and passengers per
revenue hour.
Table 64. Fixed Route Average Speed
Fixed Route

Average Route Speed (miles per hour)

Route 41

29.47

Route 32

27.78

Route 31

26.54

Route 23

22.53

Route 22

18.84

Route 20

18.57

Route 24

17.03

Route 21

16.89

Source: Calculations based on FRTA Fixed Route Data Report, 2019
FRTA has classified fixed routes by service type and set goals for passengers per hour; none of
the routes are meeting their targets (Table 65). These targets were established prior to FRTA’s
redesign of their system and should be updated as the route numbers and classifications no
longer match for all.
Table 65. FRTA Service Classification Standards Performance
Classification
Local

Standard Routes Meeting Goal

Routes Not Meeting Goal

10

—

20, 21, 24, 31,32

Service

5

—

22, 23

Rural

8

—

41

Demand Response
As shown in Table 66, the average passengers per mile for FRTA demand response services is
0.12, which is slightly below the national rural transit average but above the FTA Region 1 rural
transit average (0.06). In Figure 61, FTM had the greatest number of passengers per mile at
0.23 followed by Southwick DR (0.19) and Erving DR (0.18). Med-Ride had the least number of
passengers per mile at 0.02. However, Med-Ride is a demand response service that serves
passengers outside of Franklin County specifically for medical appointments, so it is expected to
have fewer passengers per mile as trips are often longer.
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Table 66. Demand Response Productivity (FY 2019)
Demand Response

Passengers/Mile

Passengers/Hour

FRTA System Average

0.12

1.40

National Rural Transit Average

0.13

2.31

FTA Region 1 Rural Transit
Average

0.06

1.45

Source: FRTA; Rural Transit Fact Book, 2020 (Data are specific to 1,301 rural transit providers
across the United States receiving Section 5311 funding.)
For demand response passengers per hour, the FRTA system average for FY 2019 was 1.40,
which is lower than the national average, but only slightly below the FTA Region 1 rural transit
agency average (1.45). As shown in Figure 62, Charlemont DR, Southwick DR, and FTM are
well above the system average of 1.40, demonstrating effectiveness. Comparatively, Blandford
DR (0.80) has the fewest passengers per revenue hour.
Figure 61. Demand Response Passengers per Revenue Mile (FY 2019)
Passengers/Mile

System Average (0.12)

Passengers per VRM

0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15

0.23
0.19

0.18
0.14
0.11

0.11

0.11

0.10

0.08

0.05

0.07
0.02

0.00

Demand Response Service

Source: FRTA Demand Response Budget Report, FY 2019
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Figure 62. Demand Response Passengers per Revenue Hour (FY 2019)
Passengers/Hour

System Average (1.4)

3.00

Passengers per VRH

2.50
2.00

2.50

1.80

1.50

1.70

1.50

1.40

1.30

1.20

1.00

1.00

0.90

0.80

0.50
0.00

Demand Response Service

Source: FRTA Demand Response Budget Report, FY 2019

Financial Performance
The cost effectiveness indicators are cost per passenger, cost per mile, cost per hour, farebox
recovery, and subsidy per passenger. See Table 67 for FRTA fixed routes and Table 68 for
demand response. Note that financial performance indicators can be analyzed on a route-byroute or systemwide basis.
•

Cost per passenger is the overall cost to operate a route divided by the number of
passengers. A smaller number is preferred and typically correlates to higher ridership.

•

Cost per mile is the overall cost to operate a route divided by the number of revenue
miles operated on that route. A smaller number indicates more financially efficient routes
and/or faster operating speeds.

•

Cost per hour is the overall cost to operate a route divided by the number of revenue
service hours operated on that route. A smaller cost per hour indicates more financially
efficient routes and/or faster operating speeds.

•

Subsidy per passenger is the overall cost to operate a route minus passenger fare
revenue collected divided by the total number of passengers on that route. In effect, this
is the cost of each passenger trip on the route, which is subsidized by government
agencies. Subsidy per passenger is thus an indicator combining operating cost,
ridership, and farebox recovery.

•

Farebox recovery measures the percentage of operating cost covered by fares and is
an outcome heavily influenced by the ridership productivity of a route against its total
operating cost, as well as the fare policy of the system. It is calculated by dividing fare
revenue by operating cost.
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Fixed Route Financial Performance
FRTA’s average cost per passenger for fixed route is $16.05, which is about $9 higher than the
national rural transit average for fixed routes and $10 higher than the FTA Region 1 rural transit
average (Figure 63). The average cost per mile ($5.29) and cost per hour ($120.78) for FRTA
are higher than the national rural transit average and FTA Region 1 rural transit average.
Currently, the subsidy per passenger average is $14.92, which is higher than national rural
transit average ($6.03) and the FTA Region 1 rural transit average ($5.14). Farebox recovery
average is 7 percent, which is slightly lower farebox recovery compared to other national rural
transit agencies and FTA Region 1 rural transit averages.
Table 67. Fixed Route Financial Efficiency (FY 2019)
Cost/
Passenger

Cost/Mile

Cost/Hour

Subsidy/
Passenger

Farebox
Recovery

$16.05

$5.29

$120.78

$14.92

7.0%

National Rural
Transit Average

$6.81

$4.14

$72.25

$6.03

9.0%

FTA Region 1
Rural Transit
Average

$5.72

$4.89

$73.10

$5.14

10.2%

Route
FRTA System
Average

Source: FRTA Demand Response Budget Report, FY 2019; Rural Transit Fact Book 2020; NTD
2018 Metrics
On a route level, Route 22 has the highest cost per passenger, which is substantially higher
than many of the other fixed routes. This is due to the smaller number of riders on this route
compared to other fixed routes (Figure 63).
Figure 63. Fixed Route Cost per Passenger (FY 2019)
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Routes 21 and Route 24 have the highest cost per mile at $7.15 and $7.09, respectively;
however, they also have the slowest operating speeds compared to other routes (Figure 64).
Figure 64. Fixed Route Cost per Mile (FY 2019)
Cost Per Mile
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Source: Calculations based on FRTA FY 2015-2019 Fixed Route Data
FRTA utilizes an average cost per hour of $120.78 to estimate route costs, and as such, the cost
per hour for all fixed routes is the same. As shown in Figure 65 and Figure 66, Route 22 has the
highest subsidy per passenger at $85.26 and the lowest farebox recovery (1.3 percent)
compared to other fixed routes. Route 31 is the best performing route in terms of subsidy per
passenger and farebox recovery at $11.34 and 9.3 percent, respectively.
Figure 65. Fixed Route Subsidy per Passenger (FY 2019)
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Source: Calculations based on FRTA FY 2015-2019 Fixed Route Data
Figure 66. Fixed Route Farebox Recovery (FY 2019)
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Demand Response Financial Performance
FRTA’s demand response system average for cost per passenger is $37.93, which is higher
than the national rural transit average of $18.85 and only slightly higher than the FTA Region 1
rural transit average of $32.58. This is likely due to the low number of riders on each of the
demand response routes and the size of the geographic area served. FRTA also has a higher
cost per revenue hour ($57.13) compared to other rural agencies. 41 FRTA has a higher farebox
recovery (13.4 percent) comparatively, but also has a higher cost per mile and slightly higher
subsidy per passenger (Table 68).
Table 68. Demand Response Financial Efficiency (FY 2019)
Route

Cost/
Passenger Cost/ Mile Cost/ Hour

Subsidy/
Passenger

Farebox
Recovery

FRTA System Average

$37.93

$4.71

$57.13

$32.83

13.4%

National Rural Transit
Average

$18.85

$2.51

$43.67

$17.13

7.7%

FTA Region 1 Rural
Transit Average

$32.58

$1.80

$47.51

$32.17

1.26%

Source: FRTA Demand Response Budget Report, FY 2019; Rural Transit Agency Fact Book
2020; NTD 2018 Metric
FTM has the highest cost per passenger ($52.45) followed by Blandford DR ($46.84) and
Northfield DR ($44.52) (Figure 67). FTM also has the highest cost per mile and cost per hour
41
It should be noted that MA has the highest minimum wage among FTA Region 1 states, and the highest cost of living according to
the cost of living index. Nationally MA has the 4th highest minimum wage rate and the 5th highest cost of living among all states.
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compared to other operators. Westhampton DR and Erving DR have the lowest cost per
passenger and are the only demand response routes that are below the national rural transit
average. Six of the demand response routes are below the FTA Region 1 rural transit average.
The FTM cost per revenue mile is more than twice that of the other operators (Figure 68). MedRide has the lowest, followed by Westhampton DR.
Figure 67. Demand Response Cost Per Passenger (FY 2019)
Cost per Passenger
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Source: Calculations based on FRTA Demand Response Budget Report, FY 2019
Figure 68. Demand Response Cost per Revenue Mile (FY 2019)
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In terms of cost per revenue hour, FTM has the highest at $90.39, followed by Med-Ride at
$88.93 (Figure 69). FTM encompasses multiple demand response service areas and thus has a
higher operating cost relative to the number of revenue hours produced. In FY 2019, Med-Ride
operated 648 revenue hours, which is the third lowest among all demand response services.
Despite the few revenue hours operated, the cost of operating the service remained steady at
approximately $25,000 due to how the service is funded and volunteers reimbursed. Five of the
routes (Southwick DR, Northfield DR, Erving DR, Southampton DR, and Blandford DR) are also
outperforming the national rural transit average with lower values.
Figure 70 and Figure 71 illustrate the subsidy per passenger and farebox recovery for demand
response service. 42 FTM, Blandford DR, and Northfield DR have the highest subsidies per
passenger. This is likely attributed to the percentage of farebox revenue recovered, which is
below the system average. All routes but Southwick DR have a farebox recovery higher than the
national rural transit average (7.7 percent).
The average fare collected per passenger 43 is $4.72, including both farebox and contract
revenue. When broken down by contract and fare paying individuals FRTA collects an average
of $3.02 per fare paying individual and $9.45 per individual if the fare is covered under a
contract.
Figure 69. Demand Response Cost per Revenue Hour (FY 2019)
Cost/hour
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Source: Calculations based on FRTA Demand Response Budget Report, FY 2019

Farebox recovery includes FRTA contract revenue.
Not including Med-Ride as this “fare” is the mileage reimbursement for the volunteer driver and varies based on the distance
traveled.

42
43
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Figure 70. Demand Response Subsidy Per Passenger (FY 2019)
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Source: Calculations based on FRTA Demand Response Budget Report, FY 2019
Figure 71. Demand Response Farebox Recovery (FY 2019)
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Capacity
Capacity constraints can be indicated through denied and missed trips, long telephone hold
times, and OTP. High levels of cancellations and no-shows strain the system and can lead to
capacity issues as well. The following definitions are used for the ADA paratransit and demand
response non-ADA capacity analysis.
FTA defines a denial as a trip requested at least a day prior that the agency cannot provide or
can only provide outside the 1-hour negotiation window. It also includes round-trip requests
where the agency can only provide one leg of the trip. This applies specifically to ADA
complementary paratransit service. FRTA has not had any denials that meet the ADA definition
but does track the number of trip denials for non-ADA services, indicating they are well within
compliance for FTA ADA regulations. FRTA had 163 denials in FY 2019; nearly half of these
were on FTM routes. Three demand response routes (Erving DR, Southwick DR, and Northfield
DR) had no denials (Figure 72).
Figure 72. Trip Denials (FY 2019)
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While it is anticipated that some level of cancellations and no-shows will exist, high percentages
of same-day cancellations and no-shows can put a strain on a system and lead to increased
costs. Passengers are responsible for notifying FRTA if they want to cancel a scheduled trip. All
trips must be cancelled at least 1 hour prior to the scheduled pick-up time. If a passenger
cancels the trip less than 1 hour prior to the pick-up time, they are identified as a “no show.”
When a demand response vehicle arrives as scheduled and either the passenger does not
show up or refuses the ride, this is also considered a no show. Customers who are persistent
no-shows may be penalized. FRTA does not have a formal no-show policy and relies on
passengers for complying with demand response guidelines outlined in their printed demand
response rider guides and on their website. To date, FRTA has not penalized any passengers
for no-shows.
FRTA no-show and cancellation data are organized by ADA and non-ADA demand response
(Table 69). Data are only available for FTM. In FY 2019, there were 559 no-shows and 2,128
same-day cancelations, with the majority of both being non-ADA demand response. On an
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average day there are 2.2 no-shows (6.2 percent, or 6.2 for every 100 passenger trips) and 8.5
(23.8 percent, or 23.8 for every 100 passenger trips) cancellations.
Table 69. Demand Response No-Shows and Cancellations (FY 2019)
Demand Response

No-Show

Same-Day Cancellations

38

259

Non-ADA

521

1,869

Total

559

2,128

ADA

Source: FRTA
Missed trips are defined by FTA as trips that were requested, confirmed, and scheduled but do
not take place at the fault of the agency. This includes leaving before the beginning of the pickup window, not waiting the required wait time, arriving after the pick-up window is over, and
departing without the rider or not arriving at all. Since FY 2015 each month FRTA’s missed trips
has ranged from 0 to 1.1 percent.

Customer Service
FRTA customers are encouraged to contact the customer call center with complaints or
concerns. Customers can also provide their complaint or concern on the FRTA website. For a
complaint or concern to be investigated by FRTA, the passenger must provide the date and time
of the allegation, the route or bus number, and the location such as bus stop, town, or street
name. FTA categorizes complaints as valid, indicating the complaint has evidence to support it,
or invalid, which shows that the complaint could not be verified by FRTA during the course of the
investigation.
FRTA complaint data from FY 2015 to FY 2019 are outlined in Figure 73. Data only include FTM
operated service as data from other operators are not collected. The most common complaints
FRTA receives are in regard to passengers being passed by, dangerous driving, rude
employees, or early departure, per FRTA complaint classifications.
Figure 73. Valid Complaints per 100,000 Passenger Trips (FY 2015–FY 2019)
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Peer Evaluation
As part of the CRTP update, a peer review was conducted to gain an understanding of how
other similar systems are operating transit service. This peer review explores five transit
systems. For the purpose of this report, peers were selected by gathering data from the National
Transit Database (NTD) and the U.S. Census and comparing 2018 agency profiles. Transit
agencies were filtered by operating conditions (i.e., rural in nature) and then sorted by the
amount of service (revenue miles and revenue hours) provided. Peers that fell within a certain
tolerance of FRTA were selected and then population densities evaluated to select the best five
peers. The peers selected for this analysis include Benzie Transportation Authority, Potomac
Valley Transit Authority, Nevada County Transit Services, Schuylkill Transportation System, and
the Incorporated County of Los Alamos as outlined in Table 70. Although each transit system is
unique, the similarities and differences in these five peers provide useful insight into how transit
service is provided and operated throughout the country. FRTA has the second greatest
population compared to its peers and falls in the middle for its population density. FRTA has the
largest percentage of persons living in poverty and like most peers is not experiencing rapid
population growth.
Table 70. Peer Systems Census Data

System

Location

Benzie
Benzie
Transportation County
Authority
Potomac
Valley Transit
Authority *

Population
Density
Population
(square
State
mile)
MI

Hampshire, WV
Hardy,
Grant,
Mineral, and
Pendleton
Counties

Population
Growth
Rate 20102018

17,776

55

1.4%

82,441

30

-3.9%

323

10.3%

15.5%
2,748

Nevada
Nevada
County Transit County
Services

CA

99,755

102

1.0%

Schuylkill
Schuylkill
Transportation County
System

PA

141,359

182

-4.7%

Incorporated
County of Los
Alamos

Los Alamos NM

19,369

164

7.9%

FRTA

Franklin
County

103,300

86

0.25%

MA

Square
Miles by Percent
Service Poverty
Area

978

783

118
1,201

10.3%

13.0%

3.9%

17.1%

Source: National Transit Database, 2018; U.S. Census Data Quick Fact Sheet 2018.
*Serves Hampshire, Hardy, Grant, Mineral, and Pendleton Counties, West Virginia.
Operating data, as outlined in the NTD, provide important information regarding system
ridership, operating budgets, farebox revenue, and revenue hours and miles operated (Table
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71). Among peers selected, only the Incorporated County of Los Alamos does not collect fares,
so no farebox revenue is reported. This peer was selected in order to have comparison to a
fare-free system. Comparatively, FRTA ranks fourth in ridership (Figure 75) and annual
operating budget (Figure 76). In regard to ridership, Incorporated County of Los Alamos
operates a comparable number of service miles and hours to FRTA but carries three times the
number of riders despite Franklin County having five times the population. This is likely due to
the fact that Los Alamos does not charge a fare for its riders, something that FRTA is also
considering in the future. In 2018, FRTA ranked fifth among its peers in annual revenue miles
operated (Figure 77), but had the greatest number of revenue hours operated compared to its
peers in 2018 (Figure 78), indicating they have lower operating speeds than most peers.
Table 71. Peer Systems Operating Data

System

% Demand
Response Operating
Ridership VRH
Budget

Farebox
Revenue

Revenue Revenue
Miles
Hours
Operated Operated

Benzie
Transportation 95,046
Authority

16%

$1,554,943

$141,641

589,654

29,786

Potomac
Valley Transit
Authority

31%

$1,778,141

$86,729

637,443

28,004

Nevada
County Transit 277,153
Services

42%

$4,766,014

$489,061

470,443

34,915

Schuylkill
Transportation 252,053
System

54%

$4,271,099

$317,848

665,063

36,902

Incorporated
County of Los 441,543
Alamos

10%

$3,363,350

$0***

613,554

31,194

FRTA

43%

$2,960,251

$261,146

588,549

38,247

92,951

149,242

Source: NTD, 2018
*Demand response services are provided by Gold Country LIFT operated by the Transit
Services Commission of Nevada County, a separate division of the Nevada County Transit
Services Fixed Route Bus Service. Demand response data are reported in the FY 2015-FY
2018 Triennial Performance Audit Report, which has been included for this analysis for demand
response.
** Incorporated County of Los Alamos does not collect fare revenue but is instead funded by the
Gross Receipts Tax, which totaled $1,482,081 in 2018. The tax rate is 1/8th of 1 percent of all
gross receipts.
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Figure 74. Peer Comparison: Ridership (2018)
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Figure 75. Peer Comparison: Annual Operating Budget (2018)
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Figure 76. Peer Comparison: Farebox Revenue (2018)
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Figure 77. Peer Comparison: Annual Revenue Miles (2018)
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Figure 78. Peer Comparison: Annual Revenue Hours (2018)
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Comparing system performance in Table 72, FRTA performance ranks fourth among its peers in
passengers per mile (Figure 79), passengers per hour (Figure 80), and cost per hour (Figure
81). It does not serve either the greatest or least number of passengers per hour or mile, but it
does have the highest cost per passenger (Figure 82) and the second highest subsidy per
passenger (Figure 83). The higher cost per passenger is most likely attributed to the larger
service area and lower population density, and for demand response trips, which are typically
longer. The FRTA system has a high cost and a low number of passengers served per mile and
hour relative to its peers. This may be because FRTA operates a greater percentage (revenue
hours) than most peers, a service that by its nature has lower productivity. Additionally, FRTA
ranks third in farebox recovery (Figure 84). While the system conditions may vary, FRTA can
utilize peer system performance to identify possible areas in its own system for improvement.
Table 72. Peer Systems Performance
Peer

Passengers/ Passengers/
Mile
Hour

Cost/
Cost/
Subsidy/
Farebox
Hour Passenger Passenger Recovery

Benzie
Transportation
Authority

0.16

3.19

$52.20

$16.36

$14.87

9.1%

Potomac Valley
Transit Authority

0.15

3.32

$63.50

$19.13

$18.20

4.9%

Nevada County
Transit Services

0.59

7.94 $136.50

$17.20

$15.43

10.3%
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Passengers/ Passengers/
Mile
Hour

Peer

Cost/
Cost/
Subsidy/
Farebox
Hour Passenger Passenger Recovery

Schuylkill
Transportation
System

0.42

7.51 $115.74

$15.41

$14.26

7.4%

Incorporated
County of Los
Alamos

0.72

14.15 $107.82

$7.62

$7.62

N/A

FRTA

0.25

$19.84

$18.09

8.8%

3.90

$77.40

Source: NTD 2018
Figure 79. Peer Comparison: Passengers per Mile (2018)
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Figure 80. Peer Comparison: Passengers per Hour (2018)
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Figure 81. Peer Comparison: Cost per Hour (2018)
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Figure 82. Peer Comparison: Cost per Passenger (2018)
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Figure 83. Peer Comparison: Subsidy per Passenger (2018)
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Figure 84. Peer Comparison: Farebox Recovery (2018)
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Source: NTD 2018 and FRTA Fixed Route Data 2018
A peer review was conducted to gain an understanding of how five other rural transit systems
are operating service in comparison to FRTA. Operationally, FRTA is in the middle among its
peers in ridership, operating budget, farebox revenue, and annual revenue miles. However,
FRTA operates the most revenue hours, which is likely attributed to its large geographic service
area. In terms of performance relative to the service area population size and density, FRTA
spends no more than its peers do per capita when normalized by density.

Riders per Capita per Square Mile

Figure 85. Service Consumed Compared to Spending Normalized by Service Area Size
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A review of the peers’ websites was conducted to identify best practices that FRTA could
implement in the future. The majority of the best practices identified are education, marketing,
and how to disseminate information to the public (Table 73). Two peers, Benzie Transportation
Authority and Incorporated County of Los Alamos, focus on technology that improves the rider
experience
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Table 73. Peer Systems Best Practices
Peer

Best Practice

Benzie
Transportation
Authority

• Mobile app for trip planning info on the home page
• Real-time information on arrival for demand response through Ecolane
app
• Online and app trip booking for demand response passengers
• Scrolling banner across the top of website with service alerts
• Links to neighboring transit systems that connect with websites

Potomac Valley • One click link to overview of system in Spanish with how to request
Transit Authority
translation
Nevada County
Transit Services

• Frequently asked questions about how to use the service on website
• Google Transit Tripper Planner built into website

Schuylkill
Transportation
System

•
•
•
•
•

Real-time bus schedule information (Avail)
Educational video on demand response services
Use of alternative fuel vehicles (CNG)
Smart card
Fixed route is free for seniors 65+ (funded through the state lottery
system)

Incorporated
County of Los
Alamos

•
•
•
•

Real-time bus schedule information (Avail)
Frequently asked questions about how to use the service on website
Use of transit gross receipts tax revenue to operate fare free
Links to neighboring transit systems that connect with websites
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Appendix B Vehicle Inventory
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Asset
Subtype

Location

Manufacturer

Standing
Capacity

Wheelchair
Capacity

Bus Std 35
FT

FTM

Gillig Corporation

2017

Diesel
Fuel

35

31

12

2

85,006

5

Bus Std 35
FT

FTM

Gillig Corporation

2017

Diesel
Fuel

35

31

12

2

76,465

5

Bus Std 35
FT

FTM

Gillig Corporation

2017

Diesel
Fuel

35

31

12

2

75,549

5

Bus Std 35
FT

FTM

International

2012

Diesel
Fuel

35

36

14

2

190,718

Bus Std 35
FT

FTM

International

2011

Diesel
Fuel

35

36

14

2

201,184

3

Bus Std 35
FT

FTM

International

2011

Diesel
Fuel

35

36

14

2

239,791

3

Bus Std 35
FT

FTM

International

2011

Diesel
Fuel

35

36

14

2

213,131

3

Bus 30 FT

FTM

New Flyer of
America

2016

Diesel
Fuel

30

24

9

2

89,813

5

Bus < 30 FT FTM

Coach and
Equipment
Manufacturing
Company

2019

Gasoline

25

18

4

4

1,305

5

Bus < 30 FT FTM

Coach and
Equipment
Manufacturing
Company

2019

Gasoline

25

18

4

4

645

5

Bus < 30 FT FTM

Coach and
Equipment
Manufacturing
Company

2019

Gasoline

25

18

4

4

367

5

Bus < 30 FT FTM

Coach and
Equipment
Manufacturing
Company

2015

Gasoline

25

18

4

4

112,764

4
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Asset
Subtype

Location

Manufacturer

Franklin Regional Transit Authority

Manufacture Fuel
Year
Type

Seating
Length Capacity

Standing
Capacity

Wheelchair
Capacity

Current
Miles

Condition
Code

Bus < 30 FT FTM

Coach and
Equipment
Manufacturing
Company

2015

Gasoline

25

18

4

4

106,784

4

Bus < 30 FT FTM

Coach and
Equipment
Manufacturing
Company

2015

Gasoline

25

18

4

4

103,491

4

Bus < 30 FT FTM

Starcraft

2014

Gasoline

25

18

4

4

98,848

4

Bus < 30 FT

Starcraft

2012

Gasoline

25

18

4

2

111,826

3

Bus < 30 FT

Starcraft

2012

Gasoline

25

18

4

2

113,251

3

Bus < 30 FT

Starcraft

2012

Gasoline

25

18

4

2

157,330

1

Bus < 30 FT

Starcraft

2012

Gasoline

25

18

4

2

152,662

1

Bus < 30 FT

Starcraft

2012

Gasoline

25

18

4

2

154,580

2

Bus < 30 FT Hulmes

Shepard Brothers
Inc.

2017

Gasoline

21

14

0

4

30,752

5

Bus < 30 FT Southampton

Shepard Brothers
Inc.

2017

Gasoline

21

14

0

4

31,156

5

Bus < 30 FT FCSO

Shepard Brothers
Inc.

2015

Gasoline

21

14

0

4

18,758

5

Bus < 30 FT Bernardston

Elkhart Coach
(Division of
Forest River, Inc.)

2014

Gasoline

21

14

0

4

43,256

4

Bus < 30 FT Shelburne

Elkhart Coach
(Division of
Forest River, Inc.)

2014

Gasoline

21

14

0

4

69,459

4

Bus < 30 FT RVE

Elkhart Coach
(Division of
Forest River, Inc.)

2014

Gasoline

21

14

0

4

64,223

4
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Subtype

Location

Manufacturer

Franklin Regional Transit Authority

Manufacture Fuel
Year
Type

Seating
Length Capacity

Standing
Capacity

Wheelchair
Capacity

Current
Miles

Condition
Code

Bus < 30 FT Erving

Elkhart Coach
(Division of
Forest River, Inc.)

2014

Gasoline

21

14

0

4

47,965

4

Bus < 30 FT FTM

Elkhart Coach
(Division of
Forest River, Inc.)

2014

Gasoline

21

14

0

4

48,751

4

Bus < 30 FT FTM

Elkhart Coach
(Division of
Forest River, Inc.)

2014

Gasoline

21

14

0

4

51,715

4

Bus < 30 FT Bernardston

Elkhart Coach
(Division of
Forest River, Inc.)

2013

Gasoline

21

14

0

2

41,313

4

Bus < 30 FT COA Spare

Elkhart Coach
(Division of
Forest River, Inc.)

2013

Gasoline

21

14

0

2

49,800

4

Bus < 30 FT Hilltown

Elkhart Coach
(Division of
Forest River, Inc.)

2013

Gasoline

21

14

0

2

56,971

4

Bus < 30 FT Huntington

Elkhart Coach
(Division of
Forest River, Inc.)

2013

Gasoline

21

14

0

2

67,127

4

Bus < 30 FT Shelburne

Coach and
Equipment
Manufacturing
Company

2012

Gasoline

21

12

0

4

75,119

3

Bus < 30 FT

Coach and
Equipment
Manufacturing
Company

2012

Gasoline

21

12

0

4

108,402

1

Bus < 30 FT COA Spare

Coach and
Equipment
Manufacturing
Company

2012

Gasoline

21

12

0

4

66,069

3
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Asset
Subtype

Location

Manufacturer

Franklin Regional Transit Authority

Manufacture Fuel
Year
Type

Seating
Length Capacity

Standing
Capacity

Wheelchair
Capacity

Current
Miles

Condition
Code

Bus < 30 FT COA Spare

Coach and
Equipment
Manufacturing
Company

2012

Gasoline

21

12

0

4

97,363

2

Bus < 30 FT COA Spare

Coach and
Equipment
Manufacturing
Company

2011

Gasoline

21

12

0

4

42,475

2

Bus < 30 FT Shelburne

Coach and
Equipment
Manufacturing
Company

2011

Gasoline

21

12

0

4

44,786

2

Bus < 30 FT FTM

Coach and
Equipment
Manufacturing
Company

2011

Gasoline

21

12

0

4

63,727

2

Bus < 30 FT FTM

Coach and
Equipment
Manufacturing
Company

2011

Gasoline

21

12

0

4

56,771

2
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Appendix C FRTA Approved Fare Policy
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Fare Policy
FRTA’s MOU with MassDOT requires the agency to have an established fare policy. Fare
polices help guide transit agencies in making decisions regarding fares, fare levels, fare
changes, media, and technology. To develop a fare policy, transit agencies set goals that
become the foundation for the policy and establish criteria for making recommendations. As a
rural public transit agency many of the clients are lower income and social service agency
clientele for this reason equity is important for the agency. While data is also important, data
should be used to support fare policy decisions and not guide them. The goals for FRTA’s
fare policy are listed in Figure 1 and are consistent with the needs of the region.
Figure 1. Fare Policy Goals

1. Equitable and fair
2. Develop partnerships to offset fare collections
3. Compatible with rural nature of services
4. Maintain a simple fare policy
5. Regularly evaluate fares
An equitable fare policy is important to FRTA as many residents are of low income and cannot
afford higher fares such as are found in more urban areas. FRTA has a low farebox recovery for
fixed route service and it is believed that the costs of fare collection for fixed route services are
greater than the amount of revenue generated. If this scenario is true, the fixed route service
could be a candidate to go fare free. This leads into FRTA’s second goal to develop more
partnerships to help offset fares. Currently just over half of the demand response fares collected
are through partnerships. Due to FRTA’s rural nature and multiple operators, the fare policy
must be compatible for all and consider that some areas lack wi-fi and cellular service or

facilities are located a distance away from the main facility in Greenfield. FRTA has moved to
simplify its fare structure; any changes should promote simplifying the structure more or
maintaining the current simplicity. The last goal would be to regularly evaluate fares because,
like many of the RTAs, FRTA has not historically made fare policy or fare level changes often,
and many times those changes have been instigated by outside stakeholders, such as
MassDOT. Increasing the use of technology for fares would be a good goal to have, but many
of FRTA’s riders may not have bank accounts or credit cards, and any technology solution must
keep this in mind.
Current fare structures, historical changes, performance targets, the current climate, and the
region’s needs were reviewed in order to develop recommendations that are in line with the
needs of FRTA but also meet the requirements of the MOU with MassDOT. The results of
the review can be found throughout the 2020 CRTP update and key findings are
summarized below:
The last fare increase was in the fall of 2017. Prior to that it had been 5 years since a fare
increase was considered. At this time fixed route fares were simplified from a
distance-based fare to a single fare.
The demand response fare structures are different based on the two operators.
Demand response has a higher farebox recovery (13.4 percent) than fixed route (7 percent)
largely because of the partnerships developed.
FRTA deployed the GO CARD, a smart card, but there have been several issues with the
one ticket vending machine and value cannot be added online.
Many areas served by FRTA demand response lack cellular service or wi-fi.
It is not cost effective to install mechanical fareboxes on vehicles operated by the COAs
because the vehicles would have to report back to the main facility in Greenfield at least
once a week to have the fareboxes probed and emptied. The cost to install such
technology at each operator’s facility outweighs the revenue generated.
The MOU targets are for increased farebox recovery.
The FRTA region has lower median household incomes than the state average.
The population density is less than 100 people per square mile and the region is considered
97.6 percent rural.
The fare collection system is over 10 years old.
The following is recommended for the FRTA fare policy:
Evaluate the true cost of fare collection for fixed route and determine whether it is cost
effective to replace the fareboxes.
Seek additional funding partnerships to generate more revenue, enabling FRTA to go fare
free without requiring additional state and federal operating subsidies.
Monitor cellular service and smart phone saturation rates in the more rural areas to evaluate
whether mobile payments could be implemented in the future.
Do not purchase electronic fareboxes for the demand response vans operated by the COAs
but explore vault-style drop boxes and open fare payment systems.
Explore a mobile payment option for the FRTA Access microtransit.
Consider fare increases in increments of $0.25 only.
If fare-free for fixed route is unattainable, consider upgrading the fare system as part of a
joint procurement with other transit agencies as long as local funding does not need to

be used to provide the typical local match. The fare system should be an account-based
system that includes fare capping and mobile payments, is integrated with PVTA and
MART, and where riders can purchase and load value onto smartcards at retail outlets.
Create a single demand response fare structure the next time fare changes are addressed.
Every 3 years address the FRTA board regarding fare changes.
FRTA has a low farebox recovery and it is believed that the costs of fare collection for fixed
route services is greater than the amount of revenue generated. To determine whether it makes
sense for FRTA to potentially go fare free a couple of steps need to be undertaken. First, FRTA
will need to document the cost for fixed route fare collection versus the amount of revenue
generated. The second step is to look at the impact to ADA paratransit, which FRTA believes
would be minimal since there are very few registered ADA passengers. Third, a potential source
of additional revenue will need to be identified, which could include further expanding existing
partnerships with local businesses and social service agencies, along with developing new
partnerships. If going fare free will not increase the amount of subsidy required from MassDOT
then this policy could be adopted. Fare generation would have to be considered each year as
part of the annual budget process.
Fare free transit is only being considered for fixed route services and complementary ADA
service. The FRTA Access microtransit, and the regular dial-a-ride service operated by Franklin
Transit Management, Inc. and the local COAs would still charge a fare or contract for programs.
It is cost prohibitive to install electronic fareboxes on the vans operated by the COAs. Vaultstyle drop boxes should be installed instead and an open fare payment system explored. An
open fare payment system would allow individuals to pay their fare using a standard bank/credit
card and mobile payment apps such as Android or Apple pay. This would require wi-fi on all
vehicles in order to enable the transactions.
In terms of fare technology, it is not cost-effective for the agency to install upgraded fare
equipment on all transit vehicles since fares generate very little revenue for FRTA and much of
the region is rural. While fare technology, such as SmartCard or mobile payment, may reduce
fare collection costs for FRTA, the amount of revenue may not justify investment. A benefit for
FRTA customers would be that an account-based system would allow for the development of
a fare capping program where passengers who use an account-based smart card or mobile
fare payment can pay incrementally towards a monthly pass. If fares are to be charged then
any changes should be in denominations of $0.25, as the economy continues to transition to
cashless, individuals are less likely to carry smaller coinage.
FRTA will approach the board every 3 years regarding the current fare policy or if it has been
deemed financially feasible to transition the fixed route to fare free. If the board decides to
consider a change in the fare policy FRTA will evaluate at least two scenarios and how they
would impact the overall budget, what the change in fare revenue would be, and how this would
impact vulnerable populations such as low income and minority. A public meeting should be held
to garner feedback on the results of the analysis each time a fare change is considered.

Signed This Day

Clerk
FRTA Advisory Board

Date November 24, 2020
Randy Crochier
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Appendix D Outreach Backup Materials
A public survey, driver survey, and stakeholder survey were conducted to engage the
community in a discussion of transportation needs and what initiatives FRTA should prioritize for
the future. The results of each survey are presented in the following sections.

Stakeholder Survey
A stakeholder survey was sent to all stakeholder groups in the FRTA region to better understand
their clients’ and constituents’ needs. In total, 27 stakeholder groups responded to the survey
representing various communities, senior centers, social service agencies, educational
institutions, and advocacy groups.
Q1. What is the name of your organization?
The following organizations responded to the survey (Table 74).
Table 74. Survey Respondents
Community

Senior Center/
COA

Social Service
Agency

Town of
Shelburne

Southwick Senior DDS
Center

Advocacy
Group
Center for new
Americans

Other
Greenfield
Community
College

City of Greenfield South County
Senior Center

Franklin County
Community
Regional Housing Action Pioneer
& Redevelopment Valley
Authority

Collaborative
Resolutions
Group

Greenfield City
Council (2)

Huntington COA
Council on Aging

Greenfield Family EndTheStigma
Hilltown
Inn / ServiceNet EnoughIsEnough Community
Development

Town of Chester

Shutesbury
Council on Aging

NELCWIT

Town of Rowe

Southampton
Council on Aging

RECOVER
Project
Franklin County
Sheriff’s Office
LifePath, Inc.

Q2. Who are the population groups you represent?
Respondents represent diverse constituencies. While many represent specific municipalities,
the largest constituency represented was seniors (Figure 86).
Others included:
•

Residents of specific areas or municipalities

•

Domestic and sexual violence survivors

•

All people looking for housing information
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•

People in recovery and court services

•

Students

•

Young parents, LGBTQ youth

Franklin Regional Transit Authority

Figure 86. Population Groups Represented
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%

63%

59%

52%

52%

44%

44%

44%

44%

37%

10%
0%

Q3. Where do these population groups generally live?
The largest population/group represented is in Greenfield/Turners falls (Figure 87). Other
specified towns, regions, or counties include Southwick, Chester, North Quabbin (2),
Deerfield/Sunderland/Whately (2), Huntington, Hampshire County (2), Shutesbury, Athol, and
the Hilltown Region.
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Figure 87. Where Population Groups Live
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40%
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59%
48%

20%
10%
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Greenfield/Turners
Falls

Other (please
specify)

26%

26%

West County

Central Franklin
County (not
Greenfield/Turners
Falls)

19%
East County

Q4. Do they use the FRTA and if so what percentage of them do so?
Very few respondents stated that their clients do not use FRTA (4 percent); conversely, 35
percent were unsure, leaving 61 percent who stated their clients do use FRTA (Figure 88).
Thirty-five percent of stakeholder groups stated that their clients use FRTA 1 percent to 10
percent of the time, the largest response group.
Figure 88. FRTA Usage of Stakeholder Clients
40%
34.62%

35%

34.62%

30%
25%
20%
15%

11.54%

10%
5%
0%

7.69%

7.69%

3.85%

No

1%-10%

11%-25%

26%-50%

51%-75%

76%-100%

Not Sure

Q5. What FRTA routes or services do they use the most?
The most common FRTA service used by stakeholder clients is demand response. This was
expected as a large number of senior centers/COAs responded to the survey. The most
AECOM
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common route used is Route 21 (Figure 89). The largest response was “I don’t know”; this is in
line with question four about how often FRTA is used.
Figure 89. FRTA Routes/Services Used
60%
50%

52%
41%

40%

26%

30%

19%

20%

15%

15%

10%

15%

11%

11%

11%

11%

11%

7%

0%

Q6. What barriers or concerns do you hear regarding using the FRTA service?
Lack of weekend service was identified as the top barrier/concern (Figure 90). There were
several “other” comments, which are summarized below:
•

Lack of service to neighboring communities in the FRTA region if a different demand
response operator is used

•

Some member towns have no demand response service

•

Long wait times for demand response

•

Service reliability

•

Full bike racks

•

Bus stop accessibility issues
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Figure 90. Barriers and Concerns of FRTA Service
70%
59%

60%

56%

52%

52%

50%
40.74%

40%

30%

30%

30%

30%

26%

26%

22%

20%

19%
11%

Lack of demand response connections to the
MART service areas

Do not now how to ride the bus

Inaccessible bus stops

Lack of fixed route connections to the MART
region

Lack of demand response connections to the
PVTA service areas

Cannot book trip on demand response when
needed

Inability to pay the fare

Inability to access the Berkshires, Brattleboro,
VT, or eastern MA via public transportation

Other (please specify)

Service ends too early on weekdays

Lack of fixed route connections to the PVTA
region

Lack of weekend service

0%

Service is infrequent

10%

Q7. Describe any unmet transportation needs identified by your population groups.
Lack of weekend service was identified as the top unmet need followed by a lack of evening
service (Figure 91). There were several “other” comments, many of which reiterated or
expanded upon selected unmet needs. Additional unique unmet needs identified are:
•

Lack of service to neighboring communities in the FRTA region if a different demand
response operator is used

•

Certain communities lack demand response service

•

Infrequent service
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Figure 91. Unmet Transportation Needs
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69%
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12%

10%
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Q8. What improvements to FRTA would help your client groups?
Saturday service was identified as the top improvement that could help client groups, followed
by improved connections to non-FRTA towns (Figure 92). Several other improvements were
stated over 50 percent of the time, including evening service, Sunday service, and more
frequent service. One-quarter left other comments; they are summarized as follows:
•

Opening up demand response to the general public in towns not served by fixed route

•

Improving stop accessibility

•

Increase the number of trips to Greenfield from the rural communities
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Figure 92. Needed Improvements
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15%

10%
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Respondents were asked to expand upon the improvements they would like to see. Many stated
that transportation is a major barrier for their clients to connect to support services, particularly
those living in rural areas. Specific improvements identified were:
•

Weekend service – not only to go shopping but for those that work on weekends

•

Extend evening hours on weekdays – to expand flexibility in shift availability for the
workforce

•

Easier to read schedules - larger print schedules, education on how to read schedules
and use the flag-stop system

•

More frequent service – with hourly service a trip to a scheduled appointment can take
twice as long because individuals may have to arrive up to an hour early or wait after
their appointment is complete

•

Other – improved connections for demand response among FRTA towns and providing
demand response service in all FRTA towns; more direct routing; purchase of bulk 1-day
passes with discount; partner with local businesses and organizations to promote
ridership
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Q9. Do you have any additional comments?
Thirteen additional comments were received. Eight comments were suggestions for
improvements, three reiterated the importance of transit to the communities, and two thanked
FRTA for the service they currently have. Desired improvements include increased collaboration
with PVTA (3), first-mile last-mile service (2), demand response for towns that do not currently
have it (2), increased frequency (2), connecting BRTA and PVTA, weekend service, earlier
morning demand response, and bulk ticket purchase discounts.

Operator Survey
A survey was sent to all FRTA fixed route and demand response operators. 44 Responses were
received from 11 fixed route and 9 demand response operators. The survey had separate
questions for fixed route and demand response operators, which asked about needed
improvements/changes, operational challenges, and recommendations to improve service. A
review of responses by question and mode operated is presented below.

Fixed Route
Q1. What is the best part about the FRTA service?
All operators identified that the best part of the service was that it served a vital need and was
low cost (Figure 93).
Figure 93. Best Part of FRTA Fixed Route
100%

100.00% 100.00%
88.89% 88.89%

90%

77.78%
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55.56% 55.56%
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10%
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Low-cost
service

It serves a
My fellow Management Convenient
vital need for employees
service
the
community

Opportunity Good for the
The
for growth environment passengers

Other

FTM operators are represented by United Electrical Workers.
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Q2. What are the top three service changes that you would like to see that would improve
service for the customers?
This question was open-ended; responses were then categorized into five themes. The most
mentioned theme was for weekend service followed by evening service (Table 75).
Table 75. Needed Service Changes
Theme

Number of Responses

Weekend service

3

Late night service

2

Route timing adjustments

1

Service to Amherst

1

Routing changes

1

Q3. Where else or when do you think transit service should be provided that is currently
not?
This question was open-ended; five responses were received. All respondents stated weekend
service; additionally, one added later weekday service and service to Amherst.
Q4. What times/trips on specific routes do you think should be evaluated and/or possibly
eliminated due to extremely low ridership?
This question was open-ended, but the only comments left stated they had no comments.
Q5. Do you face any operational challenges?
The top operational challenges faced are outlined in Figure 94 and include vehicle issues,
technology, and timing between stops (Table 76).
Figure 94. Fixed Route Operational Challenges Faced
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Table 76. Specific Fixed Route Operational Challenges Faced
Challenge

Responses

Timing between stops

Timing is difficult to meet on some but too loose on others
Running time varies based on traffic and signals

Technology

RouteMatch/on-board tablets are not reliable

Vehicle issues

Vehicle lifts malfunction
Interior noise level

Tight turns

Smith Street at High Street taking a right turn

Safety concerns

Lifts on older buses do not always work
Buses breaking down

Winter weather

Buses do not heat up adequately

On-time performance

GPS failures

Reporting/tracking

Tablets do not always work properly

Other

Communication with dispatch

Q6. What other recommendations/thoughts do you have which would improve the
service?
This question was open-ended. A summary of responses is as follows:
•

Saturday service

•

More Route 20

•

Faster repair of vehicles

Demand Response
FRTA has nine different operating contracts for demand response plus Med-Ride volunteers.
Surveys were completed by nine individuals representing six of the operating contracts and the
Med-Ride volunteers. Responses were not received from the Bernardston COA, Hulmes
Transportation, and Huntington.
Q1. What is the best part about the FRTA service?
The best part about the FRTA service identified by demand response operators was that it
serves a vital need for the community (Figure 95).
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Figure 95. Best Part of FRTA Demand Response
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Q2 What are the top three service changes that you would like to see that would improve
service for the customers?
This question was open-ended; a summary of responses is below:
•

Weekend service

•

Serve places outside the FRTA communities such as VA Medical Center in Leeds and
Pittsfield

•

In-county medical trips

•

Service to other FRTA communities using different operators

•

Improved coordination between Med-Ride volunteer drivers and office staff regarding trip
details

•

Allocate more time on the shopping runs to shop

Q3. What do you hear from customers with regard to unmet needs – places they’d like to
go or times/days they’d like to travel?
This question was open-ended; eight responses were received. A summary of responses is
below:
•

Greater volunteer network to help individuals with transportation-related needs beyond
door to door transportation, such as assisting them with shopping, the bank, etc.

•

Increased grocery runs to neighboring towns for those communities without a store

•

Service to local farmers markets
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•

Friday service in Southampton

•

Weekend service

•

Service from the Shelburne Falls region to Greenfield

Q5. Do you face any operational challenges?
The top operational challenge for demand response was safety concerns (Figure 96) which
included responses in regard to winter weather and top heavy vehicles (Table 77).
Figure 96. Demand Response Operational Challenges Faced
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Table 77. Specific Demand Response Operational Challenges Faced
Challenge

Responses

Safety concerns

Winter weather
Top heavy vehicles

Difficult to reach service areas

In-county areas outside of dial-a-ride hours

Passenger challenges

Med-Ride passengers not respecting rules (e.g., eating,
smoking, bringing a pet, etc.)
Securing wheelchairs
Chatty passengers can distract from driving
Multiple stop requests

Winter weather

Some areas are unreachable without four-wheel drive

Technology

Desire rear-view cameras
Desire GPS and hands-free way to communicate in case
of emergency

Other

AECOM

Vehicles not suited for rural roads. Would prefer large
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Q6. What other recommendations/thoughts do you have which would improve the
service?
This question was open-ended. A summary of responses is as follows:
•

Fleet improvements such as vehicles with automatic doors and ergonomic seats.

•

Tickets or tokens that passengers can pre-purchase to use instead of handling cash.
Often drivers are asked to make change, and because of the fare passengers must have
quarters or other change. Many individuals fumble handling the change.

•

Operate the Millers Falls demand response using Erving instead of FTM.

Public Survey
As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic and the associated social distancing requirements, inperson public outreach was cancelled and an online, mobile-friendly survey was created to
reach as many people as possible who travel in and around the 41 communities they serve
within Franklin, Hampden, Hampshire, and Worcester Counties. The goal of this survey was to
engage the community in a discussion of transportation needs and how to best serve the
community into the future. The survey went live to the public on July 13, 2020, and remained
open until August 10, 2020. The following contains an analysis of the survey results for the
duration of the survey.

Survey Methodology
Through a series of conference calls and meetings with the AECOM team and FRTA staff,
survey questions were prepared to target riders of the FRTA system, both fixed bus and demand
response, and those who do not use the service. The development of the questions began in
February 2020 and included questions about residency, frequency of travel with FRTA, primary
mode of transportation, preference of service extensions, and possible improvements. Optional
demographic questions were also included.
FRTA helped the AECOM team spread the word about the survey through stakeholder email
blasts that included a QR code, short link, and advertising graphic for use on websites and
social media accounts. All the survey promotional content included a brief description of the
purpose of the survey, a link to the survey, and a QR code, which when scanned by a
smartphone, provided a direct link to the survey. In addition, FRTA posted links to the survey on
their social media accounts and utilized paid promotions through Facebook to reach a larger
audience. FRCOG, a local municipal planning organization, also promoted the survey through
their social media channels. FRCOG utilized paid Facebook advertising and their stakeholder
email database to help spread the word about the public survey. A Google Voice phone number
and Google email address were set up specifically for the public survey to offer different options
for respondents to provide comments and feedback. A voice recording was used for the Google
Voice phone number that asked each caller to explain any potential concerns or comments they
have regarding FRTA services. Using the list of registered demand response riders, AECOM
prepared and distributed a postcard via the postal service asking for feedback through the
survey, phone number, or email address.

Online Survey
As previously stated, the online survey opened on July 13, 2020, and was available through
August 10, 2020. The survey was open to all individuals who live, work, or visit the area and
was open to both riders and non-riders of the FRTA system. The survey was made available in
both English and Spanish and included an initial question to determine a rider from a non-rider.
Based on the response, the respondent was then directed to a corresponding set of questions.
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Responses
The survey received 210 responses. The peaks in responses shown in Figure 97 correlate
email blasts to stakeholder groups and receipt of a postcard via the postal service. Not all
respondents answered all the survey questions. As such, the percentages in all figures are
based on the number of responses received for that question rather than on the total number of
responses.
Figure 97. Survey Response by Date
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Do you currently use FRTA services? (n = 210)
A total of 210 respondents answered the online, public survey (Figure 98). More than half of
respondents (116) are not currently users of the FRTA system and 94 do ride with FRTA. Only
95 respondents provided information beyond whether they are a current FRTA user or not.
Figure 98. Current User of FRTA Services
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NON-RIDER QUESTIONS
A total of 116 respondents are not current riders of FRTA and were asked the following
questions to understand their current travel patterns and needs.
1.

What town or community do you live in? (n = 95)

Most of the non-riders who responded to the survey live in Greenfield (24), Montague (10), and
Buckland (9) (Figure 99). Overall, individuals from 31 communities responded.
Other: North Adams, Millers Falls, Northampton, Williamsburg
Figure 99.Town or Community of Residence (Non-Rider)
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What are the reasons you do not use FRTA transit services? (n = 97)

The primary reason non-riders do not use FRTA to travel is they use their own car (65) (Figure
100). Additional reasons for not using FRTA include the schedule does not fit their needs (25),
do not live near a bus stop (20), and the routes do not fit their needs (15). Additional reasons
provided by non-riders not listed include activities closed due to COVID-19 pandemic, lack of
service in their town/community, and Greenfield Community College is closed.
Figure 100. Reasons for Not Using FRTA Transit Services (Non-Rider)
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3.

What would get you to use FRTA transit services? (n = 88)

Non-riders were asked to identify all the reasons they might use FRTA services in the future. Of
the 88 respondents, 41 would use FRTA if the service was more frequent, 34 would ride if the
service hours were extended, 33 would ride if there was service on the weekend, and 29 would
ride if there were more bus stops (Figure 101). An additional 39 responses provided by nonriders who selected “other” show non-riders would use FRTA if they didn’t have their own car, if
they were no longer able to drive themselves, when they get older, if the pandemic was over, if
there was service in their town, and if there was more public information about sanitization
processes and response efforts to the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Figure 101. Reasons to Encourage Use of FRTA Transit Services (Non-Rider)
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4.

What modes of transportation do you use most often? (n = 97)

Of the 97 non-riders who responded to this survey question, a total of 82 non-riders use their
own car for transportation most often, 25 respondents walk, and 17 carpool or get a ride with
other people (Figure 102). Other modes of transportation used by non-riders not listed as an
option include Amtrak, the MART shuttle bus, and MassHealth medical rides.
Figure 102. Modes of Transportation Used Most Often (Non-Rider)
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Do you feel that FRTA is a valuable public transportation resource in the region?

Though they are not currently users of the FRTA services, 87.5 percent of non-riders do feel that
FRTA is a valuable public transportation resource to the area and 8.3 percent have not yet
formed a full opinion and responded “maybe” (Figure 103).
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Figure 103. Whether FRTA is Considered a Valuable Public Transportation Resource in
the Region (Non-Rider)
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FIXED ROUTE USER QUESTIONS
1.

What town or community do you live in? (n = 57)

A total of 57 fixed route riders responded to this survey question and most live in Greenfield
(24), Montague (7), and Deerfield (5) (Figure 104). Respondents represented 16 different
communities, including 6 non-FRTA member communities.
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Figure 104. Town or Community of Residence (Fixed Route Rider)
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What are the top three communities you travel to most often? (n = 57)

The three communities that fixed route riders travel to most often in the area are Greenfield (38
responses), Northampton (34 responses), and Orange (17 responses). Overall, 146 responses
were received from 57 individuals listing 26 different towns. Thirty-eight percent of the
responses were for non-FRTA member town (Figure 105).
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Figure 105. Top Communities Traveled to (Fixed Route Rider)

3.

Which FRTA Routes do you use? (n = 59)

Fixed route riders were asked to select all the bus routes they currently use (Figure 106). More
than 25 percent of responses (38 total) show riders use Route 31, 29 riders use Route 32, 20
riders use Route 23, and 20 riders use Route 21.
Figure 106. FRTA Routes Used (Fixed Route Rider)
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4.

Do you have any concerns about how often the bus comes for the routes used? (n =
55)

The fixed bus routes that the majority of riders (more than 50 percent) have concerns about the
frequency include Route 20, Route 23, Route 31, and Route 41 (Table 78).
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Table 78. Concerns about Route Frequency (Fixed Route Rider)
Route

Yes

No

Route 20 - Green Link Connector

63.64 percent (7)

36.36 percent (4)

Route 21 - Greenfield Community

27.78 percent (5)

72.22 percent (13)

Route 22 - Blue Link Connector

50.00 percent (1)

50.00 percent (1)

Route 23 - Sunderland/Greenfield

61.11 percent (11)

38.89 percent (7)

Route 24 - Crosstown Connector

17.65 percent (3)

82.35 percent (24)

Route 31 - Northampton/Greenfield

61.29 percent (19)

38.71 percent (12)

Route 32 - Orange/Greenfield

44.44 percent (12)

55.56 percent (15)

Route 41 - Charlemont/Greenfield

66.67 percent (4)

33.33 percent (2)

5.

Are there times or days on the routes that you use, that the FRTA bus does not run
but that you need it to? (n = 57)

The predominant response from fixed route riders is that weekend service is needed on all the
existing FRTA fixed bus routes. All the riders who use Route 22 need it to run earlier in the
morning, later in the evening, and on the weekends. Over 70 percent of Route 21 riders need
the bus to run on weekends and more than 50 percent need the bus to run later in the evening.
Most of the Route 41 riders need the bus to run later in the evening and on the weekends (Table
79).
Table 79. Time(s)/Day(s) of Use if Offered by FRTA (Fixed Route Rider)

Route
Route 20 –
Green Link
Connector
Route 21 –
Greenfield
Community
Route 22 – Blue
Link Connector
Route 23 –
Sunderland /
Greenfield
Route 24 –
Crosstown
Connector
Route 31 –
Northampton /
Greenfield
AECOM

The current
times work for Earlier in the
me
morning
3

4

Later in the
evening

Weekend
service

Total
Response
Count

4

7

11

(27.3 percent) (36.4 percent) (36.4 percent)
6

5

10

(31.6 percent) (26.3 percent) (52.6 percent)

(63.6 percent)
14
(73.7 percent)

0

2

2

2

(0 percent)

(100 percent)

(100 percent)

(100 percent)

4

6

7

13

(21.1 percent) (31.6 percent) (36.8 percent)
8

4

5

(47.1 percent) (23.5 percent) (29.4 percent)

19

2
19

(68.4 percent)
11
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(64.7 percent)

11

7

16
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(71.4 percent)
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The current
times work for Earlier in the
me
morning
9

Later in the
evening

Weekend
service

Total
Response
Count

13

20

28

6

(32.1 percent) (21.4 percent) (46.4 percent)
1

3

5

(71.4 percent)
5

(14.3 percent) (42.9 percent) (71.4 percent)

7

(71.4 percent)

What time frames would you use weekend service on the routes you use? (n = 42)

If weekend service began on each of the existing bus routes, riders would most use the service
between 8:00 AM and 5:00 PM on both Saturdays (Table 80) and Sundays (Table 81).
Table 80. Saturday Service Timeframes (Fixed Route Rider)
Saturday
Before 8:00
AM

Saturday
8:00 AM 10:00 AM

Saturday
10:00 AM 3:00 PM

Saturday
3:00 PM 5:00 PM

Saturday
After 5:00
PM

Route 20 - GreenLink
Connector

1

3

4

2

2

Route 21 - Greenfield
Community

4

8

8

7

7

Route 22 - BlueLink
Connector

1

2

2

2

2

Route 23 – Sunderland /
Greenfield

2

6

9

8

10

Route 24 - Crosstown
Connector

1

3

9

6

6

Route 31 – Northampton /
Greenfield

7

15

21

17

17

Route 32 Orange/Greenfield

8

11

16

10

12

Route 41 – Charlemont /
Greenfield

1

2

5

4

3

Route
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Table 81. Sunday Service Timeframes (Fixed Route Rider)
Sunday
Before 8:00
AM

Sunday
8:00 AM 10:00 AM

Sunday
10:00 AM 3:00 PM

Sunday
3:00 PM 5:00 PM

Sunday
After 5:00
PM

Route 20 - GreenLink
Connector

1

4

3

3

3

Route 21 - Greenfield
Community

2

6

5

7

8

Route 22 - BlueLink
Connector

1

2

2

2

2

Route 23 – Sunderland /
Greenfield

2

5

8

6

8

Route 24 - Crosstown
Connector

1

4

8

6

6

Route 31 – Northampton /
Greenfield

6

11

16

14

15

Route 32 Orange/Greenfield

7

8

12

9

10

Route 41 – Charlemont /
Greenfield

1

2

3

3

2

Route

7.

Are there any locations you would like the bus to go to that it does not go to now? (n
= 56)

Thirty riders would like to go to locations not currently serviced by FRTA and 26 are able to get
to their destinations on the bus Figure 107).
Figure 107. Desire for Service to Locations not Currently Serviced by FRTA (Fixed Route
Rider)
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Where would you like to go and on what days and times? (n = 27)

The 30 riders who said there are additional destinations they would like to go to using FRTA but
cannot were asked to provide more detail. Shown in Figure 108 are the destinations (blue
markers) and the lines represent the desired FRTA connections. Many of the responses are
destinations that are outside of the communities within the FRTA service area.
Figure 108. Map of Destinations Fixed Route Riders Would Like to go Using FRTA

9.

Would you be willing to pay a higher fare for these services if FRTA-Access was
expanded and used? (n = 29)

If the FRTA Access Bus services were expanded to these additional locations and days/times, a
total of 21 respondents would use it and 8 would not (Figure 109).
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Figure 109. Willingness to Pay a Higher Fare if FRTA Access Service was Expanded
(Fixed Route Rider)
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10. What is the maximum you would be willing to pay per one-way trip? (n = 21)
Out of the 21 respondents who would use the FRTA Access Bus if the services were expanded
to new locations and with new schedules, a total of 17 respondents would be willing to pay less
than $6.00 per one-way trip (Figure 110). Only two respondents would be willing to pay between
$6.00 and $8.00, and two would be willing to pay more than $10.25 for a one-way trip.
Figure 110. Maximum Willing to Pay per One-Way Trip (Fixed Route Rider)
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11. Would you use the FRTA to get to the Berkshires and connect to the BRTA is the
service was available? (n = 55)
A total of 23 respondents are unsure if they would use FRTA service to connect to the
Berkshires and to BRTA if available and 18 would not (Figure 111). Only 14 riders who
responded say they would use the connection if the service was made available.
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Figure 111. Use of FRTA to get to the Berkshires and Connect to BRTA if Service was
Available (Fixed Route Rider)
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12. What is the maximum amount you would willing to pay per one-way trip to the
Berkshires? (n = 35)
Of the riders who either said yes or would possibly use the connection service to the Berkshires
and to BRTA, the majority (28 riders) would not pay more than $10 per one-way trip (Figure
112).
Figure 112. Maximum Amount per One-Way Trip to the Berkshires (Fixed Route Rider)
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13. What other concerns do you have regarding FRTA service that you would like
improved? (n = 47)
A total of 22 riders would like to buy bus passes or tickets online or on a mobile device (i.e.,
smartphone), 19 riders would like bus stops to be made more accessible, and 19 want the
schedules to be made easier to read (Figure 113). Other concerns and areas of improvement as
identified by riders include more accurate real-time bus location data, friendly drivers, and for
the buses to arrive on schedule. Other concerns submitted include replacement of old buses,
lack of communication to riders, frequency of buses, and schedules that match working hours.
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Figure 113. Concerns Regarding Improvement of FRTA Service (Fixed Route Rider)
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14. Would you prefer that the bus went to more places or was faster but had less stops?
(n = 40)
Approximately 77 percent of riders (31) would prefer the buses went to more places rather than
provide faster service (Figure 114).
Figure 114. Preference for More Places Served or Faster Service with Less Stops (Fixed
Route Rider)
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15. Would you rather increase the places the bus goes to or have the bus run
earlier/later in the day? (n = 45)
Over 70 percent of riders (32 total) would prefer the buses ran for longer hours each day rather
than travel to more places (Figure 115).
Figure 115. Preference for More Places or Longer Hours (Fixed Route Rider)
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16. Would you rather the bus come more often (improved frequency) or the bus went to
more places (improved coverage)? (n = 48)
A total of 28 riders (58 percent) would like to see the buses go to more places (more coverage)
rather than running more frequently (Figure 116).
Figure 116. Preference for Improved Frequency or Improved Coverage (Fixed Route
Rider)
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DEMAND RESPONSE USER QUESTIONS
17. What town or community do you live in? (n = 35)
Out of a total of 37 responses, 13 respondents live in Greenfield (35 percent). The remaining
respondents live in Deerfield (3), Erving (3), Montague (3), Northfield (2), Orange (2), Shelburne
(2), Southampton (2), Southwick (1), South Deerfield (1), Turners Falls (1), Westhampton (1),
Sunderland (1), Cummington (1), and Bernardston (1).
18. What are the top three places you travel to most often? (n = 36)
From a total of 79 responses (36 individuals), the top three destinations most traveled by current
FRTA demand response riders are Greenfield (33 percent), Turners Falls (13 percent), and
Northampton (9 percent). Overall, 28 different towns were listed; 38 percent of the responses
were for non FRTA member towns. This is on par with the fixed route responses (Figure 117).
Figure 117. Top Places Demand Response Users Travel to

19. Which FRTA services do you use? (n = 37)
Approximately 73 percent of current demand responses riders (27 riders) use FRTA demand
response service and approximately 46 percent (17 riders) use the Med-Ride service (Figure
118).
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Figure 118. FRTA Services Used (Demand Response Rider)
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20. Which of the following service improvements would most improve service for you to
use? (n = 27)
Current demand response riders were asked to select all the possible service improvements
they would prefer to see (Figure 119). From a total of 70 responses, the top three improvements
riders would most like to see are weekend service (12 responses), service to communities
outside of the FRTA service area (11 responses), and online scheduling (10 responses).
Figure 119. Desired Service Improvements (Demand Response Rider)
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21. Where would you like to go that you currently cannot using FRTA service? (n = 11)
A total of 11 demand response riders provided a location they currently cannot get to using
FRTA service. As shown in Figure 120, demand response riders would like to travel to
Greenfield (33 percent), Turners Falls (13 percent), and Northampton (9 percent), as shown by
the blue markers. Additional locations include Amherst, Springfield, Leominster, Northfield, and
Bernardston. The line represents a desired connection using FRTA services that is not currently
offered.
Figure 120. Desired Destinations by FRTA Demand Response Riders

22. What is the maximum you would be willing to pay for each service listed below? (n =
29)
If the services in Table 82 were implemented for FRTA demand response rides, almost all the
respondents would not be willing to pay more than $7.50. The majority of respondents would be
willing to pay between $2.25 and $5.00 for any of these services. For earlier morning service, 50
percent of respondents are willing to pay between $2.25 and $5.00 and 50 percent are not
willing to pay more than they currently pay.
Over 50 percent of respondents would be willing to pay between $2.25 and $5.00 to travel
beyond the standard ¾ mile outside of the fixed route service area. Half of respondents are not
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willing to pay more than they currently pay for later evening service but almost 42 percent would
pay up to $5.00.
Table 82. Maximum Willing to Pay (Demand Response Rider)

Service

No more than
I currently
pay
$2.25-$5

$5.25-$7.5

$7.75-$10

$10.25+

Later evening
service

50.00 percent 41.67 percent 8.33 percent

0.00 percent

0.00 percent

Earlier
morning
service

50.00 percent 50.00 percent 0.00 percent

0.00 percent

0.00 percent

Same day
service

34.78 percent 43.48 percent 21.74 percent 0.00 percent

0.00 percent

Weekend
service

36.00 percent 44.00 percent 20.00 percent 0.00 percent

0.00 percent

Neighboring
communities
not currently
served

31.82 percent 50.00 percent 18.18 percent 0.00 percent

0.00 percent

Outside FRTA 30.00 percent 40.00 percent 20.00 percent 10.00 percent 0.00 percent
service area
Beyond ¾ of a 42.11 percent
mile of fixed
route

52.63 percent 5.26 percent

0.00 percent

0.00 percent

23. How would you rate your experience when booking a ride on the FRTA paratransit
service on a scale of 1 to 10, with ten being the best? (n = 23)
A total of 23 respondents ranked their experience booking a ride with the FRTA paratransit
service, using a scale from 1 to 10, with 10 being the best. The average score is 7.8 out of 10.
24. Are you able to schedule rides at the times and days needed? (n = 29)
Most of the respondents (25) are able to schedule rides with FRTA demand response at the
times and days they need (Figure 121). The four respondents who have some level of difficulty
say it is due to availability -- rides do not begin early enough in the morning for appointments,
the dispatcher was having difficulty completing the booking, and the mobile app was nonresponsive.
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Figure 121. Ability to Schedule Rides at the Times and Days Needed (Demand Response
Rider)
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25. If you could book your trip online or through a smartphone, would you? (n = 30)
When asked if riders would use online tools to schedule rides instead of calling FRTA to book
over the phone, 13 riders (43 percent) would either go online or use a smartphone and 11 would
not do this (Figure 122). The remaining six respondents are in favor of online scheduling but
would use either a smartphone or another device only to access the internet (i.e., laptop or
computer).
Figure 122. Willingness to Book Trip Online or Through a Smartphone (Demand
Response Rider)
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26. If you could pay your fare on your smartphone, would you? (n = 29)
A total of 17 respondents would pay their fare on a smartphone and only 7 would not. Of all
respondents, five do not have a smartphone (Figure 123).
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Figure 123. Willingness to Pay Fare on Smartphone (Demand Response Rider)
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27. What percent of the time do you share your FRTA van trip with another person (not
including a companion, friend, family member or personal care attendant with you)?
(n = 22)
Using a scale from 0 percent to 100 percent, the average amount of time current FRTA van
riders share a trip with another person is 45 percent.
28. Do you use the Microtransit FRTA Access Bus? (n = 32)
Approximately 34 percent of respondents (11) use the FRTA microtransit service, known as the
FRTA Access Bus. Twenty-one respondents do not use the FRTA Access Bus (Figure 124).
Figure 124. Use of the FRTA Access Bus (Demand Response Rider)
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29. Are you able to schedule rides at the times and days needed for FRTA Access Bus?
(n = 9)
All the respondents (9 total) are able to schedule rides at the days and times needed and did
not report any difficulties when booking (Figure 125).
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Figure 125. Ability to Schedule Rides at the Times and Days Needed for FRTA Access
Bus (Demand Response Rider)
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30. Are there places you wish you could go with the FRTA Access Program that you
cannot go now? (n = 5)
Currently using the FRTA Access Program, one rider would like to go to Bernardston and
Northfield and cannot with the current service.
31. Would you use the service more if any of the following improvements were
implemented? (n = 9)
A total of nine respondents provided feedback about potential service improvements (Figure
126). A total of eight respondents would like FRTA to provide service to other towns. For each of
the following improvements, Saturday service, Sunday service, and earlier morning service, five
respondents would like to see these service improvements.
Figure 126. Use with Potential Improvements (Demand Response Rider)
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32. Would you use the FRTA to get to the Berkshires and connect to the BRTA if the
service was available? (n = 31)
If the FRTA demand response service offered a trip to the Berkshires to connect to BRTA,
approximately 67 percent of current riders (21 respondents) would not use it (Figure 127). Only
three respondents would take advantage of this trip if offered and seven are unsure at this time.
Figure 127. Use of FRTA to get to the Berkshires and Connect to BRTA if Service was
Available (Demand Response Rider)
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33. What is the maximum amount you would willing to pay per one-way trip? (n = 10)
The majority of demand response riders (6 respondents) would be willing to pay between $7.50
and $10.00 per one-way trip on FRTA vehicles to get to the Berkshires and connect to BRTA
(Figure 128). No riders would be willing to pay over $15.25 and only one would be willing to pay
between $12.25 and $15.00.
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Figure 128. Maximum Amount Willing to Pay per One-Way Trip to the Berkshires (Demand
Response Rider)
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34. Do you have any other concerns regarding the FRTA paratransit service? (n = 16)
Additional concerns from current FRTA demand response riders include efficient scheduling of
pick-ups based on location of customer and collaborative service with PVTA to ensure access to
local communities and senior centers.
DEMOGRAPHICS
Demographic questions were asked of all survey respondents (Table 83 and Figure 129 through
Figure 132).
Table 83. Respondent Demographics

Average Age
(n = 149)

Bus Riders: 50
Van Riders: 65
Non-Riders: 56

Median Age
(n = 149)

Bus Riders: 48
Van Riders: 70.5
Non-Riders: 58

Avg. # People in
House
(n = 149)
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Figure 129. Gender
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Figure 130. Race/Ethnicity
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Figure 131. Household Total Annual Income
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Figure 132. Language(s) Spoken at Home
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How did you first hear about this survey?
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To track the spread of the virtual public outreach, the survey included a question to find out how
all respondents first heard about the survey and a total of 155 respondents provided a response
(Figure 133). A total of 40 respondents heard about the survey on Facebook (25.8 percent), 29
received a mailer or postcard (18.7 percent), and 18 respondents heard about the survey from a
friend or family member (11.6 percent). An additional 47 respondents provided a written
response by selecting “other” and said they first heard about the survey from the local senior
center/COA, news article in the Recorder, Twitter, via email, the Franklin County Chamber
newsletter, and from MassHire.
Figure 133. How Respondents Heard About Survey
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VOICE MAIL FEEDBACK
In addition to the public survey, individuals could provide feedback by leaving a voicemail. In
total 34 messages were received. Twelve of the comments were about the demand response
service, three for fixed route, and the remaining did not specify. Comments were categorized by
theme. The top theme was general happiness with the service (Figure 134).
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Figure 134. Voicemail Feedback Comments
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Appendix E Commonwealth Environmental Policies
Transportation is a leading producer of greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) in the
Commonwealth, and the only sector identified through the Global Warming Solutions Act of
2006 (GWSA) with a volumetric increase in GHG emissions; meaning that any effort to reduce
emissions must significantly target the transportation system. In 2008, through the passage of
the GWSA, Massachusetts committed to reduce its GHG emissions by 80 percent below 1990
baseline levels by 2050. Commonwealth policies and action on environmental sustainability in
the transportation sector can be summarized by a series of executive orders, regulations, and
recommendations to achieve the Commonwealth’s goal of reducing transportation-related
emissions by 40 percent over the next 20 years, 45 helping to meet the emissions reduction
goals of the GSWA.
Massachusetts is establishing an integrated climate change strategy for the Commonwealth
through the implementation of Executive Order 569, which was issued in 2017 and had major
elements codified in 2018. 46 It aims to develop a roadmap for climate mitigation and adaptation
for the Commonwealth.
Sustainability requirements for transportation are summarized in 310 CMR 60.05, 47 where the
Climate Protection and Green Economy Advisory Committee advises the Executive Office of
Energy and Environmental Affairs on measures to reduce GHG emissions in accordance with
the GWSA. The purpose of 310 CMR 60.05 is to assist the Commonwealth in achieving the
GHG emissions reduction goals, and to establish an annually declining aggregate GHG
emissions limit for MassDOT, as well as general requirements for determining aggregate
transportation GHG emissions in the transportation planning process.
To be in line with this regulation, RTAs in particular must conduct comprehensive service
reviews; identify service enhancements to increase passenger ridership; identify vehicle
technology and operational improvements that can reduce aggregate transportation GHG
emissions; and work within the MPO process to prioritize and fund GHG reduction projects and
investments.
In Executive Order 579: Establishing the Commission on the Future of Transportation in the
Commonwealth, the goal is to determine “how to ensure that transportation planning,
forecasting, operations, and investments for the period from 2020 through 2040 can best
account for likely demographic, technological, climate, and other changes in future mobility and
transportation behaviors, needs and options.” 48 This will be accomplished by further
investigating topics such as climate and resiliency, transportation electrification, autonomous
and connected vehicles, transit and mobility services, and land use and demographics. 49 In
2019, the Commission on the Future of Transportation released their report, Choices for
Stewardship: Recommendations to Meet the Transportation Future. 50
The report provides five recommendations with a planning horizon of year 2040. The
recommendations include (1) modernizing existing transportation assets; (2) creating a 21st
Century “mobility infrastructure” to prepare the Commonwealth for emerging changes in
transportation technology and behavior; (3) substantially reducing GHG emissions from the
transportation sector; (4) coordinating and modernizing land use, economic development,
housing, and transportation policies and investment in order to support resilient and dynamic
regions and communities throughout the Commonwealth; and (5) changing current

https://www.mass.gov/doc/a-vision-for-the-future-of-massachusetts-regional-transit-authorities/download.
https://www.mass.gov/executive-orders/no-569-establishing-an-integrated-climate-change-strategy-for-the-commonwealth.
47
https://www.mass.gov/doc/final-regulation-4/download.
48
https://www.mass.gov/executive-orders/no-579-establishing-the-commission-on-the-future-of-transportation-in-the.
49
https://www.mass.gov/executive-orders/no-579-establishing-the-commission-on-the-future-of-transportation-in-the.
50
https://www.mass.gov/doc/choices-for-stewardship-recommendations-to-meet-the-transportation-future-volume-1/download.
45
46
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transportation governance and financial structures in order to better position Massachusetts for
the transportation system that it needs in the next years and decades.
Current RTA-specific sustainable practices are described in Section 4.7 and recommendations
for future sustainable practices are described in Chapter 8.
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Appendix F Public Comments
The following comments were received from the public on the final document, during the
comment period.
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